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Superconductivity in impurity systems with a lower density of charge carriers
and with strong electron correlations

M. E. Palistrant*

Institute of Applied Physics, Academy of Sciences of Moldova, ul. Akademicheskaya 5, 2028 Kishinev,
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~Submitted June 26, 2001; revised October 3, 2001!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.28, 157–167~February 2002!

The influence of a paramagnetic impurity on the superconducting transition temperatureTc ,
energy gapVg , and order parameterD at T50 is investigated in systems with a lower density of
charge carriers and with strong electron correlations. It is shown that, since the Migdal
theorem is violated in these systems, taking the vertex and ‘‘crossing’’ functions into account in
the weak-coupling approximation explains the substantial change in the calculated
quantities, in particular, the increase ofTc and of the critical impurity concentrations. The
decrease ofTc , D, and Vg with increasing impurity concentration is slowed considerably in
comparison with the case of conventional superconductors on account of nonadiabaticity
effects. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1461922#
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the important problems of the modern theory
superconductivity is to study the influence of impuriti
~nonmagnetic and magnetic! on the thermodynamic proper
ties of high-Tc superconducting~HTSC! materials. This
problem is one of real importance, since the free charge
riers and, hence, the superconductivity in these syst
arises on account of doping, which leads to substantial
ordering of the system. In addition, nonmagnetic and m
netic impurities can exist in real systems.

The difficulties of solving this problem stem from th
unusual nature of the objects of study, which have a comp
crystal structure, features in the electron energy spectru
lower density of charge carriers, strong electron correlatio
etc. Taking all of these factors into account makes the pr
lem unsolvable at this stage. Therefore, in our view, it is
interest to take the Fermi-liquid approach, which is based
the fact that at a certain carrier density a metallic state ar
in which the electronic state is modified but not destroyed
the electron correlations. Consequently, a transition to a
perconducting state can occur, with the formation of Coo
pairs ~the BCS scenario! or local pairs~the Schafroth sce
nario!.

In this approach~adopting the standard theory of Abr
kosov and Gor’kov for systems with a randomly distribut
impurity! one studies the influence of a nonmagnetic imp
rity on the superconducting transition temperatureTc in dif-
ferent models that enable one to take into account the o
lap of the energy bands at the Fermi surface in the cas
phonon1,2 and nonphonon mechanisms of superconductivi3

the anisotropy of the electron–phonon interaction and
dx22y2 symmetry of the order parameter,4 the mechanism of
pair tunneling withs pairing,5 etc. In all these studies th
dependence ofTc on the concentration of the nonmagne
impurity arises on account of various anisotropic proper
of the particular system. In an isotropic system withs pair-
ing, according to the Anderson theorem,6 the thermodynamic
1091063-777X/2002/28(2)/8/$22.00
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properties of the superconductor are independent of the
centration of a nonmagnetic impurity.

Let us also mention Refs. 7 and 8, where, in a study
the influence of a nonmagnetic impurity on the properties
disordered systems, an attempt was made to go beyond
framework of the Abrikosov–Gor’kov approach by takin
into account the spatial variation of the order parameter.

At the same time, a magnetic impurity in an isotrop
system substantially suppresses the superconductivity on
count of the exchange interaction and the breaking of Coo
pairs.9

The studies mentioned above were based on the us
the Migdal theorem,10 which allows one to ignore the verte
corrections in determining the mass operators and the no
and anomalous Green’s functions. This theory works in
region of large values of the Fermi energy~«F@v0 , where
v0 is the characteristic boson frequency! and large values of
the momentum transfer (q;2pF).

In oxide ceramics, organic superconductors, a
fullerenes, the values of«F andv0 can be of the same orde
and the momentum transferq!2pF because of the strong
electron correlations.11,12 As a result, the Migdal theorem i
violated, and it becomes necessary to take into account
ditional many-particle effects determined by the vertex a
‘‘crossing’’ diagrams. Taking these~nonadiabaticity! effects
into account in pure superconductors13,14 leads, at small val-
ues ofq, to positive values of the vertex functions and to t
possibility of obtaining values ofTc corresponding to HTSC
materials at moderate values of the electron–phonon inte
tion constant (l;0.5– 1). Thus the lower concentration o
charge carriers and the strong electron correlations in HT
materials may be one of the reasons for their hig
temperature superconductivity. Since nonadiabaticity effe
are so substantial, it is unquestionably of interest to study
influence of an impurity on the value ofTc with these effects
taken into account.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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Here we solve this problem on the basis of a Ham
tonian of the Fro¨hlich type supplemented by an interaction
the electrons with a magnetic impurity. This interaction co
tains magnetic and nonmagnetic parts of the impurity s
tering and, consequently, allows one to investigate a n
magnetic impurity as a limiting case. Our task is
generalize the Abrikosov–Gor’kov theory9 on the influence
of a magnetic impurity on the superconducting transit
temperature to systems with small values of the Fermi
ergy («F;v0) and momentumq!2pF , in which the
Migdal theorem10 is violated. This study will further our un
derstanding of the processes of impurity scattering in ox
ceramics, fullerenes, and organic superconductors, which
nonadiabatic systems with strong electron correlations.
shall consider a three-dimensional system with a varia
density of charge carriers~arbitrary filling of the energy
band!.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we give
Hamiltonian of the system and obtain the basic equation
the theory of superconductivity for a nonadiabatic syst
containing a paramagnetic impurity. Section 3 is devoted
the determination of the temperature of the superconduc
transition: an equation is obtained for determining the va
of Tc , analytical expressions are found in the region of sm
and large impurity concentrations, and analytical formu
are given for determining the vertex functions. In Sec. 4
obtain equations for determining the order parameterD at
T50, the energy gapVg , and the critical impurity concen
tration at which gapless superconductivity sets in. In Sec
we carry out numerical calculations and analyze the resu

2. BASIC EQUATIONS

The Hamiltonian of a two-band system with a random
distributed magnetic impurity is written in the form

H5H01(
s

E dxCs
1~x!Cs~x!w~x!

1(
ab

E dxCa
1~x!Vab~x!Cb~x!, ~1!

where H0 is the Hamiltonian of the free electrons an
bosons, the second term corresponds to the electron–b
interaction responsible for the superconductivity, the th
term describes the interaction of electrons with the magn
impurity, ca(x) is the annihilation operator for an electro
with spin a at a pointx, w(x) is the boson operator, and

Vab~x!5(
n

Vab~x2Rn!5V1~x!dab1
1

2
SsabV2~x!,

~2!

whereRn is the position of the impurity,S is the spin of the
impurity, s is the spin-matrix vector, andV1 andV2 are the
-
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nonmagnetic and magnetic parts of the scattering poten
for electrons on the impurity.

We introduce the temperature electron and bos
Green’s functions

Gba~xx8!52^TCb~x!Ca
1~x8!&;

F̄aa8~xx8!52^TCa
1~x!Ca8

1
~x8!&;

~3!

F̄bb8~xx8!52^TCb~x!Cb8~x8!&;

D~xx8!52^T&~x!w~x8!&;x5~x,t!.

We shall consider the joint influence of the electron
boson and electron–impurity interactions on the elect
functions ~3!. With this goal we go over to the interactio
representation and use perturbation theory,15 treating both the
electron–boson perturbation and the electron–impurity in
action. In the resulting perturbation series we perform
averaging over the positions of the randomly distributed i
purities and over orientations of their spins in analogy w
what is done in conventional superconductors,2,9,16 taking
into account, in addition to the usual diagrams~correspond-
ing to the adiabatic theory!, diagrams with a crossing of two
electron–boson or of one electron–boson and one electr
impurity interaction lines. After this we sum over spin var
ables and obtain a system of equations for determining
Green’s functionsḠ(pV) andF̄(pV) averaged over the po
sitions of the impurity.

Near the superconducting transition temperatureT
;Tc) in the pV representation the solution of these equ
tions gives

Ḡ~pV!5
1

iV2«p2SN~pV!
;

~4!

F̄~pV!5Ḡ~2p,2V!SS~pV!Ḡ~pV!.

Here the expressions for the mass operators in the grap
representation have the form@see~5! and ~6!#.

Here SN
0 (pV) and SS

0(pV) contain diagrams corre
sponding to the electron–boson interaction, including d
grams with a crossing of two lines of the electron–bos
interaction.14 However, unlike the corresponding lines o
Ref. 14, the solid lines in the definition of these quantitie
just as in expressions~5! and~6!, represent the total electro
Green’s functions averaged over the positions of the r
domly distributed impurity and over orientations of the spin
The wavy lines refer to the electron–boson interaction, a
the dashed lines to the electron–impurity interaction.
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Now we use a model representation for the electro
boson and electron–impurity interactions:

ugpp1
u25g2S 2pF

qc
D 2

u~qc2up2p1u!; ~7!

U6~p2p1!5U6S 2pF

qc1
D 2

u~qc12up2p1u!, ~8!

where

U65cFV1
26

1

4
S~S11!V2

2G .
Herec is the concentration of the magnetic impurity, andqc

and qc1 are the cutoff momenta of the electron–boson a
electron–impurity interactions.

The electron–boson interaction constant~7! is chosen in
accordance with the theory of Refs. 13 and 14, accordin
which for qc!2pF the vertex and ‘‘crossing’’ functions ar
positive, which leads to an upward renormalization of t
electron–boson interaction constant and, hence to an
crease in the superconducting transition temperature.
smallness of the parameterqc in turn is due to the presenc
of strong electron correlations in the system. Expression~7!
is an approximate reflection of the results of the studies
the the influence of strong electron correlations on
electron–phonon interaction in Refs. 11, 12, and 17:
electron–phonon interaction increases weakly at small
ues of the momentum transferup2p1u and is sharply sup-
pressed at larger values ofup2p1u on account of electron
correlations. The factor (2pF /qc)

2 is introduced so thatg2

will be obtained as a result of the averaging. Consequen
in this model the constantl5N0g2 is independent ofqc , in
agreement with the result of Ref. 11.

A similar situation also arises for other scattering mec
nisms, such as impurity scattering, for example. Formula~8!
reflects the suppression of the electron–impurity interac
for up2p1u.qc1 . The caseqc1!2pF corresponds to the
presence of strong electron correlations in the system.11 We
assume that the cutoff momentaqc andqc1 are independen
quantities.
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With ~7! and ~8! taken into account, the expressions f
the the quantities in~5! and ~6!, averaged over the Ferm
surface, can be written in the form

^^SN~p,V!&&FS5SN~V!

5
1

bV (
p1V1

V̄N~VV1!Ḡ~p1V1!

1
1

V (
p1

Ū1Ḡ~p1V!; ~9!

^^SS~p,V!&&FS5SS~V!5
1

bV (
p1V1

V̄S~VV1!F̄~p1V1!

1
1

V (
p1

Ū2F̄~p1V!, ~10!

where

V̄N~VV1!52g2D~VV1!@11l P̄V~QcVV1!#; ~11!

V̄S~VV1!52g2D~VV1!@112l P̄V~QcVV1!

1l P̄c~QcVV1!#2lD~VV1!

3@2RV
I ~Qc1VV1!1Rc

I ~QcVV1!

1Rc
II ~Qc1VV1!#; ~12!

Ū65U6@112l P̄V~QcVV!#;

P̄V~QcVV!5 P̄V~QcVV1!uV1
5V. ~13!

In ~11!–~13! we have used the definitions

P̄V~QcVV1!52
1

bV K K (
p2V2

S 2pF

qc
D 2 1

N0
u~qc2up2p2u!

3Ḡ~p2V2!Ḡ~p11p22p,

V11V22V!D~VV2!L L
FS

; ~14!
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P̄c~QcVV1!52
1

bV K K (
p2V2

S 2pF

qc
D 2 1

N0
u~qc2up2p2u!

3Ḡ~p2V2!Ḡ~p22p2p1 ,

V22V2V1!D~VV2!L L
FS

; ~15!

R̄V~Qc1VV1!5U1K K (
p2

S 2pF

qc1
D 2 1

N0V
u~qc12up2p2u!

3Ḡ~p11p22p, V1!Ḡ~p2V!L L
FS

; ~16!

Rc
I ~QcVV1!5U2K K (

p2
S 2pF

qc
D 2 1

N0V
u~qc2up2p2u!

3Ḡ~p2V1!Ḡ~p22p12p,2V!L L
FS

; ~17!

Rc
II is obtained fromRc

I by the substitutionsQc→Qc1 and
V→V1 ~Qc5qc/2pF , Qc15qc1/2pF!. Here P̄V and P̄c are
the vertex and ‘‘crossing’’ functions relating to the electron
boson interaction, andRV andRc are the corresponding func
tions determined by the electron–impurity interaction. If
accordance with the Migdal theorem10 we assume thatP̄V

5 P̄c5RV5Rc50, we obtain for the Green’s function~4!
and for formulas~9! and~10! the corresponding expression
of the adiabatic theory15,16 for superconductors with a ran
domly distributed paramagnetic impurity. In the nonadiaba
systems investigated here~«F;v0 , q!2pF! the Migdal
theorem is violated, and it becomes necessary to take
account the contribution of additional many-particle effec
vertex and ‘‘crossing’’ functions in the definition of the ma
operators. We have expressions for the operatorsSN ~9! and
SS ~10! containing the total Green’s functions, which ta
into account the electron–boson and electron–impurity in
actions in all orders of perturbation theory. Unlike the ad
batic theory, they contain additional diagrams with a cross
of two electron–boson or one electron–boson and
electron–impurity interaction lines~see Eqs.~5! and~6!; this
is the first order in the nonadiabaticity!. If discussion is lim-
ited to the contributions linear in the nonadiabaticity, t
evaluation of the vertex and ‘‘crossing’’ functions~14!–~17!

is done using the Green’s functionsḠ in the adiabatic ap-
proximation~see Appendix!.

We write the boson propagatorD(VV1) and the elec-
tron Green’s function~4! in the form

D~VV1!52
v0

2

~V2V1!21v0
2 ; ~18!

Ḡ~pV!5@ i Ṽ2 «̃p#21, ~19!

whereṼ5V2Im SN(V); «̃p5«p1ReSN(V).
Substituting expression~19! into formulas~9! and ~10!

and doing the integration over energy between the lim
c

to
:

r-
-
g
e

s

2m,«p2
,W2m ~W is the width of the energy band andm

is the chemical potential! in the usual way, we obtain

D̄5
pN0

b
(
V1

V̄S~VV1!
D̃~V1!

Ṽ1

w~Ṽ1 ,m̃ !: ~20!

Ṽ5V1
pN0

b (
V1

V̄N~VV1!w~Ṽ1 ,m̃ !

1pN0Ū1w~Ṽ,m̃;
~21!

D̃~V!5SS~V!5D̄1pN0Ū2w~Ṽ,m̃ !,

where

m̃5m2ReSN~V!5m2
N0

b (
V1

V̄N~VV1!C~Ṽ1 ,m̃ !

1Ū1C~Ṽ,m̃ !;

w~Ṽ,m̃ !5
1

p Farctan
W2m̃

Ṽ
1arctan

m̃

Ṽ
G ; ~22!

C~Ṽ,m̃ !5
1

2
ln

~W2m̃ !21Ṽ2

m̃21Ṽ2
.

Because we have taken into account the vertex cor
tions, the self-consistent system of basic equations of su
conductivity ~20!, ~21! contains the renormalized quantitie
V̄N , V̄S , and Ū6 . The dependence in~22! is due to the
asymmetric limits of integration over energies in~9! and
~10!, which is characteristic for systems with low densities
charge carriers and narrow energy bands.

3. TEMPERATURE OF THE SUPERCONDUCTING
TRANSITION

From now on we shall consider the weak coupling a
proximation (l!1) and replace the vertex functions in~20!
and ~21! by their values atV50, V15v0 ~Ref. 14!. Then,
after determining the ratioD̃/Ṽ from Eqs.~21! in a manner
similar to how this is done in adiabatic impurity systems, w
obtain in this approximation an equation for the order para
eter D̄ near the superconducting transition temperature:

ZD̄~V!5lD

p

b

3(
V1

v0
2

~V2V1!21v0
2

D̄~V1!

V11G f c sgnV1
w~Ṽ1 ,m̃ !,

~23!

where
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lD5l@112l P̃V~Qc,0,v0!1l P̃c~Qc,0,v0!

12RV~Qc1,0,v0!1Rc
I ~Qc,0,v0!1Rc

II ~Qc,0,v0!#:
~24!

Z5Z02G@11l P̄V~Qc ,V,V!#

3F W2m̃

~W2m̃ !21G1
2 1

m̃

m̃21G1
2G ;

Z0511lz

p

bV (
V1

v0
2

~V2V1!21v0
2 w~Ṽ1 ,m̃ !;

~25!
lz5l@11l P̄V~Qc,0,v0!#;

G5G12G25pN0cV2
2 1

2
S~S11!; G1,25pN0cU6 ;

f c5
1

Z
@112l P̄V~Qc,0,0!#

3F12
1

p S arctan
G1

W2m̃
1arctan

G1

m̃ D G . ~26!

We now perform a series of transformations in Eq.~23!,
as this is done in systems in which retardation is taken
account.20,21 In this way we obtain an equation for determi
ing the superconducting transition temperatureTc :

ln
Tc

Tc0
5CS 1

2D2CS 1

2
1r D2

Z

lD
1

Z0

lD
0

2J1~c,m!1J2~c,m!, ~27!

where C is the Euler psi function,Z05Zuc50 , lD
0

5lDuc50 , and

J1~c,m!5
1

p E
0

` dx

x211 Fw1~x1G1 ,m!

x1G f c /v0
2

w1~x,m!

x G ;
~28!

J2~c,m!5
1

p
E

0

` x2dx

~x211!2 Fw1~x1G1 ,m!

x1G f c /v0

2
w1~x,m!

x
G ,

where

w1~x,m!5
1

p Farctan
x

W2m
1arctan

x

mG .
The impurity scattering parameterr is defined by the

relation

r5
G f c

2pTc
, ~29!

where 1/2G corresponds to the relaxation time of the sc
tering of electrons on the magnetic part of the impurity p
tential for adiabatic systems,9,16 and the factorf c ~26! corre-
sponds to a renormalization of this parameter due
nonadiabaticity effects.

The superconducting transition temperature for a p
substance is given by the expression18,19
o

-
-

o

e

Tc05
2v0ge

pAe
F ~W2m!m

~W2m1v0!~m1v0!G
1/2

3expH 2
Z0

lD
0 1

1

4 S v0

W2m1v0
1

v0

m1v0
D J . ~30!

The dependence ofTc on the impurity is contained in the
scattering parameterr, the quantities in Eq.~28!, and inlD

~24! andlz ~25!. It becomes necessary to evaluate all of t
vertex and ‘‘crossing’’ functions and to determine their d
pendence on the impurity concentration and density
charge carriers. To calculate these quantities we employ
technique developed in Refs. 14 and 21~see Appendix!. For
values 2EQc

2,m, qc/2pF5Qc!1, andG1,2/v0!1 we ob-
tain

P̄V~Qc,0,v0!5PV~Qc,0,v0!1O~G1 /v0!;

P̄c~Qc,0,v0!5Pc~Qc,0,v0!1O~G2 /v0!;

RV~Qc,0,v0!;G1 /v0 ; Rc
I ~Qc,0,v0!;G2 /v0 , ~31!

wherePV,c are the values of the corresponding functions
the pure substance,18,19 which are determined by the expre
sion

PV~Qc,0,v0!5v0B~0,v0!

1FA~0,v0!

v0
2v0B~0,v0!GF12

E2

v0
2

1

2
Qc

4G ;
Pc~Qc,0,v0!5v0B~0,2v0!

1FA~0,2v0!

v0
2v0B~0,2v0!G

3F12
E2

v0
2

11

6
Qc

4G1
E

v0
C~0,2v0!Qc

2, ~32!

where

A~0,v0!

v0
5

p

4
2

1

2
arctan

v0

v01m
2

1

2
arctan

v0

W2m1v0
;

v0B~0,v0!52
1

2 H ~v01m!@~v01m!212v0
2#

@~v01m!21v0
2#2

1
~W2m1v0!@~W2m1v0!212v0

2#

@~W2m1v0!21v0
2#2 J ;

v0C~0,v0!5
1

2 H ln
W2m1v0

v01m

2
1

2
ln

~W2m1v0!21v0
2

~v01m!21v0
2

2
v0

2

~v01m!21v0
2 1

v0
2

~W2m1v0!21v0
2J ;

~33!
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in addition,

PV~QcVV!52
v0

2 F m1v0

~m1v0!21V2

1
W2m1v0

~W2m1v0!21V2G ; ~34!

Z0~0!511lzF W2m

W2m1v0
1

m

m1v0
G . ~35!

It is easy to see on the basis of results~31! and defini-
tions ~24!, ~25! and~28! that forG1 /v0 , G1 /m!1 we have
lD'lD

0 , Z'Z0 , and Ji(c,m)'0, and Eq.~27! takes the
form

ln
Tc

c0
5CS 1

2D2CS 1

2
1r D . ~36!

As a result, we find that form;v0 or m@v0 and G1,2/v0

!1 the form of the equation forTc coincides with the cor-
responding equation in the Abrikosov–Gor’kov theory9 ~see
also Ref. 16!. The difference lies in the expressions for t
superconducting transition temperatureTc0 for the pure sub-
stance~30! and for the impurity scattering parameterr ~29!,
~26!. The quantityTc0 in ~30! in the nonadiabatic theory ca
reach values characteristic for HTSC materials at mode
values of the constantl,14,18 and the parameterr ~29! con-
tains renormalizations due to nonadiabaticity effects thro
the quantities f c and Tc . Here f c512l@v0 /(v02m)
1v0 /(W1v01m)#,1, andTc for this same impurity con-
centration is significantly larger than its value in the ad
batic theory. Consequently, there is a substantial decreas
the impurity scattering parameter on account of nonadia
ticity effects.

In the limiting case of a nonmagnetic impurity (G50)
Eq. ~36! gives Tc5Tc0 , in agreement with the Anderso
theorem6 that Tc is independent of the concentration of
nonmagnetic impurity. Consequently, the model represe
tion we have introduced for the electron–impurity interacti
~8! is consistent with the main proposition of the theory
superconductivity in isotropic impurity systems.

At small m (m;G1) the value ofTc is determined by
Eq. ~27!. In the limit G→0 the influence of the impurity in
this equation is preserved because of the dependence o
quantities appearing in it on the parametersG1 and G2 ,
which contain the scattering of electrons on the nonmagn
part of the impurity potential~see Eq.~28!, for example!. A
violation of the Anderson theorem6 occurs which is not due
to the momentum cutoff of the electron–impurity interacti
~8! but is a consequence of the electron–hole asymm
~because of the asymmetry of the limits of integration o
energy in expressions~9! and ~10!, which vanishes form
5W/2. This asymmetry can be regarded as the appearan
anisotropy in the system; the presence of any anisotropy
lead to violation of the Anderson theorem.

On the basis of~36! we have in the regionm;v0 or
m@v0

Tc5Tc02
p2

2

G

2p
f c for p!1;

Tc
256

G2

p2 f c
2 ln

pTc0

geG f c
for p@1. ~37!
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-
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These formulas contain a weaker dependence on the
purity concentration than in the case of conventional sup
conductors on account of nonadiabaticity effects, which le
to the presence of the functionf c,1.

Consequently, the pair-breaking effect of the param
netic impurity has a weaker influence on the superconduc
ity because of the additional electron–phonon interact
arising from diagrams with a crossing of impurity and ph
non lines. On the basis of Eq.~37! we obtain the following
expression for the critical impurity concentration at whi
the superconductivity vanishes (Tc50):

Gcr5
pTc0

gef c
. ~38!

The large values ofTc0 and the functionf c,1 make for
large values of the critical impurity concentration in com
parison with adiabatic systems.

4. ORDER PARAMETER D AT TÄ0 AND THE ENERGY
GAP Vg

For T,Tc the expression for the mass operators~5! and
~6! should be supplemented with diagrams containing t
anomalous Green’s functions, and this leads to an additio
contribution to the quantitiesV̄N(VV1) and V̄S(VV1).
However, in the weak-coupling approximation (v0@D),
which we are considering in this paper, the contribution
these diagrams is small. Furthermore, the calculation of
functions PV,c and RV,c for v0@D and T50 leads to the
same results as in the caseT5Tc . Consequently, in the
weak-coupling approximation the parameterslD , Z, andlz

are determined by the expressions given above forT5Tc .
Let us start from the definitions of the mass operat

~5!, ~6! and generalize the calculational technique of Refs
and 16 forT50 to the case of nonadiabatic systems. In t
limit G1,2/v0 ,G1,2/m!1 andv0@D, we obtain for the or-
der parameter

ln
D

D0
52

G f c

D

p

4
for

G f c

D
,1;

ln
D

D0
5 lnH F S G f c

D D 2

21G1/2

1S G f c

D D J 2

F S G f c

D D 2

21G1/2

2G f c

D

2
G f c

2D

1

F S G f c

D D 2

21G1/2 for
G f c

D
.1, ~39!

whereD0 is the order parameter of the pure substance:

D05
2v0

Ae
F ~W2m!m

~W2m1v0!~m1v0!G
1/2

3expH 2
Z0

lD
0 1

1

4 F v0

W2m1v0
1

v0

m1v0
G J . ~40!

Expressions~39! at v0 /m and (W2m)/m→0 go over to
the corresponding expressions for adiabatic systems.9,16 Here
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we have substantial renormalization ofD0 and of the scatter-
ing parameter owing to nonadiabaticity effects and
electron–hole asymmetry.

To determine the energy gap we consider the elec
density of states in analogy to what was done in Refs. 9
16. We have

NS~V!5N0 Re
u

Au221
; ~41!

Du5V1 iG f c

u

Au221
, ~42!

whereu5Ṽ/D̃.
The maximum value ofV, at which the electron densit

of states is equal to zero, corresponds to the value of
energy gapVg in the energy spectrum. We findu(Vg) from
the conditiondV/du50. In accordance with~39! we have

u~Vg!5@12~G f c /D!2/3#1/2;
~43!

Vg5@12~G f c /D!2/3#3/2.

It follows from this equation that forG f c5D the energy
gapVg50.

Using the definition ofD ~39!, we obtain

GVg50

D0

f c
expS 2

p

4 D . ~44!

This last formula determines the critical impurity co
centration at which gapless superconductivity arises. T
value is considerably higher than the corresponding value
adiabatic systems on account of the large values ofD0 and
the functionf c,1.

5. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS AND ANALYSIS OF THE
RESULTS

From the formulas obtained above it is seen that
values ofTc , D, andVg depend substantially on the value
of the chemical potentialm. For m;v0@G, G1 the equa-
tions for determining these quantities look the same as
corresponding expressions in the Abrikosov–Gor’k
theory.9,16 Here there is a substantial renormalization ofTc0

andD0 and of the scattering parameterr on account of the
inclusion of the vertex and ‘‘crossing’’ functions. The expre
sions forTc0 ~30! andD0 ~40! hold the possibility of obtain-
ing values characteristic of oxide ceramics18,19 at intermedi-
ate values of the electron–boson interaction constant.
suppression of superconductivity with increasing magn
impurity concentration due to the breaking of Cooper pair
slowed considerably.

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the ratiosTc /Tc0 ,
D/D0 , andVg /D0 on the concentration of impurities~on the
parameterG/D0

0, whereD0
0 is the order parameter of an adi

batic impurity-free system! for m5W/2, Qc5qc/2pF50.1,
andl50.5. The solid curves in the figure correspond to
case of adiabatic systems (m5v0 /m52v/W50), and the
dashed lines to the case of nonadiabatic systems form51.
This figure makes it possible to compare the behavior of
quantities indicated above in conventional superconduc
~curves1–3! and in HTSCs~curves18–38!.
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Thus the following results have been obtained.
1. In nonadiabatic systemsTc , D, andVg fall off more

slowly with increasing concentration of magnetic impurity
comparison with conventional superconductors.

2. The critical impurity concentrationGcr at which the
superconductivity vanishes and the critical concentrat
GVg50 at which the gapless state arises are increased sig
cantly owing to nonadiabaticity effects.

3. The region of the gapless stateGcr2GVg50 widens
substantially in the nonadiabatic systems considered abov
comparison with adiabatic systems. We findGcr2GVg50

50.066D0
0 for m50, andGcr2GVg5050.257D0

0 for m51.
The model considered here is rather simple for desc

ing the superconducting properties of such complex syst
as HTSC materials, which, in addition to the presence
strong electron correlations and a low density of charge c
riers, are highly anisotropic systems. However, it does ena
one to obtain a qualitative picture of the influence of non
diabaticity on the behavior ofD, Tc , andVg as functions of
the magnetic impurity concentration and also to determ
the values of the critical impurity concentrationsGcr and
GVg50 in these systems.

Our results agree qualitatively with the experimen
data from studies of the corresponding superconduc
properties of lanthanum and yttrium ceramics~see, e.g.,
Refs. 22 and 23!.

In the region of smallm (m;G1!v0) the equation for
determiningTc ~27! contains additional impurity dependenc
through the dependence of the quantities appearing in i
the parametersG1,2, which are determined by the scatterin
on both the magnetic and nonmagnetic parts of the impu
potential ~26!, ~8!. In the limiting case of a nonmagneti
impurity (G→0) the impurity dependence on the parame
G1,2 remains in Eq.~27!, and that leads to an impurity de
pendence ofTc . Consequently, in this case the Anders

FIG. 1. Energy gapVg , critical temperatureTc , and order parameterD at
T50 as functions of the impurity concentration.
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theorem6 is violated. This result is consistent with the ma
propositions of the theory of superconductivity in impuri
systems, since here we are dealing with an anisotropic
tem ~because of the presence of electron–hole asymmet
small m!. It is known that the Anderson theorem does n
hold in anisotropic systems.

In the present paper, following Refs. 13 and 14, we ha
taken into account the terms linear in the nonadiabati
~diagrams containing the crossing of two interaction lin!
for an impurity system. For this we did a direct evaluation
the vertex and ‘‘crossing’’ functions at small values of t
momentum transfer for the electron–phonon and electr
impurity interactions. At the present time there are also ot
approaches, and various methods have been develope
taking nonadiabaticity into account. A detailed analysis
these methods is done in Ref. 24, in which it is shown t
the method of direct evaluation of the vertex function
which was used by Migdal10 and also by Pietronero, Grim
aldi, and Stra¨ssler,13,14 is the most correct. In particular,
gives a correct estimate of the value and sign of the no
diabatic correction to the self-energy. Consequently, it can
assumed that the theory of the superconductivity of nona
batic impurity systems developed in the present study, wh
is based on direct evaluation of the vertex functions, i
correct theory.

In closing, the author thanks F. G. Kochorbe´ for a dis-
cussion of the results and for assistance in the nume
calculations and in the organization of this paper.

APPENDIX

In evaluating the vertex and ‘‘crossing’’ functions, whic
depend onV and q, the technique of Refs. 13 and 14 w
generalized to the case of a superconductor with a rando
distributed paramagnetic impurity. We start from definitio
~14!–~17! and the expression for the Green’s functi

Ḡ(p,V) ~19! for Ṽ5V1G1 sgnV and «̃p5«p , which cor-
responds to a conventional superconductor containing a p
magnetic impurity atT5Tc . This approach gives the first
order result in the nonadiabaticity in the definition of t
mass operators~5!, ~6!.

The calculations were done in several steps.
1. The product of the corresponding Green’s functio

ḠḠ, which appears in the definition of the functionsPV,c , is
decomposed into simple fractions13 and a summation ove
V2 is done, which is replaced by integration, as is done
T50. This approximation is justified for the weak-couplin
case (Tc!v0) considered here.

2. A quadratic dispersion relation of the electron ene
is considered; here it is assumed that the momentum cu
qc!2pF . For such values ofqc one hasp'p1 and p1

'p2 . This approach allows one to express the valu
«p21p12p and «p22p12p in terms of expressions containin
«p2

and the angular dependences:

«p21p12p5«p2
1EQa cosw;

«p22p12p5«p2
1E~12Q2!

a2

2
2EQA12Q2a cosw,
s-
at
t

e
y

f

–
r
for
f
t
,

a-
e

a-
h
a
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ly

ra-

,

r

y
ff

s

whereE54EF , q5up2p1u, Q5q/2pF , anda is the angle
betweenp andp2 .

3. Integration is done over the energy«p2
~the electron

density of statesN(«)5N0! and then the angular integratio
over a andw on the basis of the relation

1

V (
p2

→N0E
0

2p dw

2p E
0

p sinada

2 E
m

W2m

d«p2
.

4. An averaging is done over the Fermi surface acco
ing to the formula

PV~Qc,0,v0!5S 2kF

qc
D 2E dVp

4p E dVp1

4p

3u~qc2upF2p1Fu!PV,c~pF2p1F,0,vo!

5
2

Qc
2 E QdQPV~Q,Qc,0,v0!; Qc5

qc

2pF
.

The results of these calculations are presented in the
above. We have used an analogous procedure for evalua
the impurity verticesRV,c ~see Ref. 21 for details!.
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Magnetization dynamics of electron–impurity systems at paramagnetic resonance
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The equation for the magnetization is obtained on the basis of the kinetic equation for an
isotropic distribution function of electrons scattering on massive impurity centers in the presence
of magnetic and electric fields. The analytical solution of the Cauchy problem for a given
initial distribution of the magnetization under conditions of paramagnetic resonance is obtained.
The exact solutions are found for magnetization dynamics in samples having the forms of
an ellipsoid of revolution and a cylinder, as well. The influence of magnetic exchange on the
surface of the cylinder~III boundary value problem! is taken into account. The dependence
of the magnetization on the static electric field is exponentially decreasing with time, with an
exponent proportional to the electric field squared times the diffusion coefficient. For a
fixed instant of time the magnetization depends nonlocally on the magnitude and direction of the
electric field. The estimated dynamic shift of the forced precession has a nonlocal and
nonlinear dependence on the nonuniform distribution of the initial magnetization. This shift is
estimated with boundary conditions taken into account and is caused by a field similar
to the Suhl–Nakamura field in a paramagnetic medium. The dynamic shift of the free precession
has only a nonlocal character. The time and space dependence of the internal field is
obtained. All results are expressed in terms of the initial distribution of the magnetization without
specifying its functional form and in terms of the propagation function, which depends on
the shape of the sample. These results may be used for analysis of spin diffusion in natural and
manmade materials and also in magnetometry. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1461923#
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1. INTRODUCTION

A system of electrons interacting among themselves
with motionless potential impurity centers randomly distr
uted in uniform external fields is described by a distributi
function f obeying the kinetic equation1,2

]

]t
f 1 i @w, f #21v

]

]x
f 1eE

]

]p
f 1

q

c
@v3B#

]

]p
f

5L f 1Leef , ~1!

wheref [ f p(x,t) is the distribution function of the electrons
which is a matrix in the electron spin space;q and v
5]ep /]p are the electron charge and velocity, respective
L and Lee are the electron–impurity and electron–electr
collision integrals;B is the magnetic field,E is the static
electric field;w52m0s•B ~m0 is the Bohr magneton ands
are the Pauli matrices!. We assume that the massive charg
impurities, whose kinetics is not considered here, form
neutralizing electrical background.

We shall define the distribution function of electro
over energye ~Ref. 3!,

n~e,x,t !5^ f &5
1

r~e!
E dVpf p~x,t !d~e2ep!,
1171063-777X/2002/28(2)/6/$22.00
d

;

d
a

dVp5
d3p

~2p!3 , ~2!

where

r~e!5E dVpd~e2ep!

is the electron density of states, and the brackets mean
averaging defined by formula~2!. It follows from Eq.~2! that

^L̄ f &50, where

L̄5L1L8~B!, L8~B!52
q

c
@v3B#

]

]p
. ~3!

Indeed, the electron–impurity collision integral has the fo

~L f !~p!52pNE dVp8 w ~p,p8!d~ep2ep8!~ f p82 f p!,

and hencêL f &50. HereN is the impurity density,w (p,p8)
is the probability per unit time of electron scattering on t
impurity center. As « ikl(]vk /]pi)5« ikl(]

2ep /]pipk)50,
hence the mean
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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K @v3B#•S ]

]p
f D L 5« ikl

1

r~e!

3E dVpvkBl S ]

]pi
f D d~e2ep!,

and after integration by parts we have^L̄ f &50.
The operatorL̄ has the property

L̄~B!5L̄1~2B!, ~4!

where1 means the conjugate operation, defined by the
mula (x,y)[^x,y&. By virtue of the definition of the opera
tors L and L8, we have (Lx,y)5(x,Ly), (L8(B)x,y)
5(x,L8(2B)y), i.e., Eq.~4! is valid.

As the result of averaging Eq.~1!, we obtain the equa
tion for the distribution functionn(e,x,t):

]

]t
n1 i @w,n#25^Leef &2

]

]xk
j k

2qEk

1

r~e!

]

]e
~r~e! j k!. ~5!

To close this equation one has to express the currentj k in
terms ofn. This can be done if the frequency of electron
impurity collisionste imp

21 is much greater than the freque
cies of electron-electron collisionstee

21 and if the timest are
large in comparison with the corresponding relaxation ti
te imp ; then the electron distribution function becomes so
functional of n, i.e., the electron distribution function be
comes independent of the electron momentum direction
to the collisions of electrons with impurities. On this basis
is possible to show that in the linear approximation w
respect to the gradients and electric field, the diffusion c
rent is4:

j k52Dki~B!S ]

]xi
n1qEi

]

]e
nD , ~6!

where Dki(B)5^L̄21vk ,v i& is the diffusion coefficient of
electrons in a magnetic field having the propertyDki(B)
5Dik(2B), which follows from~4!.

In case of an isotropic electron dispersion relationep
5eupu we get

Dki5d@dki1bkbivc
2te imp1« iklbivc#,

d5
te impv

2

3~11vc
2!

, b5
B

uBu
, vc5te impVc . ~7!

The cyclotron frequency Vc is equal to Vc

5(quvuB)/cupu,

te imp
21 [2pNE dVp8 w ~p,p8!d~ep2ep8!S 12

pp8

upp8u D .

~8!

Equations~5! and ~6! together determine a closed equati
for the distribution functionn(e,x,t), which is isotropic with
respect to the moments.4
r-

e
e

e
t

r-

2. MACROSCOPIC EQUATION FOR MAGNETIZATION

We define the macroscopic density of the electron m
netic momentM5(M1 ,M2 ,M3), the magnetization, by the
formula

M ~x,t !52m0Tr
1

2
sE dVpn~e,x,t !. ~9!

In view of the relation for Pauli matrixess jsk2sks j

52i« jkls l , the kinetic equation~5!, after multiplication by
m0s, taking the trace on the spin variables, and integrat
over dVp , takes the form

]

]t
M i12m0@B3M # i1

]

]xk
I ik50, ~10!

where the flux density of the electron magnetic momen
equal to

I ik[22m0Tr
1

2
s iE dVpDkpS ]n

]xp
1qEp

]n

]e D . ~11!

In order to obtain a closed equation for the magnetization
assume that the functionDkp is smooth overe, and it is
therefore possible to take it out from under the integral si
We integrate the second term in~11! by parts one, and
assume that the surface terms are small ate50 and ate
5eF , where eF is the Fermi energy. This approximatio
allows us to write down the equation for the magnetizat
as

]

]t
M12m0@B3M #2DkpS ]2

]xk]xp
2

e

2eF
Ep

]

]xk
DM50.

~12!

Equation~12! without allowance for spatial inhomogeneit
corresponds to the Bloch equation and forms the basis of
theory of paramagnetic resonance. The incorporation of
homogeneity is carried out in Refs. 1 and 5 without speci
ing the character of the diffusion mechanism. The nonlin
equation describing a collision dynamics of magnetization
the absence of external fields is obtained in Ref. 6.

The purpose of the present work is to study the mag
tization dynamics of electron–impurity systems on the ba
of Eq. ~12! under conditions of paramagnetic resonance w
boundary conditions taken into account.

3. PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE IN ELECTRON–IMPURITY
SYSTEMS

We consider the magnetization behavior in the ca
when the external magnetic field in Eq.~12! consists of two
terms:

B5B01h~ t !,

whereB0 is the static field andh(t) is the alternating field.
To find the solution of Eq.~12! we shall develop the

scheme described by Bar’yakhtar and Ivanov in Ref. 7.
this purpose, we shall present the solution for the magn
zation @see Eq.~12!# as an expansion in powers of the am
plitude of the external alternating magnetic field:

M ~x,t !5 (
k50

`

m~k!~x,t !. ~13!
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After substituting Eq.~13! into Eq. ~12! we have an in-
finite system of equations form(k):

]

]t
m~k!12m0@B3m~k!#2Dm~k!

522m0@h~ t !3m~k21!#,

k50, 1, 2, . . . ;m~21![0, B5~0, 0,B!, ~14!

D[dFS ]2

]x2 1
]2

]y2 1~11vc
2!

]2

]z2 2
q

2eF

3~E11vcE2!
]

]x
2

q

2eF

~E22vcE1!

3
]

]y
2

q

2eF

E3~11vc
2!

]

]z
D . ~15!

At first we find the solutionm(0) of the Cauchy problem with
the help of the change of dependent variables

mi
~0!~x, t !5~2p!23/2E d3ke2 ikxmi

~0!~k,t !~ i 51, 2, 3!.

~16!

For the Fourier componentsmi
(0)(k,t) we get a system

of differential equations of first order in time. This system
easily solved. Carrying out the inverse transformation,

mi
~0!~k,t !5~2p!23/2E d3x8eikx8mi

~0!~x,t !, ~17!

we find the solution for the magnetization in the form of fr
precession in constant fields,

m~0!~x,t !5E d3x8g~ t,x8,x!~m~x8!cos~Vt1w~x8!!,

2m~x8!sin~Vt1w~x8!!,m3~x8!! ~18!

on the set of the known initial data of the form

m~0!~x,t50!5~m~x!cosw~x!,2m~x!sinw~x!,m3~x!!.
~19!

with a propagation function equal to

g~x8,x!5
1

~11vc
2!1/2 S 1

2~pdFt !1/2D 3

3expF2S x82x

2AdFt
1

q

2eF

E11vcE2

2
AdFt D 2

2S y82y

2AdFt
1

q

2eF

E22vcE1

2
AdFt D 2

2S z82z

2~11vc
2!1/2AdFt

1
q

2eF

~11vc
2!1/2E3

2
AdFt D 2G , ~20!

V52m0B, dF5
vF

2te imp

3~11vc
2!

,

wherevF is the Fermi velocity.
This function obeys the equation

]

]t
g2Dg50 ~21!

and also has the properties

lim
t→02

g~ t,x8,x!5d~x85x!, ~22!

lim
t→01

]

]t
g~ t,x8,x!5Dd~x82x!. ~23!

An important property of the propagation function is that
satisfies the Smolukhowski–Chapman–Kolmogoroff eq
tion

E d3x8g~ t2t8,x8,x!g~ t8,x9,x!5g~ t,x9,x!. ~24!

The particular solutionm(1) of Eq. ~14! with the right-hand
side 22m0 @h(t)3m(0)(x,t)# can be obtained, using th
semigroup property of the functiong(t,x8,x) ~24!:

m1
~1!~x,t !1 im2

~1!~x,t !5E
0

t

dt8eiV~ t82t !E d3x8g~ t,x8,x!

3@~h1~ t8!1 ih2~ t8!!m3~x8!

2h3~ t8!e2 i ~Vt81w~x8!!m~x8!#,

~25!

m3
~1!~x,t !5E

0

t

dt8E d3x8g~ t,x8,x!m~x8!

3@h1~ t8!sin~Vt81w~x8!!1h2~ t8!

3cos~Vt81w~x8!!#. ~26!

It is seen from formulas~25! and~26!, that the magnetization
at the timet is determined by the fieldh(t) at all previous
times, starting at the instant it is turned on.

We choose left rotation for the external alternating ma
netic field, which is perpendicular to the static fieldB0 :
h(t)5h(cosvt,2sinvt, 0), whereh is the amplitude of the
field andv is the frequency of the alternating magnetic fie
Since at the paramagnetic resonancev5V, we find from
formulas ~25! and ~26! that the particular solution for the
magnetization in the approximation linear in the field is t
forced precession

m1
~1!~x,t !5v1tm3

~0!~x,t !cos~Vt2p/2!,

m2
~1!~x,t !52v1tm3

~0!~x,t !sin~Vt2p/2!, ~27!

m3
~1!~x,t !5v1tA~x,t !,

A~x,t ![E d3x8g~ t,x8,x!m~x8!sins~x8!, v152m0h,

~28!

lagging in phase behind the phase of the alternating magn
field by p/2.

Having continued the procedure of iteration, we can s
the series onv1t and find the general exact solution for th
magnetization dynamics~12! at paramagnetic resonance:
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M ~x,t !5m~0!~x,t !1m~x,t !, ~29!

m~x,t !5~@A~x,t !~12cosv1t !1m3
~0!

3~x,t !sinv1t#sinVt,

@A~x,t !~12cosv1t !1m3
~0!~x,t !sinv1t#cosVt,

A~x,t !sinv1t1m3
~0!~x,t !~cosv1t21!).

At h50 this solution transforms intoM (x,t)5m(0)(x,t);
see Eq.~18!. As is seen from the solution~29!, there is no
divergence in time. Finally we come to the conclusion th
the solution of the Cauchy problem of Eq.~12! with the
initial distribution ~19! in the class of square-integrable fun
tions is completely determined by the propagation funct
and the shape of the sample, i.e., by the integration volu
For an unbounded medium under conditions of paramagn
resonance the solution of the Cauchy problem takes the f
of Eq. ~29!.

The magnetization projectionM3(x,t) oscillates. This
fact implies that a population inversion occurs in the syst
considered.

For the analysis of the forced precession we write
solution ~29! for M1 , M2 as

M1~x,t !5a cos~Vt1f!,

M2~x,t !52a sin~Vt1f!, ~30!

where the local amplitude and phase of precession are e
to

a~x,t !5A@2A~x,t !cosv1t1m3
~0!~x,t !sinv1t#21A1

2~x,t !,

f~x,t !5arctan
A~x,t !cosv1t2m3

~0!~x,t !sinv1t

A1~x,t !
,

A1~x,t ![E d3x8g~ t,x8,x!m~x8!cosw~x8!. ~31!

Expanding the phasef(x,t) ~31! in a series with respect tot
and restricting ourselves to the term linear int, we get, in
view of the property~23!, the local dynamic shift of the
forced frequencyV8 with respect to the Larmor precessio
frequencyV.

f~x,t !5w~x!1V8~x,0!t1...,

V8~x,0!5
1

m2~x!
H F2v1m3~x!1E d3x8~Dd~x2x8!!

3m~x8!sinw~x8!Gm~x!cosw~x!

2F E d3x8~Dd~x2x8!!m~x8!cosw~x8!G
3~m~x!sinw~x!2v1m3~x!!J . ~32!

the cause of which has the meaning of the internal field at
point x ~an analog of the Suhl–Nakamura field8 in a para-
magnetic medium, coordinated with the boundary con
tions!. This field depends on an initial nonuniform magne
zation distribution at all points of the sample and on t
shape of the sample, that is, it has a nonlocal character. W
t

n
e.
tic
m

e

ual

e

i-

h-

out nonlocality being taken into account, this shift is prop
tional to the amplitude of the forced field and has the sim
form

V8~x,0!522m0h
m3~x!cosw~x!

m~x!
. ~33!

As is seen from formula~33!, this shift depends nonlinearly
on the initial distribution. This result coincides with that o
Ref. 8 in view of heterogeneity. It follows from formula~32!
that the dynamic shift of the free precessionV8free(x,0) is
completely nonlocal:

V8free~x,0!52
1

m~x!
E d3x8~Dd~x2x8!!m~x8!

3sin~w~x!2w~x8!!. ~34!

Now it is obvious that in the general case the dependenc
the dynamic shift on time and coordinates is

V8~x,t !5
f~x,t !2w~x!

t
. ~35!

We find the maximal amplitude of the forced precessionamax

from the conditionM350, i.e.,

A sinv1t1m3
~0! cosv1t50. ~36!

After substituting~36! in ~31!, we get

amax5S m3
~0!2

sin2 v1t
1A1

2D 1/2

, ~37!

and the timest (k) are determined by the solution of Eq.~36!,
which can be written in equivalent form as

sin~v1t1d!50, d5arctan
m3

~0!

A
. ~38!

In the simplest case we findd52p/4, v1t'kp1p/4,
k50, 1, 2, ...

t ~0!'
p

4v1
, t ~1!'

5p

4v1
,..., ~39!

at5t~0!
max ')um3

~0!u t5t~0!.

Decaying bursts of precession amplitudeamax are observed.
To take into account the particular shape of the samp

is necessary to use the eigenfunctions of the Laplace ope
in cylindrical, spherical, or other coordinates as well. T
general formulas~29! and the formulas related to them reta
their form under replacement of the propagation function a
volume of integration. The propagation functions for the c
inder and ellipsoid of revolution are given in Appendix
The general exact solution of the equation~12! is given in
Appendix 2.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The dynamics of the evolution of a system of electro
and impurities placed in static electric and magnetic fields
investigated under the influence of an alternating magn
field under conditions of paramagnetic resonance. The g
eral formulas for all three magnetization components in th
evolutionary interrelation are obtained with the shape of
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sample~cylinder, ellipsoid of revolution! taken into account,
since experimental engineering allows one to measure t
components.9 The behavior of forced precession in samp
is theoretically investigated. The dynamic shift of the fr
quency of paramagnetic resonance caused by a nonuni
distribution of initial magnetization is found. All results ar
expressed in terms of the initial magnetization distribut
and a propagation function dependent on the shape of
sample. The results obtained are applied to the analysi
spin diffusion in natural and manmade materials10,11and also
in magnetometry.9

The author thanks Prof. S. V. Peletminskii for interest
the research and for a helpful discussion.

APPENDIX 1

Cylinder (III boundary value problem)@Ref. 12#

E5~0, 0,E3!,

x5r cosw, y5r sinw,
z

A11vc
2

5u;

0<r<r 0 , 0<w<2p, 0<z< l , 0<t<`,

d3x85r 8dr8dw8du8.

The boundary conditions are

F ]

]z
M2h1M G

z50

50,

F ]

]z
M1h2M G

z5 l

50,

F ]

]r
M1H3M G

z5 l

50,

whereh1 , h2 , H3 are the surface magneto-exchange facto
The initial conditions are

M t505~m~x!cosw~x!,2m~x!sinw~x!,m3~x!!:

The propagation function is

g~ t,r 8,w8,r ,w,u!

5
4

pr 0
2 expS 2

qE3

4eF
A11vc

2~u82u!2
~11vc

2!q2E3
2

16eF
2 dFt D

3 (
n50; m,k51

` F l 1
~H1H21nm

2 !~H11H2!

~H1
21nm

2 !~H2
21nm

2 ! G21

3S 11
r 0

2H32n2

~mk
~n!!2 D 21

3Jn
22~mk

~n!!JnS mk
~n!

r 0
r D JnS mk

~n!

r 0
r 8D

3expS 2F S mk
~n!

r 0
D 2

1nm
2 GdFt D

3~«n
21 cosnw cosnw81sinnw sinnw8!sin~nmu1zm!

3sin~nmu81zm!,
se
s
-
rm

he
of

s.

«n52 if n50 and«n51 if nÞ0, Jn are the Bessel func
tions,mk

(n) , nm are the positive roots according to the equ
tions

mk
~n!J8~mk

~n!!1r 0H3J~mk
~n!!50,

cot
nml

A11vc
2

5
nm

2 2H1H2

nm~H11H2!
,

zm5arctan
nm

H1
, H15A11vc

2S h12
qE3

4eF
D ,

H25A11vc
2S h21

qE3

4eF
D .

Ellipsoid of revolution

x5r cosu sinw, y5r cosu cosw,

u5
z

A11vc
2

5r cosu,

0<r<r 0 , 0<w<2p, 0<u<p,

d3x85r 82 sinu8dr8du8dw8.

The boundary conditions are@M (x,t)# r 5r 0
50.

The initial conditions are M t505(m(x)cosw(x),
2m(x)sinw(x),m3(x)). The propagation function is

g~ t,r 8,u8,w8,r ,u,w!5
1

pr 0
2

3expS 2
q~E11vcE2!~x82x!

4eF

2
q~E22vcE1!~y82y!

4eF
2

qE3A11vc
2~u82u!

4eF

2
~12vc

2!q2E2dFt

16eF
2 D

3F (
n50, m51

`

(
k51

n8 «k
21 coskw coskw81sinkw sinkw8

~n1k!!

~2n11!~n2k!!
@J8n11/2~mm

~n!!#2

3exp~2~mm
~n!/r 0!2dFt !

3
Jn11/2~mm

~n!r /r 0!Jn11/2~mm
~n!r 8/r 0!

Arr 8

3Pn,k~cosu!Pn,k~cosu8!G ,

Jm11/2 are the Bessel functions of half-integral order,Pn,k

are the associated Legendre functions, andmm
(n) are the posi-

tive roots of the equationJn11/2(mm
(n))50.
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APPENDIX 2

If the mismatchD5V2v, i.e. the difference betwee
Larmor precessionV and the frequency of the alternatin
magnetic field is not equal to zero, the general exact solu
of the equation~12! has the form:

M ~x,D,t !5m~0!~x,t !1m~x,D,t !,

m~x,D,t !5S S 2A cosgt1
v1

g
m3

~0! singt D sinvt

1A1 cosvt2
D

g
A1 singt sinvt2A1 cosVt

1A sinVt2S D

g
A singt2~v1Dm3

~0!

2D2A1!
12cosgt

g D cosvt,S 2A cosgt

1
v1

g
m3

~0! singt D cosvt2A1 sinvt

1S D

g
A singt2~v1Dm3

~0!

2D2A1!
12cosgt

g2 D sinvt

2
D

g
A1 singt cosvt1A1 sinVt

1A cosVt,m3
~0!~cosgt21!1

v1

g
A singt

1~D2m3
~0!1v1DA1!

12cosgt

g2 D ,
n

whereg5Av1
21D2.

The dynamic shift isV8(x,D,t)5f(x,D,t)2w(x)/t,
where

w~x,D,t !

5arctan
A cosgt2v1m3

~0!~singt/g!1DA1singt/g)

A12DA~singt/g!1~v1Dm3
~0!2D2A1!~12cosgt !/g2.
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The splitting of the Kondo peak on the differential resistance–voltage characteristic in a
magnetic field is investigated in CuMn, CuCr, and AuFe point contacts of different diameter.
Empirical formulas are obtained which can take into account the variation of the energy
position of the maxima of the split Kondo peak, both in external and internal~the spin-glass state!
magnetic fields, as a function of the temperature of the experiment and the Kondo temperature
and also as the diameter of the contacts is decreased. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1461924#
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Point-contact spectroscopy~PCS! is now being used to
investigate the characteristics of various dilute alloys exh
iting the Kondo effect.1–5 At biases of the order of610 mV
the curves of the differential resistance versus the volt
across the point contacts (dV/dI(V)) have a Kondo peak a
V50 ~Fig. 1!. At biases above 10 mV a sharp increase of
differential resistance occurs due to the scattering of cond
tion electrons on phonons of the host metal, Cu or Au. T
voltage dependence of the differential resistance at low
ases has the formdV/dI(V)}2 logV. It is similar to the
temperature dependence of the resistivity for a bulk Kon
alloy, r(T)}2 logT ~Fig. 1!. The difference is that in the
PCS method the interaction of the conduction electrons w
paramagnetic impurities and phonons is investigated a

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the temperature dependence of the r
tivity ~a! and the dependence of the differential resistance on the app
voltage across the point contact~b! of a Kondo alloy:1—in the absence of
magnetic field,2—in an external or internal magnetic field.
1231063-777X/2002/28(2)/5/$22.00
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function of the voltageV across the point contact at low
temperature,kBT,eV ~kB is Boltzmann’s constant!. The
maximum energy in the inelastic scattering of conduct
electrons is equal toeV, with an accuracy of severalkBT.
Usually point contacts with ballistic electron transport a
investigated.

As the impurity concentration is increased in alloys w
a low Kondo temperature, such as CuMn, AuMn, and Au
the Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida~RKKY ! interaction
will bring about a transition to a spin-glass state, which
characterized by an internal magnetic field. Ther(T) curves
of such alloys have a maximum at a characteristic value
the temperatureTmax ~Fig. 1a!. In the case of PCS the
dV/dI(V) characteristics exhibit a maximum at a certain
nite biasVmax, and the spectrum of the Kondo peak spl
~Fig. 1b, curve2!, with an energy splittingVp2p between the
maxima.

A maximum on ther(T) curve is also observed in a
external magnetic fieldH in the paramagnetic state. The a
pearance of this maximum is due to the Zeeman energyEZ

5gmBH ~g is the Lande´ factor andmB is the Bohr magne-
ton!, which prevent the spin of the magnetic impurity fro
flipping in its interaction with a conduction electron. Th
spins fixed by the external magnetic field do not particip
in the Kondo scattering, and that leads to a decrease in
resistance asT→0. For the alloys mentioned above, th
dV/dI(V) characteristics also exhibit a splitting of th
Kondo peak in an external magnetic field~curve 2 in Fig.
1b!. Although the nature of this splitting in external and i
ternal magnetic fields is different, their point-contact spec
dV/dI(V) are qualitatively similar. For this reason they a
represented in Fig. 1b by a single curve2.

Observation of the splitting of the Kondo peak in th
point-contact spectra both in external and internal magn

is-
d
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fields is possible only at a temperature below the tempera
of the maximumTmax on the r(T) curves. Obviously, the
simultaneous presence of both external and internal magn
fields in a point-contact experiment will also lead to splitti
of the Kondo peak. Changing the value of the temperat
interval betweenTmax and the temperatureT of the point-
contact experiment should lead to a change in the valu
Vp2p ~Fig. 1!. Decreasing this temperature interval shou
makeVp2p smaller, since qualitatively the relationV}T is
observed in PCS. Actually, however, in point-contact expe
ments in an external magnetic field for alloys with u
screened spins~such alloys were studied in Refs. 1–5!,
within a certain temperature range~for kBT,gmBH! the op-
posite occurs, on account of the smearing of the Fermi
ergy distribution of the conduction electrons and the fact t
the experiments were done forT!Tmax.

In Ref. 3 the PCS method was used to study the beha
of several Kondo alloys as a function of external magne
field in the both the spin-glass and paramagnetic states.
g factor was determined from the energy position of t
maxima of the split Kondo peak and was always found to
greater than 2. On the other hand, in Ref. 6 a theory was
given for calculating thedV/dI(V) curves for point contacts
containing magnetic impurities in an external magnetic fie
A comparison of the theoretical curves ofdV/dI(V) with the
experimental curves for the alloys AuFe~0.1 at.% Fe! in a
field of 3 T at a temperature of 1.5 K~Ref. 6! shows that the
distance between the maxima of the split Kondo peak,Vp2p ,
on the theoretical curves is smaller than on the experime
curves but is nevertheless greater than the value of 2gmBH
for g52, indicating that the theory does not fully descri
the splitting.

At present there is no theory that can predict the relat
between the values ofVp2p and the internal and externa
magnetic fields at different temperatures of the experim
and different Kondo temperatures. Here we present empir
relations in which the value ofVp2p is determined by the
physical quantities mentioned and also by the point-con
characteristics of the Kondo alloys CuMn, CuCr, and Au
for different contact diameters.1! We arrived at these formula
on the basis of our experiments and the experiments of o
authors,2–6 having found that the position of the maxima
the split Kondo peak on the point-contact characteris
dV/dI(V) is determined not only by the Zeeman energy,
had been assumed previously, but also by the temperatu
the experiment and the Kondo temperature. Another imp
tant consideration is whether or not the alloy under stud
in the spin-glass state. We have found that the distance
tween the maxima of the split Kondo peak on thedV/dI(V)
curve in an external magnetic field in the spin-glass stat
described by a simple empirical formula for alloys with u
screened magnetic impurities (T@TK ; kBT!gmBH):

Vp2p52@gmBH13.63kB~T1TK!#1Vp2p
sg , ~1!

whereg52. The coefficient 3.63kB agrees with the analo
gous coefficient for point contacts in the thermal limit,eV
53.63kBT0 , whereT0 is the temperature at the center of t
contact at voltageV and a bath temperature equal to zer7

Vp2p
sg is the distance between maxima on the point-con

characteristics of the Kondo alloy in the spin-glass state
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zero magnetic field at the given temperature. In the cas
low concentrations of a magnetic impurity, when the sp
glass is not observed,Vp2p

sg 50. One can setTK50 for alloys
with a negligibly low Kondo temperature in the bulk stat
provided that the diameter of the contact is large enou
e.g., for CuMn ford<300 nm and a Kondo temperatur
Tk

bulk50.01 K. The above formula is applicable only in th
case when the Kondo peak is split by an external field or
internal and external fields simultaneously. If the peak is s
only by an internal field~for H50!, thenVp2p5Vp2p

sg .
It follows from formula~1! thatVp2p[2gmBH only for

an alloy with a lowTK at T50 in the paramagnetic stat
(Vp2p

sg 50). We have checked formula~1! for the alloys
CuMn, AuMn, and AuFe.

The alloys studied were prepared at the Kamerlin
Onnes Laboratory of Leiden University, where the study
the point-contact spectra was also carried out with the us
the ‘‘break-junction’’ technology.11 Low temperatures were
achieved by pumping on3He vapor. The MC spectra wer
measured by the standard technique using a bridge circui
higher resolution. Particular attention was paid to homoge
zation of the samples and to protecting the contacts fr
mechanical and thermal shocks. We also took into acco
that repeated cycling of the resistance of the point conta
from large to small values usually destroys the ballistic el
tron transport through a point contact. Increasing the te
perature of the experiment above 10 K has a similar effe

The validity of the proposed formula is illustrated belo
for the point-contact spectra of the alloy CuMn in the pa
magnetic state~Fig. 2! and for the alloy AuFe, which is
found in the spin-glass state at the same temperature~Fig. 3!.
These experimental data, and also the results of o
authors,2,3,5agree with formula~1! to good accuracy, indicat

FIG. 2. dV/dI(V) curves of a point contact of a CuMn alloy~0.1 at.% Mn!
found in the paramagnetic state atT50.6 K. The point contacts had diam
eters@nm#: 26.3 ~1!, 10.5 ~2!, 8.4 ~3!, 6.97 ~4!, 6.4 ~5!, 4.4 ~6!.
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ing that it is applicable in the temperature rangeT,Tmax

~Fig. 1!.
The alloy CuCr, with a Kondo temperature of 2 K, is

special case. At helium temperature it undergoes a trans
to the spin-glass state at a concentration of 0.5 at.%8

Previously only a decrease in the resistivity was observed
the r(T) curve for this alloy in an external magnetic field9

Negative magnetoresistance is also observed on the p
contact spectra of CuCr~0.1 at.% Cr! in fields up to 5 T.10 In
this alloy magnetic impurities are screened by conduct
electrons, sinceT<TK .

Let us consider thedV/dI(V) characteristics shown in
Fig. 2 for CuMn alloy point contacts of different diameter
a temperature of 0.6 K in an external magnetic fieldH
59 T. The splittingVp2p of the Kondo peak in a field of 9 T
for a point-contact diameter of 26.3 nm is larger th
2gmBH and, with allowance for the temperature of the e
periment, is in good agreement with the value determined
formula ~1!. For clarity the values of 2gmBH and 2(gmBH
13.63kBT) are shown in the form of rectangles. Cons
quently, when the temperature of the experiment is taken
account according to the proposed formula~1!, the value of
Vp2p corresponds to the point contact of greatest diame
For this diameter the Kondo temperature was neglected.
point-contact characteristics in Fig. 2 clearly show that
creasing the contact diameter leads to an increase in
value of Vp2p ~the dotted curve!, which is due to the in-
crease of the Kondo temperature. Previously4 we have shown
for this alloy that decreasing the diameter of a point cont
leads to an increase inTK , which corresponds to formula~1!.
We see from Fig. 2 that ford54.4 nm the splitting of the
Kondo peak is destroyed, because the sum temperaturT
1TK) becomes larger thanTmax. Thus the temperature of th

FIG. 3. dV/dI(V) curves for different diameters of point contacts of t
alloy AuFe ~0.1 at.% Fe! found in the spin-glass state atT50.6 K. The
external magnetic fieldH50 ~1–3! and 5 T ~4–8!. The diameters of the
point contacts@nm#: 23.1 ~1!, 10,2~2!, 6.7 ~3!, 12.7~4!, 6.5 ~5!, 5.3 ~6! 4.8
~7!, 3.8 ~8!.
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experiment and the Kondo temperature lead to an increas
the energy position of the maxima of the split Kondo peak
an external magnetic field. The higher these temperatu
the larger the splittingVp2p .

Let us demonstrate the validity of the proposed form
for the alloy AuFe, which is found in the spin-glass state
an experimental temperature of 0.6 K. Figure 3 shows
dV/dI(V) characteristics of point contacts of different diam
eter for an AuFe alloy~0.1 at.% Fe! at T50.6 K andH50
~the three lower spectra! andH55 T ~the five upper spectra!.
At this temperature the bulk alloy AuFe is found in the sp
glass state, since the Kondo peak is split on the spectr
contacts of large diameter~curves1 and2! on account of an
internal field. Decreasing the diameter of the point cont
leads to destruction of the spin glass, as is seen from
vanishing of the splitting of the Kondo peak on th
dV/dI(V) characteristics~curve3 in Fig. 3!. It is seen in the
figure that under the influence of the size effect the spin g
is destroyed without affecting the positionVp2p

sg . It would
seem that the size effect should lead to an increase inVp2p

sg

with decreasing diameter of the point contact, as occurs
the splitting of the Kondo peak in an external magnetic fie
~Fig. 2!. We have observed analogous behavior ofVp2p

sg with
decreasing diameter of the point contact for the alloy Cu
in the spin-glass state.

For lack of a theory of the size effect in point contac
found in the spin-glass state, we assume that this behavio
the position of the maximaVp2p

sg is due to the fact that the
relative ~in comparison with the volume! number of Kondo
impurities found on the surface of the contact increases w
decreasing diameter of the contact. According to the theo
ical and experimental studies12 the spin of a Kondo impurity
at the alloy surface does not scatter conduction elect
Therefore surface Kondo impurities do not take part in
formation of the spin-glass state in the contact region. T
effect is equivalent to a decrease of the concentration of
Kondo impurities, which form a spin glass in the conta
region, and this, in turn, should lead to a shift of the splitti
Vp2p

sg of the maxima to lower values as the diameter d
creases. Simultaneously, as the diameter decreases the
effect should cause a shift in the position of the maxim
Vp2p

sg to larger values. It may be that the competition of the
two effects leaves the value ofVp2p

sg approximately constan
with decreasing diameter.

In an external field of 5 T~curves4–8 in Fig. 3! the
Kondo peak of an AuFe alloy~0.1 at.% Fe! is split, and the
value of Vp2p is considerably greater than 2gmBH. At a
temperature of 0.6 K this alloy is found in the spin-gla
state, i.e., internal and external fields are simultaneou
present. Consequently, the value ofVp2p , according to Eq.
~1!, is determined by the Zeeman energy, the temperatur
the experiment, and the Kondo temperature, and also
Vp2p

sg . For clarity the values of the quantities are represen
in Fig. 3 in the form of rectangles. We see that only when
of the quantities appearing in formula~1! are taken into ac-
count is there agreement with the experimental value
Vp2p ~dotted lines!. Here it is also necessary to take in
account the Kondo temperature in the bulk allo
TK

bulk(AuFe)50.2 K. With decreasing diameter of the poi
contact the valueVp2p at a constant field increases~curves
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4–7 in Fig. 3!, sinceTK5TK
bulk1dTK . At small diameter one

observes the complete destruction of the splitting~curve8!.
The Kondo size effect in this alloy was investigated pre
ously by the authors atT51.6 K.10 At that temperature the
spin glass does not exist. It was shown that decreasing
diameter of the point contact leads to an increase in
Kondo temperature. Consequently, it is the increase of
Kondo temperature with decreasing diameter of the po
contact that leads to the growth ofVp2p .

In contradistinction to the increase ofVp2p in a mag-
netic field for the alloys with unscreened impurities, vi
CuMn and AuFe, in CuCr alloys~0.1 at.% Cr! the distance
between the maxima of the split Kondo peak is smaller th
2gmBH. Figure 4 shows the point-contact spectra of Cu
point contacts of different diameter in a magnetic field of 9
at a temperature of 0.5 K~curves1, 2, 4, 5! and at 1.5 K for
a contact of diameter 24.1 nm~curve3!. From a comparison
of the positionVp2p for spectra1 and 3 we see that the
higher the temperature at which the experiment is done,
greater the disparity between 2gmBH and the value ofVp2p ,
which is getting progressively smaller.

As is shown in Fig. 1a, increasing the temperatureT of
the experiment decreases the interval betweenTmax and T,
which leads to a decrease in the value ofVp2p . This is in
good agreement with the fact that qualitativelyV}T in PCS.
From a comparison of the positionVp2p of the spectra1 and
2 ~Fig. 4! it can be concluded that the smaller the diamete
the contact, the smaller the value ofVp2p . This tendency is
opposite to what is observed for alloys with unscreen
Kondo impurities~CuMn, AuMn, AuFe!. Previously in stud-
ies of the size effect in the alloy CuCr we showed10 that
decreasing the diameter of a point contact leads to growt
the Kondo temperature~TK for curve 2 is higher than for
curve 1!. Thus the temperature of the experiment and
Kondo temperature tends to decrease the value ofVp2p .

It has been established previously9 for the alloy CuCr
that the dependence of the relative magnetoresistance oT

FIG. 4. dV/dI(V) curves for different diameters of point contacts of t
alloy CuCr atT50.5 K ~except for curve3, taken atT51.5 K! in an exter-
nal magnetic fieldH59 T. The diameters of the point contacts@nm#: 21.8
~1!, 10.5 ~2!, 24.1 ~3!, 9 ~4!, 9.8 ~5!.
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1TK) is close to linear. Using this observation, we propo
the following empirical formula for alloys with screene
magnetic impurities:

Vp2p52H gmBH23.63kBF ~T1dTK!TK

T1TK1dTK
G J , ~2!

wheredTK is the growth of the Kondo temperature relativ
to that of the bulk sample,TK , as a result of the size effec
This formula is applicable only in the case of the splitting
the Kondo peak in an external magnetic field.

From the experimental curves presented in Fig. 4 we
that in a fieldH59 T curves2 and3 have the same values o
Vp2p , while curve 3 was obtained at a temperature 1
higher than curve2 for a point contact of smaller diamete
According to formula~2!, this means thatTK is now 1 K
higher for curve2 than for curve1. In view of the large
diameter of the contact, for curve1 we can takeTK52 K, as
for the bulk alloy.

At present we do not know of any point-contact expe
ments on the study of the Kondo size effect in a magne
field for the alloy CuCr in the spin-glass state, and the te
Vp2p

sg is therefore absent in formula~2!.
From an analysis of the point-contact characteristics

the formulas presented here, it follows that the energy p
tion of the maxima of the split Kondo peak in an extern
magnetic field depends onT and TK in a different way de-
pending on the screening of the spin of the paramagn
impurity. For alloys with unscreened spins, increasing
temperaturesT andTK leads to growth of the value ofVp2p .
Before, for the alloy CuMn, we could neglect the small val
of TK and consider only the temperature of the experime
For alloys with screened spins, increasingT or TK leads to a
decrease in the value ofVp2p . This behavior is in good
agreement with the appearance of the Kondo peak on
point-contact spectra in analogy with the dependencer(T)
~Fig. 1!. However,T andTK enter the formula in such a wa
that in this case they cannot be taken into account indep
dently, since a small value of one of these temperatures
make their total influence on the value ofVp2p even smaller.

Using the proposed formulas, one can estimate the
crease ofTK in CuMn, AuFe, and CuCr point contacts wit
decreasing diameter if the values ofVp2p are known for the
given value of the external magnetic field. Figure 5 sho
the results obtained from the spectra of the splitting of
Kondo peak in an external magnetic field for different valu
of the parameters appearing in formulas~1! and ~2!. The
increase in the Kondo temperature with decreasing diam
of the point contacts for these alloys is in qualitative agr
ment with the results presented in Refs. 4 and 10, in wh
TK was systematically higher than the values given in Fig
Thus we have studied the Kondo size effect on alloys c
sisting of various metals~Cu, Au! with magnetic impurities
~Mn, Cu, Fe! both in the spin-glass state and in the ca
where the spin glass is absent. The Kondo temperature
these alloys lie in the interval from 0.01 to 2 K. Magnet
impurities in the alloys CuMn and AuFe are not screen
while in CuCr they are screened by conduction electrons
spite of this, in all the alloys a size effect is observed both
the presence and absence of a magnetic field.4,10 It should be
noted that in zero magnetic field, for all of the alloys liste
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and also for CuFe~Ref. 13!, as a result of the size effect a
energy broadening of the Kondo peak occurs, which is du
the increase ofTK in the point contact. The Kondo size effe
in point contacts with ballistic electron transport leads
enhancement of the interaction of the conduction electr
with paramagnetic impurities, i.e., the sign of the size eff
is opposite to that observed on films and nanowires in b
the spin-glass and paramagnetic states.14–19

In an external magnetic field the splittingVp2p of the
Kondo peak behaves differently depending on the scree
of the spin. For CuMn, AuFe, and AuMn alloys, having u
screened spins,Vp2p>2gmBH, whereas for the alloy CuCr
having screened spins,Vp2p<2gmBH. It is not yet clear
why Vp2p>2gmBH in an external magnetic field for alloy
with unscreened spins, as that is at odds with the treatme
the point-contact characteristics by analogy with ther(T)
curve, since, qualitatively,V}T for PCS. It may be that this
is due to stimulation of the spin glass by the external m
netic field.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the Kondo temperature on the diameter of the
contact. The values were obtained with the use of formula~1! for the CuMn
and AuFe alloys and formula~2! for the CuCr alloy.
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Of course, the empirical formulas presented here can
claim to represent a complete description of the splitting
the Kondo peak on the point-contact characteristics in
external or internal magnetic field or in the case of the s
effect. There is some justification for using them in that e
perimenters do not have any formulas available for desc
ing the Kondo characteristics of point contacts of differe
diameter in an external or internal magnetic field, as they
say, for the case of phonons.20 We hope that further theoret
ical and experimental studies will lead to a deeper und
standing of the observed point-contact characteristics.

*E-mail: fisun@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!The diameters of the point contacts~d, nm! were determined from the

Sharvin formula:d'30/AR0 ~for Cu! and u5d'28/AR0 ~for Au!. R0 is
measured atV50.
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QUANTUM EFFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTORS AND DIELECTRICS

Dependence of semiconductor energy bands on the isotopic composition. A universal
relation for monoatomic crystals
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The influence of the isotopic composition of the components of semiconductor compounds on
the structure of the energy bandsEf,n is discussed. The respective roles of changes in
the volume of the unit cell of the crystal and of renormalization of the electron–phonon interaction
upon changes in the isotopic composition are considered. For the case of monoatomic
systems in the virtual crystal approximation a universal relation is obtained for the dependence
of the bands on the composition and temperature. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Currently a considerable amount of attention is be
devoted to the study of the properties of chemically pure
structurally perfect semiconductor single crystals with diff
ent isotopic compositions. A large number of studies ha
been done on such classic and commercially impor
monoatomic semiconductors as diamond, silicon, and ger
nium. This has become possible thanks to the synthesi
nearly defect-free bulk single crystals highly enriched in
isotopes12C, 13C, 28Si, 70Ge, and76Ge and also of crystals
with other than the natural isotopic composition.1–5 We note
that diamond crystals of different isotopic composition ha
been grown in the laboratory at General Electric~USA!, and
their germanium counterparts by collaborative efforts at
Institute of Molecular Physics of the Kurchatov Institu
Russian Research Center~Russia! and the Lawrence Berke
ley National Laboratory~USA!. Isotopically highly enriched
crystals of silicon have been obtained in a cooperation
scientists from Russia, Germany, and Japan.

Varying the isotopic composition of the components o
compound gives rise to effects linear in the mass differe
of the isotopes and to effects proportional to the mean-sq
atomic-mass fluctuation parameter~in other words, effects of
first and second orders!. The first-order effects can have a
appreciable influence on the static and thermodynamic p
erties, while effects of both orders are manifested in an
portant way in the features of the behavior of the kine
parameters and optical spectra.6–8

To a first approximation the harmonic phonon modes
be described in the virtual crystal model. For this the r
lattice with randomly distributed isotopes is replaced by
lattice without isotopic disorder, in which the masses of
atoms of the components are replaced by their average
ues^M &5Mc

k5( ici
kM i

k ~k is the number of the atom in th
cell, and ci

k is the concentration of thei th isotope of the
given element!. It is also assumed that the mean-square m
fluctuation parameter,G25(^M2&2^M &2)/^M &2 is a small
1281063-777X/2002/28(2)/8/$22.00
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quantity. In the framework of the virtual crystal model, is
tope effects involving phonons either directly or indirectly—
through anharmonic phonon–phonon and electron–pho
interactions—can arise in the physical parameters.

In this paper we use the virtual crystal model in a qua
harmonic approach to consider the influence of the isoto
composition of a semiconductor compound on the struct
and position of the energy bands.

It is well known that the temperature dependence of
energy bands and optical characteristics of a solid are de
mined by two main effects. First, the bandsEf,n depend on
the volume of the unit cell of the crystal, which changes
account of thermal expansion of the lattice. Second,
value of Ef,n changes with increasingT on account of the
electron–phonon interaction~EPI!. Taking the EPI into ac-
count leads to a renormalization of the contribution of t
elastic channel, which is due to the fact that the true am
tude of the electron–ion interaction contains the dynam
Debye–Waller~DW! factor in addition to the static part. Th
contribution of the inelastic intra- and interband EPI pr
cesses is also renormalized at the same time.9,10

It is clear from what we have said that upon variation
the isotopic composition, when the phonon spectrum is
formed, the energy of the bands should also be altered
stantially. Here the influence of the isotopic composition
the energy of the bands is again determined by the chang
volume of the unit cell and the renormalization of the E
~the corresponding contributions will be denoted by su
scriptsDV andEP!. At a certain value of the temperatureT
we have

S ]E

]M D
T

5S ]E

]M D
tot

5S ]E

]M D
DV

1S ]E

]M D
EP

.

We note that in the last few years the influence of t
isotopic composition on the electronic structure has been
vestigated in great detail experimentally by Cardona’s gro
in Stuttgart~see the references to the work of this group a
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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others in Sec. 4!. The author is aware of only three theore
ical papers that discuss this problem. In Ref. 11 calculati
were done for C and Ge by the NLPP method for electr
and a bond-charge model for phonons. There the renorm
izations of the energies of the interband transitions on
count of the changes in the factor (]E/]M )EP upon variation
of the isotopic composition were determined. For Ge, Ga
and ZnSe, estimates of both factors (]E/]M )DV and
(]E/]M )EP were made in Refs. 12 and 13 in the framewo
of the NLPP and LCAO methods. For describing the phon
modes the shell and rigid-ion models were used in addi
to the bond-charge model. The goal of the present pape
different: to show that for monoatomic crystals of differe
isotropic composition the relation between the parameter
the band transitions arises from universal relations that
satisfied at any value of the temperature. The essenc
these relations is as follows. If the data for the natural co
position are known, then one can determine the parame
for enriched compositions very simply.

Section 2 presents a summary of the known results
the dependence of the energy bands on temperature and
topic composition. The volume and EPI effects are cons
ered. In Sec. 3 a universal relation is obtained for the depe
dence of the energy bands on the isotopic composition
temperature in the case of monoatomic crystals. The r
tions have a simple structure. The reason is that in crysta
this kind the polarization vectors are independent of
mass, and the frequency has a dependencev( l );M 21/2. For
polyatomic crystals the situation is much more complicat
since the isotope shifts of the frequencies are proportiona
the square of the corresponding modulus of the polariza
vector~see Appendix!, and these vectors themselves are a
dependent on the mass.~The case of polyatomic crystals wi
be analyzed separately.! Section 4 presents a discussion
the data obtained by linear and nonlinear spectroscopy on
influence of the composition on the isotope shifts of the
ergies of the interband direct and indirect electronic tran
tions and also on the position of the critical points in t
optical spectra.

2. DEPENDENCE OF THE ENERGY BANDS ON THE
ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION AND TEMPERATURE

2.1. Volume effect

Let us determine the renormalization of the bandsE due
to the change in volume of the unit cell of the crystal
account of deformation of the phonon spectrum upon va
tion of the isotopic composition. For this purpose we intr
duce into the discussion a factor given by the derivative
the energy of the band with respect to the mass of one of
components of the compound at a constant temperature~see
also Ref. 14!:

S ]E

]Mc
kD

DV

52BS ]E

]P
D

V

S ] ln V

]Mc
k D

P

. ~1!

Here V is the volume of the unit cell of the crystal, andB
52V(]P/]V)T is the bulk modulus of compression. He
(]E/]P)V is a coefficient characterizing the pressure dep
s
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dence of the band. We note that the bulk modulusB and the
coefficient (]E/]P)V are usually comparatively weak func
tions of T.

In the quasiharmonic approximation

V~T!5V01
1

B (
l

g~ l !e~ l !. ~2!

Here V0 is the volume of the ‘‘frozen’’~static! lattice; the
index l labels vibrational modes,l 5$q, j %, whereq is the
quasimomentum andj is the polarization of the phonon
mode;g( l )52@]vc( l )/]V#/@vc( l )/V# is the partial Gru¨n-
eisen factor for thel th vibrational mode, which takes into
account the fact that the frequencies of the different mo
vc( l ) depend differently on the volume, ande( l ) denotes the
contribution of each mode to the thermal energy:

e~ l !5\vc~ l !S n~ l !1
1

2D , ~3!

~n( l ) is the Bose–Einstein factor!. We note that the frequen
ciesvc( l ) depend on the volume, the temperatureT, and the
mass of the atoms.

The factor (]E/]Mc
k)DV ~1! is a positive definite quan

tity, since the volumeV of the cell usually decreases wit
increasing mass of the isotope.

If the factor (]E/]Mc
k)DV is known, one can immedi-

ately determine the difference in the energies of the band
crystals with massesMc

k andMc
k1DMk:

DẼDV~DMk!5DEDV~Mc
k1DMk!2DEDV~Mc

k!

5S ]E

]Mc
kD

DV

DMk. ~4!

It follows from relations~1! and ~4! that as the mass of th
isotope increases, the corresponding renormalization~de-
crease! of the volume leads to an increase in the energy
the band.

It should be noted that in the case of the monoatom
semiconductors C, Si, and Ge, all of the quantities appea
in the formula have been investigated repeatedly. Data
the different coefficients of the type (]E/]P)T can be found
in the monograph of Sobolev and Nemoshkalenko.10 As to
the factor (] ln V/]Mc

k)V , its behavior has been analyze
theoretically in a wide interval in the framework of micro
scopic models in Refs. 15–18, for example.

In view of what we have said, the renormalization of t
band energy from the volume effect can be estimated usin
formula of the form

DEf ,n
DV}2BS ]Ef,n

]P D
V

V~T!2V0

V0

52S ]Ef,n

]P D
V
(

l
g~ l !e~ l !. ~5!

The expression forDEf,n
DV in ~5! is used in Sec. 3 in deriving

a universal relation for the electron bands.
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2.2. The Debye–Waller factor and inelastic electron–phonon
scattering

In this Section we summarize the research results on
influence of temperature and isotopic composition of
constituents of compounds on the EPI and the associ
renormalization of the energy bands. In the virtual crys
approximation the corresponding renormalizations were
termined in Ref. 9. That paper set forth the basic princip
of the theory of the temperature dependence of the elec
band structure. The energy bandsEf,n(T) were determined in
the adiabatic approximation in the framework of secon
order perturbation theory in the displacements of the ato

In view of what we have said, we shall assume that
crystalline potentialV(r ,u) is a superposition of the poten
tials Vk of the individual ions. We note that the position of a
ion in the lattice is specified by the radius vector of t
equilibrium position of the unit cellRm

(0) and the numberk of
the ion within the cell. HereṼk5Vk(r2Rm

(0)2um,k), where
the vectorum,k describes the dynamic atomic displacemen
We expand the potentialṼk in a series in the displacemen
um,k . Then we determine the state of the electrons in
potentialV(r ,u50) of the ‘‘frozen’’ lattice. The correspond
ing one-electron energy eigenvalues«n(f) and eigenfunc-
tions uf,n& of the Kohn–Sham type are classified accord
to the quasimomentumf and the numbern of the band. For
the sake of simplicity we shall drop the spin index.

It is customarily assumed that such one-electron st
describe long-lived excitations. In principle, the concept
quasiparticles is justified if their energy is close to the Fe
energy. Experiment suggests that the domain of applicab
of the theory is wider than that.
ce
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Let us consider how the electronic structure is affec
by the presence of an electron–ion interaction Hamilton
consisting of terms linear (H1) and quadratic (H2) in the
dynamic atomic displacements. By definition

H int5H11H25(
m,k

]Vk

]Rm
~0!a um,k

a

1
1

2 (
m,k;m8

]2Vk

]Rm
~0!a]Rm8

~0!b um,k
a um8,k8

b
1..., ~6!

whereVk5Vk(r2Rm
(0)) ~a andb are Cartesian coordinates!.

In calculating the renormalization of the spectrum in t
adiabatic approximation (;(me /M )1/2), one can treat the
displacements as classical parameters. Then, accordin
steady-state perturbation theory, the renormalization of
energy of a quasiparticle in the stateuf,n& can be written in
the form

DEf,n
EP~$u~m,k!%!5^f,nuH11H2uf,n&

1 (
f,nÞf8,n8

u^f8,n8uH1uf,n&u2

«n~ f!2«n8~ f8!1 ih
. ~7!

Performing the statistical averaging^...& in ~7! over an en-
semble of small dynamic thermal atomic displacements,
can immediately determine the temperature dependenc
the energy bands, i.e., we can go fromEf,n($um,k%) to
Ef,n(T). In the harmonic approximation for the atomic vibr
tions we obtain9

Ef,n~T!5«n~ f!1DEf,n
EP~T!,

~8!
Ef,n

EP~T!5DEf,n
DW~T!1DEf,n

SE~T!,
where

DEf,n
EP~T!5

1

2 (
m

K f,nU ]2Vk

]Rm
~0!a]Rm

~0!bUf,nL ^um,k
a um,k

b &

1 (
m,k;m8,k8

(
f,nÞf8,n8

^f,nu~]Vk /]Rm
~0!a!uf8,n8&^f8,n8u~]Vk8 /]Rm8

~0!b
!uf,n&

«n~ f!2«n8~ f8!1 ih
^um,k

a um8,k8
b &. ~9!
tal
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We recall that the operator for the dynamic atomic displa
ments has the form

um,k5(
qj

S \

2NMc
kvc~ l ! D

1/2

3@ec~ku l !eiqRm
~0!

bl1ec* ~ku l !e2 iqRm
~0!

bl* #, ~10!

wherevc( l ), e(ku l ) are the frequency and polarization ve
tor of the phonon model 5$qj %, andbl (bl* ) are the quasi-
particle annihilation~creation! operators.

On the right-hand side of Eq.~9! are two terms. The firs
of these describes the contribution to the renormaliza
from the DW effect, i.e., an elastic interaction in which
electron in stateuf,n& simultaneously emits and absorbs
phonon with wave vectorq and polarizationj . The corre-
-

n

sponding correction to the electronic spectrum of a crys
with ‘‘frozen’’ atomic displacements is denoted byDEf,n

DW .
The second term describes inelastic interaction processe
tween electrons and phonons~including inter- and intraband
transitions! in the second order of perturbation theory. T
correction to the electron spectrumDEf,n

SE is a complex quan-
tity. Here its real part characterizes the change of the ef
tive mass of the electron, and the imaginary part determi
the lifetime.

With allowance for what we have said, formula~9! can
be written in the form

DEf,n
EP~T!5DEf,n

DW1DEf,n
SE1 iG f,n . ~11!

In Ref. 19 a so-called acoustic sum rule was establis
for metals and insulators in the long-wavelength limit; th
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sum rule is a consequence of the condition of electrical n
trality of the system. On the basis of this sum rule, one
redefine the first term in formula~9!, which characterizes the
DW effect ~see, e.g., Refs. 9 and 11!. Then using the explicit
representation for the dynamic displacements~10!, we obtain
in place of~9! ~see also Refs. 12 and 20!

DEf,n
EP~T!5(

q, j
H F ]Ef,n

]n~q, j !G
DW

1F ]Ef,n

]n~q, j !G
SE

J
3F S n~q, j !1

1

2G ; ~12!

F ]Ef,n

]n~q, j !G
DW

52
1

2N (
n8,k,k8

Qa* ~ f,n,n8,qj ,k!Qb~ f,n8,n;qj ,k8!

«n~ f!2«n8~ f!1 ih

3F 1

Mc
k ea

c ~ku2qj !eb
c ~kuqj !

1
1

Mc
k8

ea
c ~k8u2qj !eb

c ~k8uqj !G ; ~13!

F ]Ef,n

]n~q, j !G
SE

5
1

N (
n8;k,k8

Qa~ f,n,n8;qj ,k!Qb~ f,nn8;qj ,k8!

«n~ f!2«n8~ f1q!

3
1

~2Mc
kMc

k8!1/2
ea

c ~ku2qj !eb
c ~k8uqj !. ~14!

The quantityQ is defined as

Q~ f ,n,n8;qj ,k!5H \

vc~q, j !J 1/2

^f8,n8u¹Vkuf,n&, ~15!

wheref85f1q1G, andG is a reciprocal lattice vector.
The difference in the band energies of crystals w

massesMc
k and Mc

k1DMk on account of the EPI can b
written

DĒEP~DMk!5DEEP~Mc
k1Dmk!2DEEP~Mc

k!

5S ]EEP

]Mc
k D

T,V

DMk. ~16!

We note that the factor (]EEP/]Mc
k)T,V has a positive sign

The renormalizations of the energy bands due to the
decreases with increasing mass of the atoms. The increa
mass will actually lead to freezing of the vibrations of t
crystal. This increases the energies of the interband tra
tions.

Thus, in this Section we have considered the influenc
the renormalization of the electronic spectrum due to the
at a constant volume. Using relations~8!, ~9!, and~12!–~14!,
one can study how the behavior of the energy bands is
fected by the deformation of the EPI spectrum due to va
tion of the isotopic composition in a wide range of tempe
tures.
u-
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3. UNIVERSAL RELATION FOR THE DEPENDENCE OF THE
ENERGY BANDS ON THE ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION.
THE CASE OF MONOATOMIC CRYSTALS

Let us determine how the energy bandsEf,n of a crystal
containing atoms of only one element depend on the isoto
composition. It happens that in this case the dependenc
Ef,n on the isotopic composition can be described extrem
simply in the virtual crystal approximation.

Let us consider the basic equation that determines
eigenfrequencies and polarization vectors of the vibratio
modesl 5$qj % of a monoatomic crystal of arbitrary isotopi
composition~we label it with indexc!:

vc
2~ l !ea

c ~ku l !5 (
k8,a8

Faa8
c

~kk8uq!ea8
c

~k8u l !. ~17!

HereFaa8
c (kk8uq) is the dynamical matrix of the crystal, an

a,a8 are Cartesian indices. The matrixF is specified by a
relation of the form

Faa8
c

~kk8uq!5
1

Mc
F̃aa8~kk8uq!

5
1

NMc
3 (

mm8
waa8~mk,m8k8!

3exp~ iq~Rm
~0!2Rm8

~0!
!!, ~18!

where waa8(mk,m8k8) is the matrix of second-order spi
parameters, andN is the number of unit cells. We note tha
the matrixF̃ is independent of the value of the average m
Mc .

As is shown in the Appendix, in the case of a mon
atomic crystal the frequencies of the vibrational modes o
a relation of the form

d ln vc
2~ l !

d ln Mc
5211OF S uDM u

Mc
D 2

,
DM

Mc

^u2&
a2 G ~19!

from which it follows that

vc~ l !5w~ l !Mc
21/2. ~20!

By definition, the value ofw( l ) is independent ofMc .
Substituting~20! into ~17! and taking relation~18! into

account, we obtain the equation

w2~ l !ea
c ~ku l !5 (

k8,a8
F̃aa8

c
~kk8uq!ea8

c
~k8u l !. ~21!

From this equation we see that, unlike the frequencies,
polarization vectorsea

c (ku l ) are independent of the value o
the mass for a specific isotopic composition of the co
pound.

We denote the parameters for a certain isotopic com
sition by the indexc0 . For an arbitrary isotopic compositio
we will continue to use the indexc. In view of what was said
above, we consider the expressions for the contribution
the renormalizations of the energy bands due to the chang
volume and in the EPI as a result of a variation of the co
position.

The contribution to the renormalization of the electron
structure from the volume is described by relation~5!. Dif-
ferentiatingg( l ) with respect toMc and using~19!, we see
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thatg( l ) is independent ofMc . Consequently, forT,TD the
following quantity which appears in the sum overl must
depend on the average mass of the crystal~throughv( l )!:

Xc
~1!~ l ,T!5vc~ l !FnS \vc~ l !

kBT D1
1

2G . ~22!

The contribution due to the EPI is given by formulas~12!–
~14!. In this case the following quantity depends on the a
erage massMc of the crystal:

Xc
~2!~ l ,T!5

1

Mcvc~ l ! FnS \vc~ l !

kBT D1
1

2G
;vc~ l !FnS \vc~ l !

kBT D1
1

2G . ~23!

Thus in the case of an arbitrary phonon spectrum the co
butions to the renormalization of the energy bands from
volume changes and from the EPI are described by the s
dependence. By virtue of of relation~20!, we obtain in an
obvious way

Xc
~ i !~ l ,T!5AMc0

/McXc0

~ i !~ l ,T8!, T85TAMc /Mc0
.

~24!

As a result, the change in band energy arising upon varia
of the isotopic composition can be determined using the u
versal relation

DEf,n
~c!~T!5AMc0

/McDEf,n
~c0!

~T8!. ~25!

A relation analogous to~25! is also found for the factor
G f,n that appears in Eq.~11! and which is inversely propor
tional to the electron lifetime.

Let us consider the case of the low-temperature lim
which is important from a practical standpoint. It follow
from ~22! and ~23! that in this case the mass dependence
the energy and damping of an electron in statef,n can be
described by the formulas

Ef,n
~c!~T50!5«n~ f!1

C1

AMc

, G f,n
~c!5

C2

AMc

. ~26!

We recall that«n(f) is the energy of an electron in the ‘‘fro
zen’’ lattice. This energy and the parametersC1 andC2 are
independent of the mass.

We note the following fact: it follows directly from re
lations ~22!–~25! that in the classical temperature limit th
structure of the electronic spectrum is independent of
isotopic composition.

Relations of a universal type are convenient to use in
analysis of experimental curves of the dependence of
parameters on the isotopic composition. If data are availa
for the natural compositionc05nat, then one can rather sim
ply determine theoretically the values of the parameters
enriched compositions and compare the values obtained
the corresponding experimental results.

The universal relations obtained have an extrem
simple structure. Their essence is that in monoatomic c
tals, as we have said, the polarization vectors are inde
dent of the mass, and the frequencies go asv( l );M 21/2. In
the case of polyatomic crystals the situation is considera
more complicated, since the isotopic frequency shifts
-
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proportional to the square of the corresponding moduli of
polarization vectors~see Appendix!, and these vectors them
selves also depend on the mass. The case of polyato
structures requires special treatment.

For describing the temperature and mass dependenc
the band energiesEi , a number of authors~see, e.g., Refs
10, 21, and 22! have introduced an average phonon fr
quencyuc and an average Bose–Einstein factornc , so that

Ei5Ei
02Bi S Mnat

Mc
D 1/2

~2nc11!, ~27!

where nc51/@exp(uc /T)21#, the Ei
0 are the values of the

renormalized gap, and theBi are parameters of some kind
By definition uc5unat(Mnat/Mc)

1/2. ~The damping of elec-
trons due to the EPI is defined in an analogous way.! In the
temperature regionT.TD we have

Ei~T.TD!5Ei
022Bi

T

TD
, ~28!

where theEi are independent of the mass, so that the para
etersBi can be determined from the dependence ofEi on T
at high temperatures.~Relation ~27! is an analog of Varsh-
ney’s empirical formula.!

Let us comment on the results of Refs. 12 and 13
connection with relation~27!. In those papers the values o
the band gapEg of Ge were calculated as functions of th
isotopic composition in the framework of the NLPP an
LCAO methods. ~The calculations done by the LCAO
method13 are apparently more precise. In particular, they d
scribe to good accuracy the values of the fact
(]Eg /]T) tot , which determine the temperature dependen
of the gap.! The partial contributions to the isotope sh
parameter of the gap due to the DW effect~the elastic chan-
nel! and to the effects of inelastic EPI processes were a
lyzed, and the role of the optical and acoustic phonon mo
was examined. It was found that both elastic and inela
EPI processes give contributions of the same order of m
nitude to the isotope shifts. The influence of the acoustic
optical modes on the EPI turns out to be practically the sa
The acoustic phonons influence the renormalization of
spectrum through the elastic scattering channel, the op
phonons through the inelastic channel. We call attention
the fact that, according to the results of Ref. 18, the value
the factor (] ln V/]Mc

k)P and, with it, the volume effect is
largely determined by the contribution of the optical mod

A comparison of the contributions of the volume an
EPI effects to the values of the isotope shifts of the ba
shows that they are of the same scale in the case of ban
theE0 andEg types, while in the case of critical points of th
E1 type the EPI mechanism is dominant.

In view of all we have said, it seems that the descripti
of the isotopic and temperature dependences of the band
relation ~27! is rather crude and generally unreliable.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
STUDIES

Precision measurements giving direct information ab
the energies of interband transitions and the critical points
the optical spectra in monoatomic semiconductors have n
been made.
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In Ref. 23 the influence of isotopic substitution of atom
on the optical properties of a germanium semiconductor
investigated for the first time. Only two sets of samples w
studied: relatively highly enriched75.7Ge crystals~with the
isotopic composition 84%76Ge, 15%74Ge, remaining iso-
topes not more than 0.2% each! and a crystal with the natura
isotopic composition. AtT51.7 K the photoluminescenc
spectra were measured in the short-wavelength part of
edge spectrum and the transmission spectra were mea
in the region of direct excitonic transitions. The exciton
absorption spectra in the region of the edge of direct opt
transitions was also determined. These experimental
were used to find the isotope shifts of the band gapDEg at
the G andL points of the Brillouin zone.

In Ref. 24 ~see also Ref. 25! the luminescence spectr
for diamond crystals were measured in the frequency reg
close to the energy of an indirect interband transition of
Eg type. At nitrogen temperatures only two groups
samples were studied: highly enriched13C, and the natura
composition~98.9% 12C and 1.1%13C!. It was established
how the spectral peaks corresponding specifically to free
citons are shifted for all three types of peaks~A, B, andC!.
The shift of the peaks for excitons localized around neu
boron impurities was also observed.

We note that the authors of Refs. 23 and 24 conside
qualitatively the role of the volume effect and the EPI. A
cording to their estimates the isotope shifts are due mainl
the EPI.

Further, in Ref. 14 the methods of modulation spectro
etry were used to determine directly the values and isot
dependence of the energies of the direct transitions of
type E0(G8

12G7
2) and of the indirect transitionsEg(G8

1

2L6
1) in Ge at helium temperatures. We note that the m

surements were made on four highly enriched samples
germanium:70Ge, 72.9Ge, 73.9Ge, and 75.6Ge, and also a
sample with the natural composition. Here the value ofE0 is
determined from the photomodulated reflection coefficie
The energy of the indirect transitionsEg was found from the
photoluminescence and electromodulated transmission s
tra. According to the results obtained in Ref. 14, the isoto
dependence of the parameters of the electronic spectru
E0 andEg is well described by the relationE5E`1B/AM
(B,0).

Then in Ref. 26 the behavior of the critical points of th
E1 type was studied for samples of70Ge, 75.6Ge, and natural
composition. The dielectric function«2 was determined by
the method of ellipsometric spectroscopy. We note that in
case of germanium, according to the band calculations,
critical pointsE1 ~of the 2D-minimum and saddle-point type!
on the graph of the imaginary part of the dielectric perm
tivity lie in the region 1.8–2.6 meV. The structure and val
of «2 in this energy interval is almost entirely determined
the doublet transitionsL3–L1 . For the other transitions th
energy intervals overlap one another, and their individ
contributions cannot be seen.

It turned out that the change ofE1 upon variation of the
isotopic composition, as in the previous case, is describe
a formula of the formE15E`

1 1B/AM (B,0). A similar
type of relation holds for the linewidthsG(M ).

In Refs. 14 and 26 the contributions of the volume a
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EPI effects to the empirical parameterB were estimated. The
volume contribution was estimated from the experimen
data for (1/V)(dV/dM) and the hydrostatic deformation po
tential Vg asDE}Vg(1/V)(DV/DM ). The EPI contribution
was determined as the difference between the experime
value ofB and the volume contribution. It was found that
the case of optical transitions with energiesE0 and Eg the
contributions to the isotope shifts from the volume and E
effects are of the same order. At the same time, the isot
shifts for the critical points of theE1 type are determined
almost entirely by the EPI.

Let us summarize what we have said in this Section. T
experimental results for diamond and germanium are in r
sonable agreement with the theory. Thus a domain of ap
cability for the universal relations does indeed exist.

Questions of the spin–orbit interaction and the possi
specific role of thed band, which remain outside the scop
of this paper, are briefly discussed in the Conclusion.

5. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the influence of the isotopic co
position of a compound on the structure of the energy ba
Ef,n in the virtual crystal approximation in the framework o
a quasiharmonic approach. We have discussed the role o
changes in the volume of the unit cell of the crystal and
renormalization of the electron–phonon interaction~the elas-
tic and inelastic channels! arising upon variation of the iso
topic composition. For the case of monoatomic systems
have obtained a universal relation for the dependence ofEf,n
on the composition and temperature. We have made a c
parison with the experimental data for the energies of in
band transitions and the critical points for the optical spec

The electronic spectra actually depend in a substan
way on the spin–orbit interaction~this does not pertain to
crystals containing atoms of light elements, such as d
mond!. The spin–orbit effects lead to doublet splitting of th
p- andd-type bands at certain points of the Brillouin zon
Since the interaction of the spin and orbital moments occ
in the region of the atomic core, the parameters of the sp
orbit splitting D should in principle be determined by th
core electronic levels, which are, generally speaking, wea
influenced by the crystalline potential. It is customarily a
sumed that the values ofD for a free atom and an atom in
crystal differ by approximately 10%. Here it is known sp
cifically that the parameterD in an atom is altered by the
isotope shift of the levels.27 However, according to the ex
perimental data of Ref. 26, the isotope shifts ofD in a crystal
are significantly larger in magnitude that in the case of a f
atom. In addition, a strong temperature dependence of
parameterD has also been observed in GaSb anda-Sn crys-
tals~see the references cited in Ref. 26!. Thus the question of
the role of the spin–orbit interaction requires special h
dling.

We note that in monoatomic semiconductor crystals
structure and intensity of the densities of states of the up
valence bands and lower conduction bands are determ
mainly by states of thes andp types, with a small admixture
of d states~for germanium the typical energy difference
between the valencep band and thed bands is around 20
eV!, so that the role of thed orbitals in the optical transitions
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is clearly weak. However, in a number of compounds, su
as CuCl~Br! and CdS, the energy difference between
atomicp andd levels is of the order of 1 eV~see, e.g., Refs
28 and 29!. In that case the orbitals of thep andd types are
mixed, and the hybridization effect is significant. For th
reason the valence bands are substantially influenced by
d states. In such compounds upon isotopic substitution
situation is as follows:28 in the matrix elementVpd respon-
sible for the mixing of the levels of thep and d types the
dominant role is played by the pseudopotential of the ca
~copper!, while the role of the pseudopotential of the anion
weak.28 When the mass of the cation is increased, the D
factor exp(2W) changes. It decreases, since exp(2W)}1
21

2^u
2&G2. At the same time, the effective pseudopotential

the cation and the matrix elementVpd increase. Then the
energy of the interband transitionE0 should decrease, i.e
]E/]Mc,0. As a result, a partial or even total compensat
of the band renormalization effect due to the EPI can oc
~the EPI leads to an effect of the opposite sign:]E/]Mc

.0!. At the same time, changing the mass of the anion h
weak effect on the matrix elementVpd , and the isotope shif
as before is determined almost entirely by the EPI, a
]E/]Ma.0. The role of the mixing of states of thep andd
types also requires a detailed theoretical analysis.

The questions of the dependence of the structure of
electron spectrum onT and on the isotopic composition ar
of a general nature. Knowledge of the features of the beh
ior of the isotope shifts of the bands is extremely importa
since it makes possible a more complete understanding o
nature of the electronic structure.

The author thanks L. A. Maksimov for interest in th
study and helpful advice and Yu. M. Kagan for support. A
sistance in this study from A. V. Inyushkin and D. A. Zhe
nov is gratefully acknowledged.

6. APPENDIX

Let us discuss the question of the isotope shift of
frequency of a vibrational mode in a crystal whose unit c
contains atoms of different elements. We use the aver
values of the atomic masses of the elements, the value
which vary, and we assume that the masses of the isotop
a given element are close in value. We consider the ef
linear in the mass difference of the isotopes. In this appro
mation the symmetry point group of the crystal lattice, ge
erally speaking, remains unchanged, and, consequently
does the vibrational spectrum, i.e., the degeneracy is
lifted. In reality, in a crystal lattice with isotopic disorde
because of the difference of the zero-point vibrations of
different isotopes, static displacement fields arise. In
presence of these fields the local symmetry is lowered. H
ever, in standard crystals~as opposed to quantum crystal!
these displacements are proportional to an additional s
parameter̂ u2&/a2 and their role can be neglected.

We consider a polyatomic crystal with isotopes of diffe
ent kinds. We assume that the isotopic composition in res
to one of the elements, which occupies positions of typek1 ,
can vary.

Suppose that there exist two crystals, differing in t
isotopic composition of thek1 component of the compound
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The quantities for the two crystals will be labeled with ind
cesc andc1. The average atomic mass of the elementk1 is

Mc
k15(

i
ci

k1Mi
k1 ~A1!

~ci
k1 is the concentration of thei th isotope of the given ele

ment!, and it is assumed that it differs little from the avera
mass for compositionc1:

uMc
k12Mc1

k1u/Mc
k15uDMk1u/Mc

k1!1. ~A2!

The dynamical matrixFaa(kk8)uq) of a polyatomic crystal
is given by the relation

Faa8~kk8uq!5
1

N

1

~Mc
kMc

k8!1/2 (
mm8

waa8~mk,m8k8!

3exp~ iq~Rm
~0!2Rm8

~0!
!!, ~A3!

wherewaa8(mk,m8k8) is the matrix of second-order forc
parameters. The dynamical matrix is a Hermitian matrix
dimension 3s33s ~s is the number of atoms in the unit cell!,
i.e.,

Faa8~kk8uq!5Fa8a
* ~k8kuq!. ~A4!

We shall assume that the eigenfrequenciesvc( l ) and the
orthonormalized polarization vectorsec(ku l ) for the virtual
crystal with the dynamical matrixF ~A3! are known. Let us
determine the isotope shift of the frequencies upon going
compositionc1.

It is known that the calculation of the eigenvalues acc
rate to a certain order of smallness with respect to a per
bation requires knowledge of the eigenfunctions with an
curacy to the next lower order. Upon variation of the isotop
composition the change of the eigenvalues~square of the
frequency! in the first approximation is equal to the sum
the corresponding diagonal elements of the energy of
perturbation over the unperturbed states:

S Dv2~ l !

DMk1 D
c

5(
k,a

(
k8,a8

ea
c* ~ku l !

3S DFaa8~kk8uq!

DMk1 D
c

ea8
c

~k8u l !. ~A5!

Here, according to the definition of the dynamical mat
~A3!, we have

S DFaa8~kk8uq!

DMk1 D
c

52
1

2
Faa8

c
~kk8uq!F dkk1

Mc
k 1

dk1k8

Mc
k8 G .

~A6!

We substitute~A6! into ~A5!, taking into consideration that

vc
2~ l !ea

c ~ku l !5 (
k8,a8

Faa8
c

~kk8uq!ea8
c

~k8u l !. ~A7!

In addition, we take into account that, as a consequenc
the Hermitianity ofF(q) the polarization vectors satisfy or
thonormality and completeness conditions of the form
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(
k,a

ea
c* ~kuqj !ea

c ~kuqj 8!5d j j 8 ,

~A8!

(
j

ea
c* ~kuqj !ea8

c
~k8uqj !5dkk8daa8 .

We note that in principle the value of the average mass va
in a continuous manner, so that the symbolD can be changed
to a differentiation sign. As a result, we obtain

d ln vc
2~ l !

d ln Mc
k 52(

a
uea

c ~ku l !u2. ~A9!

We see from~A9! that in a polyatomic crystal the shift o
the frequency of a vibrational mode due to a change of
average mass of one of the elements of the compoun
proportional to the square modulus of the corresponding
larization vector.

Relations of this type were first obtained in Ref. 30,
an analysis of the influence of the isotopic composition
the properties of fullerenes.

In the case of a monoatomic crystal, when atoms of o
one element are present in the unit cell of the crystal,
have instead of~A9!

d ln vc
2~ l !

d ln Mc
5211OF S uDM u

Mc
D 2

,
DM

Mc

^u2&
a2 G . ~A10!
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Molar volume dependence of the thermal conductivity in mixed cryocrystals
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The dependence of the thermal conductivityL of solid solutions of cryocrystals on the molar
volume is investigated theoretically in the Callaway approach under the assumption that
the heat is transferred by mobile low-frequency phonons and, above the phonon mobility edge,
by ‘‘localized’’ modes which migrate randomly from site to site. The phonon mobility
edgev0 is found from the condition that the phonon mean free path, which is governed by
umklapp processes and scattering on point defects, cannot become smaller than one-half the
phonon wavelength. The Bridgman coefficientg52(] ln L/] ln V)T is the weighted mean
over these modes, which have strongly different volume dependences. For the example of the solid
solution Kr12c(CH4)c , wherec is the mole fraction of the components, it is shown that
with increasing methane concentration in krypton the Bridgman coefficient decreases, in good
agreement with experiment, fromg'9, characteristic for the pure crystals, to
g'4. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1461926#
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INTRODUCTION

If a crystal is subjected to hydrostatic compression,
volume of the crystal decreases and the Debye tempera
QD5\vD ~vD is the Debye frequency! increases. Therefore
the thermal conductivityL should increase with increasin
pressure, as was first observed by Bridgman.1 The volume
dependence of the thermal conductivity can be descri
with the aid of the Bridgman coefficient

g52~] ln L/] ln V!T . ~1!

Subsequent studies of the thermal conductivity as a fu
tion of pressure for a wide range of substances2–4 have
shown that the values of the Bridgman coefficient vary, a
rule, in a range from 3–4 to 10–15. The general tendenc
for g to decrease with increasing structural disorder;
weakest volume dependence of the thermal conductivit
found in glasses and polymers.2 In three cases—theIh phase
of ice, the phase NH4F~I!, and CuCl—the Bridgman coeffi
cient is negative.2 This is explained by anomalous behavi
of the transverse modes, the velocity of which decreases
increasing pressure.

Most often the high-temperature (T>QD) thermal con-
ductivity of insulators is described with the use of t
Leibfried–Schlo¨mann ~LS! formula and the Callaway
integral,5 which are also used for calculating the Bridgm
coefficient.4,6–11 According to the LS formula, the therma
conductivity of a crystal can be written as

L5
KM̄aQD

3

g2T
, ~2!

where M̄ is the mean atomic~molecular! mass,a3 is the
volume per atom~molecule!, g52(] ln QD /] ln V)T is the
1361063-777X/2002/28(2)/4/$22.00
e
re

d

c-

a
is
e
is

ith

Grüneisen parameter, andK is a constant factor. Differenti-
ating ~2! with respect to volume and introducing the para
eterq5(] ln G/] ln V)T , we obtain

g53g12q21/3. ~3!

Usually at temperatures of the order of the Debye te
perature and higher it is assumed thatg}V, and the second
Grüneisen coefficientq'1.6,11

Expressions~2! and~3! are valid for perfect insulators in
the presence of onlyU-processes. They are not applicable
strongly disordered crystals and amorphous solids. Gerlic10

used the Callaway integral to study the influence of po
defects on the volume dependence of the thermal condu
ity. He was able to describe qualitatively the slight decre
in g observed in the solid solution AgCl–AgBr.2 In pure
AgBr and AgCl the Bridgman coefficient is equal to 9.8 a
9.5, respectively, while in a solid 50% solutiong58.1. The
theory of Ref. 10 predicted a decrease ofg to 8.4.

In recent studies12 of the isochoric thermal conductivity
of the solid solution Kr12c(CH4)c a strong decrease of th
Bridgman coefficient was observed, from a valueg'9 char-
acteristic for pure Kr and CH4 to g'4 at only a tiny impu-
rity concentration~see Fig. 1!. These experimental data can
not be adequately described by the approach used
Gerlich.10 It was shown that as the molar volume of th
components in the solid solution Kr12c(CH4)c is changed,
one observes a gradual transition from the thermal cond
tivity of a perfect crystal~the pure components! to the lower
limit to the thermal conductivityLmin at 0.2,c,0.8. The
concept of a lower limit to the thermal conductivity13

emerges from the assumption that in the case of strong s
tering the phonons are weakly localized in regions of
order of l/2, wherel is the phonon wavelength, and ca
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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migrate via neighboring sites in a random manner. To
scribe the temperature dependence of the isochoric the
conductivity of the solid solution Kr12c(CH4)c , in Ref. 12 a
combined model was proposed in which part of the hea
transferred by mobile low-frequency~acoustic! phonons and,
above the mobility edge, by ‘‘localized’’ modes. In th
present paper this model is used to describe the molar
ume dependence of the thermal conductivity.

MODEL

We calculate thermal conductivity of the solid solutio
Kr12c(CH4)c in the framework of the Callaway approac
Here we make the following assumptions: normal proces
can be neglected; the temperature is assumed to be o
order of the Debye temperature or higher; heat is transfe
only by phonons~acoustic and ‘‘localized’’!; all phonons are
described by the Debye model; all the modes have the s
Grüneisen parameterg; the medium is isotropic.

In the Callaway model the thermal conductivityL can
be written as

L5
kB

2p2y2 E
0

vD
l ~v!v2dv, ~4!

where v is the averaged sound velocity,vD is the Debye
frequency@vD5(6p2)1/3v/a#, l (v) is the phonon mean fre
path, which is governed byU-processes and scattering o
point defects:

l ~v!5@ l u
21~v!1 l i

21~v!#21. ~5!

The phonon mean free paths corresponding to each s
tering mechanism are expressed as5

l u~v!5y/Av2T, ~6!

A5
18p3

&

kBg2

ma2vD
3 ; ~7!

l i~v!5y/Bv4, ~8!

B5
3pG

2vD
3 . ~9!

FIG. 1. Dependence of the Bridgman coefficientg52(] ln L/] ln V)T on
the concentration of the components in the solid solution Kr12c(CH4)c . The
points are experimental, the solid curve theoretical.
-
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When the mass differenceDM of the atoms~molecules! of
the impurity and host and the dilatation of the lattice a
taken into account, the coefficientG can be written as

G5c~12c!S DM

M̄
16g

Da

ā D 2

, ~10!

whereDa is the change of the lattice parameter upon int
duction of the impurity.

Expression~5! does not apply ifl (v) becomes of the
order of one-half the phonon wavelength (l/25pv/v) or
smaller. A similar situation was discussed previously for t
case ofU-processes alone.14 We assume that in the gener
case

l ~v!5H y/~Av2T1Bv4!, 0<v<v0 ,

apy/v5al/2, v0,v<vD
, ~11!

where a is a numerical coefficient of the order of unity
Excitations whose frequencies lie above the phonon mob
edgev0 will be assumed ‘‘localized.’’ The frequencyv0 can
be found from the condition

y/~Av0
2T1Bv0

4!5apy/v0 . ~12!

It is determined by the expression

v05
1

~2apB!1/3~A3 11A11u1A3 12A11u!, ~13!

where the dimensionless parameteru is given by

u5
4a2p2A3T3

27B
. ~14!

The thermal conductivity integral~4! separates into two
parts, describing the contribution to the heat transfer fr
acoustic and ‘‘localized’’ phonons:

L5Lph1L loc. ~15!

In the high-temperature (T>QD) limit these contributions
are

Lph5
kB

2p2y

1

AATB
arctan~v0AB/AT! ~16!

and

L loc5
akB

4pv
~vD

2 2v0
2!. ~17!

The problem of determining the thermal conductivity
a solid solution reduces to that of finding the volume deriv
tive of expression ~15!. Taking into account that
(] ln A/] ln V)T53g12q22/3 and (] ln B/] ln V)T53g @this
follows from Eqs.~7! and ~9!# and also that (] ln G/] ln V)T

'0, we have:

g5
Lph

L
gph1

L loc

L
gloc , ~18!
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where

gph52S ] ln Lph

] ln V
D

T

52g1q

1
v0AB/AT

~11v0
2B/AT!arctan~v0AB/AT!

~g01q21/3!,

~19!

gloc52S ] ln L loc

] ln V D
T

52g1
1

3

2

vD
2 2v0

2 ~vD
2 g2v0

2g0!,

~20!

g052S ] ln v0

] ln V
D

T

5g1
u1/3

6A11u

3~A3 11A11u2A3 12A11u!~6g16q22!.

~21!

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The isochoric thermal conductivity of the solid solutio
Kr12c(CH4)c was recently investigated in the temperatu
interval from 40 K to temperatures;150 K over a wide
concentration interval for samples of different density.12 In
the concentration interval 0.2,c,0.8 the thermal conduc
tivity of the solid solution was practically equal to the low
limit to the thermal conductivity of the latticeLmin calcu-
lated according to Ref. 13. In pure methane and in meth
containing a small amount of krypton there is an additio
phonon scattering mechanism: scattering on fluctuation
the short-range orientational order, the efficiency of which
maximum immediately after thea→b transition and de-
creases with increasing temperature.15 The thermal conduc-
tivity of such a solution cannot be described adequately
the framework of the simple model discussed above. A C4

impurity in Kr can be treated as a point defect, since coll
tive rotational excitations are absent in this case. Using
integral form of the model described above~without the sim-
plifying assumptionT>QD!, the authors in Ref. 12 wer
able to describe adequately the temperature dependen
the thermal conductivity of the solid solution Kr12c(CH4)c

in the concentration interval 0,c,0.3. The initial param-
eters for the fit werea, v, and the coefficientG calculated
according to~10!. The values ofA anda were varied. This
same scheme was also used in the present study. Initially
thermal conductivity determined by expressions~15!–~17!
was fit by the least-squares method to the experiment
measured temperature dependence of the the
conductivity12 for the isochore withT0575 K ~T0 is the
temperature at which the condition of isochoricity begins
hold! and different concentrations of the methane impur
Then the Bridgman coefficient was calculated according
~18!–~21! under the assumption thatq51 andg52.5.12 The
parameters of the Debye model of the thermal conducti
which were used in the fitting~a, v, andG! and the values of
A and a obtained as a result of the fitting are presented
Table I along with the calculated values of the Bridgm
coefficient. A feature specific to isochoric studies of the th
e
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mal conductivity is that the coefficientg is determined most
accurately near the triple points, where the change in volu
is maximal. The values given forg correspond to a tempera
ture of 100 K.

Figure 1 shows the smoothed values of the Bridgm
coefficient calculated according to the procedure descri
above ~solid curve! in comparison with the experimenta
values.12 It is seen that the agreement is completely satisf
tory for such a simple model, which does not include phon
dispersion and the real density of states. Figure 2 shows
temperature dependence ofg calculated according to Eqs
~18!–~21!. We see that the Bridgman coefficient should d
crease with increasing temperature. Unfortunately, as
have already mentioned, the error in the determination og
in isochoric studies increases as the temperature moves a
from the triple point, and the accuracy is too low to permi
comparison with the theory.

In our opinion, expression~18! is not only applicable to
solid solutions but has a general character. The main i
pursued in this paper is that the contributions to the mo
volume dependence of the thermal conductivity from mob
acoustic phonons and ‘‘localized’’ modes are sharply diff
ent. If the heat is transferred mainly by acoustic phono
~perfect crystals!, then the Bridgman coefficient is describe
by expression~3!. In the opposite case, when the therm
conductivity has reached its lower limitLmin and all the heat
is transferred by ‘‘localized’’ modes~amorphous solids and

TABLE I. Parameters of the Debye model of the thermal conductivity u
in the fitting:a, v, andG; the values ofA anda obtained in the fitting, and
the Bridgman coefficients calculated according to Eqs.~18!–~21!.

c a•1028 cm
v,

km/s G

Adjustable
parameters g

A•10215

s/deg
a

0.03 3.625 0.88 0.055 0.342 1.201 6.4
0.063 3.63 0.92 0.12 0.496 1.213 4.9
0.145 3.648 0.97 0.26 1.175 1.163 3.4
0.29 3.66 1.07 0.54 6.35 1 3.2

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the Bridgman coefficient of the s
solution Kr12c(CH4)c for different concentrations of the components.
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strongly disordered crystals!, then forT>QD the lower limit
to the thermal conductivity is described byLmin}v/a2/3 ~Ref.
13!, and

g5g11/3. ~22!

This also follows from Eq.~20! in the limit v0→0. In
the general case the Bridgman coefficientg is a weighted
average over the acoustic and ‘‘localized’’ modes.

CONCLUSION

We have proposed a simple model in which the Brid
man coefficient containing the molar volume dependence
the thermal conductivity is determined by a competition b
tween heat transfer by mobile low-frequency phonons and
‘‘localized’’ modes existing in regions of the order ofl/2. In
the case of solid solutions of cryocrystals the phonon mo
ity edge v0 is found from the condition that the phono
mean free path, which is governed by umklapp processes
scattering on point defects, cannot be smaller than one-
the wavelength of the phonon. The Bridgman coefficient i
weighted average over these modes, which have very di
ent volume dependences. For the example of the solid s
tion Kr12c(CH4)c we have shown that as the fraction of he
transferred by ‘‘localized’’ modes increases, the Bridgm
coefficient decreases from a valueg'9, characteristic for the
pure crystals, tog'4.
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The features of the low-temperature plastic deformation of solid normal hydrogen (n-H2) of
99.99% purity~the main impurity is oxygen! are investigated at liquid-helium temperature by the
method of stepwise uniaxial loading under conditions of creep. It is shown that molecular
oxygen has a significant influence on the parameters of the strain curves ofn-H2 . A softening of
the crystal lattice of solidn-H2 is observed, which may be due to acceleration of the
ortho–para conversion in the hydrogen samples as a result of the presence of impurity O2

molecules. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1461927#
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The plasticity and strength of molecular hydrogen cr
tals are extremely sensitive to the orthohydrogen conten
the samples1,2 and also the concentration of isotopic and fo
eign impurities.2 It is expected that doping of hydrogen wit
an oxygen impurity will lead to a substantial change in
resistance to plastic deformation, since the heavy molec
of impurity oxygen are can modify the dynamics of the la
tice vibrations of H2 significantly. In addition, oxygen is
characterized by considerably higher shear stresses,3 and
therefore the presence of O2 in H2 should lead to hardening
of the comparatively soft hydrogen matrix.

To study the character of the influence of oxygen imp
rities on the plasticity ofn-H2 , in the present study we hav
measured its deformation parameters under uniaxial ten
loading for samples of 99.99% purity. The main impur
was oxygen. It was found that this impurity has a significa
effect on the deformation parameters ofn-H2 , which can be
interpreted4 as resulting from an appreciable acceleration
the spontaneous ortho–para transition in hydrogen in
presence of molecular O2 .

Samples with a diameter of 6 mm were grown fro
liquid n-H2 ~75% ortho modification!, which was condensed
beforehand in a liquid-helium cooled glass ampoule of
cryostat5 from an external cylinder. We used a standard c
figuration of the samples for tensile testing—the ratio of
length of the working part to the diameter was equal to
The samples were polycrystalline, having grains with line
dimensions of up to 2 mm.

The samples were loosened from the walls of the a
poule by briefly pumping on the vapor over them~see Ref. 5
for details!, annealed at a temperature of;11 K, and slowly
cooled to the testing temperature of 4.2 K. Then-H2 crystals
were held at this temperature for 15–20 min. The total ti
of the annealing and isothermal hold of the samples aT
5const reached 50 min.

The samples were tested under conditions of unia
stepwise tensile loading6 with small load incrementsDs
1401063-777X/2002/28(2)/3/$22.00
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(0.2– 0.6 gf/mm2) applied at equal time intervalsDt
52 min. The loads was applied by means of a quartz ro
connected to a precision balance arm~sensitivity6200 mg!
placed in the vacuum part of the cryostat. After each load
the samples were found in a transient creep regime unde
influence of the gradually applied load. The increment in
length of the crystals achieved at the end of each time in
val Dt was summed with the previous values and taken
the resultant value corresponding to the given total load. T
length increments were measured by an inductive displa
ment sensor7 to an accuracy of61024 cm and was recorded
continuously by a KSP-4 electronic potentiometer.

The temperature of the lower and upper parts of
samples were measured by two semiconductor resista
thermometers to an accuracy of6231022 K. The tempera-
ture was stabilized to within 0.1 K and its distribution alon
the sample was uniform to within the same accuracy. T
level of stabilization was achieved by admitting gaseous4He
into the ampoule containing the sample at a pressure of u
1021 torr.

Figure 1 shows the typical tensile stress–strain cur
s(«) for crystals of normal hydrogen with an oxygen imp
rity at a temperature of 4.2 K. For better comparison of
measured curves with the typical hardening curves traditi
ally obtained on testing machines under conditions of ac
tensile straining of the samples at a specified rate, the va
of the stresss are plotted along the vertical axis. The curv
presented in Fig. 1 correspond to the limiting cases of
degree of dispersity of the O2–n-H2 samples. Also shown
for comparison are the stress–strain curves of 99.999% p
n-H2 and ofp-H2 with the orthohydrogen content reduced
.0.2%, obtained under analogous loading conditions~see
Refs. 8 and 9!.

It is seen from Fig. 1 that the stress–strain curves for
O2–n-H2 samples lie between thes(«) curves obtained for
puren-H2 andp-H2 and are clearly closer to the strain curv
typical for p-H2 . Thus atT54.2 K, to obtain the same leve
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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of strain« for samples ofn-H2 containing an oxygen impu
rity requires considerably lower values of the applied str
than for puren-H2 . On the other hand, for a specified lev
of stresss on the O2–n-H2 samples a considerably small
value of the relative elongation is obtained than for a sam
of purep-H2 . The observed difference in the behavior of t
stress–strain curves for O2–n-H2 and p-H2 are due to the
role of the oxygen impurity molecules in the processes g
erning the development of plastic deformation of these cr
tals.

To ascertain the analytical form of the relation betwe
the deforming stresss and the strain« for the O2–n-H2

samples, we replotted the experimentals(«) curves in loga-
rithmic coordinates. Figure 2 shows the characteris

FIG. 1. Typical tensile stress–strain curvess(«) of polycrystals of pure
n-H2 ~Ref. 8! and p-H2 ~Ref. 9! ~.0.2% o-H2! and for polycrystalline
samples of O2–n-H2 .

FIG. 2. Appearance of thes(«) curves obtained for polycrystals ofn-H2

containing an O2 impurity (.) and also for polycrystalline samples of pur
n-H2 ~Ref. 8! (m) andp-H2 ~Ref. 9! (d) replotted on a logarithmic scale
s

le

-
-

n

c

ln s–ln« plot for the O2–n-H2 samples. Analysis showe
that the tensile stress–strain curvess(«) of our n-H2

samples containing impurity oxygen are characterized by
presence of the two stages of deformation typical for po
crystalline hydrogen,8,9 with different laws of variation of
s(«). The first stage is observed either immediately, or a
a short delay in the case of ans-shaped trend of thes(«)
curves~see Fig. 1!, and is characterized by a linear depe
dence ofs(«) with rather strong hardening of the crystal
The hardening coefficientds/d« is equal to 1.6
3108 dynes/cm2, which is practically an order of magnitud
lower than the elastic modulus ofn-H2 at this temperature.10

Upon reaching a certain critical stress (17.7 gf/mm2) a
transition occurs in the deformed O2–n-H2 samples to a
different stress–strain law. The deformation of the O2–n-H2

samples is characterized by a power laws'«n with a small
exponentn'0.2 all the way to failure, which occurs at con
siderably lower stresses than in the case of puren-H2 ~Refs.
1 and 8!. At a temperature of 4.2 K such a low value ofn is
more typical for p-H2 polycrystals9 and Ne–n-H2 solid
solutions11 than for solid normal hydrogen (n.0.4).8

Thus, judging from the fact that the value ofs required
to achieve a specified level of deformation for the O2–n-H2

samples studied here is lower than is typical for puren-H2 ,
it can be concluded from these experiments that hardenin
n-H2 by molecular oxygen does not occur at liquid-heliu
temperature. Consequently, the motion of dislocations
these samples is facilitated to a significant degree in spit
the presence of the heavy impurity molecules of O2 in the
n-H2 . By analogy with the hydrogen crystals containin
neon,11 the observed softening of the hydrogen samples c
taining oxygen may be due to the formation of van der Wa
complexes in these samples.12,13 Another ~in this case more
likely! explanation for the observed softening is the prese
of ortho–para conversion processes in then-H2 . The fact
that the O2 molecules have a magnetic moment~see Refs. 14
and 15! as well as a quadrupole moment is a decisive fac
for acceleration of a natural catalytic reaction16 near the O2
impurity molecules inn-H2 , which causes spontaneous tra
sitions ofo-H2 molecules closest to the oxygen molecules
the para state, which has lower rotational energy. The orth
para conversion usually includes two stages: a spin–nuc
transition~‘‘flipping’’ the spin of one of the protons in the H2
molecule! and a vibrational–rotational transition, with th
excess rotational energy being transferred to lattice vib
tions in the form of two phonons (T'170 K; see Ref. 14!.
Thus, owing to ortho–para conversion induced by the pa
magnetic impurity of O2 molecules in solidn-H2 ~Ref. 4!,
after several hours theo-H2 molecules in a significant por
tion of the volume of the O2–n-H2 samples will have con-
verted to the para state. For samples ofp-H2 individual oxy-
gen molecules have a hardening effect~see Fig. 1!, in
agreement with the results of Ref. 17 forp-H2 with the ortho
content reduced to'0.2%.

The authors are deeply grateful to V. G. Manzhelii, M
A. Strzhemechny, V. D. Natsik, M. I. Bagatsky, and A.
Prokhvatilov for a discussion of the results, and to T.
Lemzyakova for the chromatographic analysis of t
hydrogen.
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It has become traditional to hold an annual School
Applied Superconductivity at the Kurchatov Institute’s vac
tion base near Protvino in the last week of May. This year
XIV International Seminar on High-Temperature Superco
ductivity was also held here. This seminar continued the
dition of annual joint meeting that have been held since
late 1970s alternately in Russia, Germany, and Ukra
About a hundred participants came in from 28 academic
stitutions, research centers, and commercial enterprise
Moscow, St. Petersburg, Kiev, Kharkov, Ekaterinburg, a
other cities. This meeting clearly demonstrated the inter
tional character of research in this field. Of the more than
papers presented at the Seminar and School, at least a qu
of them had a foreign colleague among the coauthors. N
rally, the greatest number of them were German, but
searchers from Great Britain, the Netherlands, Slovakia,
other countries were also represented. In comparison
the previous trilateral seminars the number of reports fr
Ukraine has grown, and, most importantly, the first signs o
growing collaboration between Russian and Ukrainian c
leagues were in evidence.

Since the Kurchatov Institute Russian Research Cen
the organizer and administrator of the two programs,
known throughout the world as one of the leading insti
tions in the field of high-current superconductivity, it wa
only natural that a large part of these programs would
devoted to that topic. It was on the initiative of Acad. E
geni� Velikkov, the Director of the Kurchatov Institute, tha
the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reac
~ITER! project was launched; besides Russia, participant
this project now include the European Union and Japan.
history of this project begins back in the 1950s, when
idea of the Tokamak was born. By 1978 the Tokamak T
with windings based on a NbTi alloy, had already been s
cessfully tested, and by the end of 1988 the Tokamak T
with windings based on Nb3Sn, was commissioned.
1431063-777X/2002/28(2)/3/$22.00
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Last year in Japan a model coil for the central solen
was successfully tested, and a record magnetic field of 1
was obtained at a current of 46 kA. In addition, it was d
cided to prepare a superconducting coil insert for this so
noid, with a winding;5 m in height and about 1.5 m in
diameter. V. E. Sytnikov of the All-Russia Scientific Re
search Institute of the Cable Industry gave a presentation
the joint efforts of three Russian institutes in the preparat
of the coil insert, which was delivered to Japan at the end
May. Workers at the A. A. Bochvar All-Russia Scientific R
search Institute prepared one metric ton of Nb3Sn wire,
which was wound and placed in a titanium tube about 4
in diameter and over 100 m long. Such a cable is expens
around $5000 per meter, so there is not much room for er
For high-temperature annealing of such large windings a s
cial oven was built at the D. V. Efremov Scientific Resear
Institute of Electrophysical Apparatus~SRIEA! in St. Peters-
burg. This was a difficult task because it was necessar
satisfy a number of conflicting requirements. The windin
were annealed for 22 days, with the outer surface of
helical winding held in a high vacuum while at the same tim
gaseous helium was blown through the inner ‘‘tube’’ to r
move the impurities released during the heat treatment.
deviation of the temperature from the specified level dur
the multistep heat-treatment regime had to be maintai
within a 5-degree interval over the entire volume of the co

A report entitled ‘‘Accidents in superconducting magne
caused by electric arcing,’’ presented by S. A. Lelekhov,
E. Keilin, and B. N. Kolbasov of the Kurchatov Institut
drew a great deal of interest. The ITER under developm
will contain toroidal fields windings based on 18 superco
ducting coils, in which the total magnetic energy stored w
be around 41 GJ. To consider possible anomalous situati
they analyzed the experimental data on high-current elec
arcs from tests of the coils of the Tokamak T-15, in which t
design value of the stored energy is 800 MJ. The results
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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their calculations will make it possible to prepare recomm
dations on the design of the superconducting coils of
magnet system of ITER.

Of the other talks pertaining to high-current superco
ductivity, we should mention the one entitled ‘‘The magn
system of the electron lens of the Tevatron,’’ which w
given by L. M. Tkachenko of the Institute for High-Energ
Physics ~IHEP!, Protvino. The magnet system, which in
cludes a long superconducting solenoid with a field of 6.5
was developed and prepared in a collaboration between
IHEP and the Fermi National Laboratory~USA! for electron
cooling of an antiproton beam. The electron lens should
duce the variance of betatron frequencies which arises in
antiproton beam as a result of the interaction of collidi
beams. On March 23, 2001 at the Tevatron~USA! an elec-
tron beam was passed through a ‘‘magnetic channel’’ crea
by a chain of magnets, with a total channel length of m
than 3 meters. Studies including measurements of the m
characteristics of the beam interaction are planned with
goal of converting this into a working device.

The cryogenic system for the tests of the supercond
ing devices at a temperature of 1.8 K was the subject o
interesting report presented by V. V. Pleskach of IHEP. U
like the magnet system, which was prepared for operatio
the USA, this system was intended for operation at the old
and most powerful proton accelerator, the U-70. The de
opment of this system was prompted by a gift from phy
cists at CERN, who donated two large superconducting re
nators with a working frequency at the 3 GHz level as par
the OKA complex for rf separation of K mesons, which
scheduled to go on stream at the U-70 in 2002.

L. K. Kovalev of the Moscow Aviation Institute pre
sented new types of electric motors with rotor elements m
of HTSC materials, various designs for hysteretic, react
trapped-flux, and composite synchrotron HTSC machi
and the prospects for their application. A report on how th
mobaric treatment can improve the properties of bulk 1
materials was presented by T. A. Prikhna of the Institute
Ultrahard Materials of the National Academy of Sciences
Ukraine. These studies were done jointly with scientists fr
German and Spain and resulted in the creation of b
YBCO rotors for the electric motors spoken of by L. K
Kovalev. L. M. Fisher of the All-Russia Electrical Enginee
ing Institute and his coauthors from Russia, Ukraine, a
Norway spoke of an unusual phenomenon: macroturbu
instability, which is observed in flux-carrying supercondu
ors upon their magnetization reversal. A theory using so
ideas of classical hydrodynamics was proposed and c
firmed in magnetooptic experiments on YBCO.

Two talks were devoted to one of today’s ‘‘hot’’ topics
the transport properties properties of Josephson structure
cluding superconducting and ferromagnetic layers. V.
Ryazanov of the Institute of Solid State Physics of the R
sian Academy of Sciences, reported on the creation of
so-calledp contact, which should become a basic elemen
phase-based superconducting qubits, and V. N. Krivoruc
of the Donetsk Physico-Technical Institute presented a th
retical paper demonstrating the possibility of amplifying t
Josephson current in superconductor/ferromagnet–insula
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ferromagnet/superconductor structures with an antipara
orientation of the magnetic layers.

We must mention the next ‘‘sensation’’ in the field o
HTSCs: superconducting borides. V. S. Kruglov of the Ku
chatov Institute presented a survey entitled ‘‘Superconduc
ity of MgB2 compounds: results and prospects.’’ The disco
ery of superconductivity in simple layered compounds
magnesium and boron, with a critical temperature four tim
as high as for the alloy NbTi, raises the questions: What t
of superconductor is it, and how promising is this new m
terial for use in electrical engineering? Samples of mu
strand cable of diboride in a stainless-steel casing have
ready been prepared using the ‘‘powder-in-tube’’ metho
The measured value of the transport current density in z
magnetic field exceeded the level of 10 kA/cm2 at a tempera-
ture of 33 K. In spite of a certain skepticism above the futu
of this superconductor on account of its relatively low cri
cal fields, it cannot be ruled out that in time magnesiu
diboride will squeeze out its niobium competitors. The d
covery of this superconductor was stimulated by a search
new related materials and intensive studies of their cha
teristics. M. V. Indenbom of the Institute of Solid State Phy
ics of the Russian Academy of Sciences reported the succ
ful synthesis of MgB2 in the form polycrystals and films an
the magnetooptic visualization of the macroscopic criti
currents in these samples. V. A. Gasparov of that same in
tute and coauthors reported the observation of supercon
tivity in ZrB2 , with Tc56 K.

Among the reports of pure basic research was the talk
A. M. Gabovich of the Institute of Physics of the Nation
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, who, together with c
leagues from Ukraine, Great Britain, and Belgium interpr
the anomalous properties of cuprates as a possible man
tation of instabilities of their electronic spectrum~charge-
and spin-density waves, phase separation, etc.!. The funda-
mental aspects of quasiparticle transport through the sur
of high-temperature superconductors was discussed in
report by Yu. F. Revenkoet al. of the Donetsk Physico-
Technical Institute; those authors presented surprising p
that in this case there is a surface barrier with strong anti
romagnetic correlations. To confirm this hypothesis, V.
Shaternik and E´ . M. Rudenko of the Kiev Institute of Meta
Physics ~IMP! of the National Academy of Sciences o
Ukraine did studies of the layered structure of antiferrom
netic chromium oxide, which showed results identical to t
contact characteristics of the HTSC materials. The result
calculations of the charge-density distribution in mercu
HTSC compounds were presented by R. V. Lutsiv of Lv
University.

Research on HTSC films is actively continuing. The
properties under microwave irradiation and their practi
applications as filters were the subject of a series of pap
by Kiev scientists. G. A. Melkov of Kiev University pro
posed a tunable~by means of weak external magnetic field!
narrow-band microwave filter based on HTSC and ferr
films. Microwave filters based on YBCO films were made
collaboration with colleagues from the University of Leipzi
these filters and the influence of temperature on their se
tivity were the subject of two reports by I. V. Korotash o
IMP. The groups of V. M. Pan of IMP and G. A. Melkov o
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Kiev University have investigated the microwave charact
istics of YBCO films obtained by the method of laser dep
sition and elucidated the correlations between the depos
regime, the dislocation structure of the resulting layers,
their surface resistance. The report by A. V. Bobyl of SRIE
in St. Petersburg was devoted to the interrelation between
characteristics of electric noise of metallic layers and th
structure, with the goal of prolonging the service life of 1
films. N. G. Cherpak of the Institute of Radio Electronics
the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine in Kharko
together with German colleagues from Jena, first used mi
wave and rf techniques for studying the characteristics
fused HTSC materials. The authors regard this as a pro
ing technique for investigating objects of this class.

The report by S. I. Bondarenko of the Institute for Lo
Temperature Physics and Engineering of the National Ac
emy of Sciences of Ukraine in Kharkov demonstrated
possibility of significantly~by a factor of some tens! improv-
ing the sensitivity of SQUIDs by means of ferromagne
magnetic-field concentrators. This is particularly essentia
the case of HTSC SQUIDs, which still remain inferior
helium-temperature devices in terms of sensitivity. It w
also shown to be promising to make highly sensitive HT
gradientometers utilizing magnetic circuits without multitu
coupling coils in the flux transformer. The results repres
another step toward the creation of HTSC magnetoence
lographs.

The participants at the seminar showed particular in
est in the report by S. I. Bondarenko on the state of de
opment of a cryogenic automobile in the Ukraine. The e
ergy source and coolant for the superconducting units of
automobile is liquid nitrogen in a transportable cryostat. A
result of gasification of a portion of the nitrogen when
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comes into contact with the ambient medium, the hig
pressure gas drives a pneumomachine with a shaft-mou
superconducting electrical generator. The generation supp
HTSC electric motors~it is assumed that their power doe
not exceed 10 kW per wheel!, controlled individually and
coordinated. Such an environmentally clean and fire-safe
tomobile is already economically justified today, especia
as city transport for light- and medium-duty trucks. Cons
ering the progress in the development of HTSC electric m
tors and generators, the cryogenic automobile can bec
yet another field of application of HTSC devices.

As was noted in the closing address by Prof. Viktor E
movich Keilin, the Chairman of the Organizing Committe
of the School, holding the two events simultaneously turn
out to be very fortunate. In particular, the School had less
an applied character and a greater thematic range of to
addressed. There were many new faces not seen in the
vious meetings, and the presence of young people ins
hope for the successful development of superconductivity
the future.

The program of the School and Seminar were suppo
on the Russian side by the Ministry of Industry, Science, a
Technology of the Russian Federation and by Minatom
and on the Ukrainian side by the National Academy of S
ences of Ukraine.

The next School of Applied Superconductivity will b
held, as always, at the vacation base of the Kurchatov In
tute at the end of May, 2002

*E-mail: bel@kinetic.ac.donetsk.ua
** E-mail: Bondarenko@ilt.kharkov.ua
*** E-mail: shirshov@mx.ihep.su

Translated by Steve Torstveit
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Concentration dependence of the attenuation of first sound in supersaturated
superfluid 3He– 4He solutions under pressure

A. A. Zadorozhko, T. V. Kalko, É. Ya. Rudavski ,* I. A. Usherov-Marshak,
V. K. Chagovets, and G. A. Sheshin

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, pr. Lenina 47, 61103 Kharkov, Ukraine
~Submitted September 28, 2001!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.28, 107–114~February 2002!

The concentration dependence of the attenuation coefficient of first sound in superfluid3He–4He
solutions in the saturation and supersaturation regions is investigated experimentally at
pressures of 0–10 atm. An original technique of continuous variation of the concentrationin situ
by variation of the osmotic and thermomechanical pressures is used, permitting
measurements to be made in the long-lived metastable phase of the superfluid solutions. It is
shown that the data obtained are described well in terms of the theory of sound
propagation in a gas of Fermi excitations without taking the Fermi-liquid corrections into
account. The corresponding values of the effective mass and relaxation time of3He quasiparticles
are taken from an analysis of the existing experimental data. Within the experimental error,
no excess sound attenuation was found in the region of supersaturated solutions. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1461917#
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the characteristic features of liquid solutions
3He–4He is the presence of a first-order phase transiti
phase separation, as a result of which the liquid separ
into a lighter concentrated phase that is rich in3He and a
dilute superfluid phase that is rich in4He. AsT→0 the phase
separation curve tends not to zero values of the concentra
but to a finite solubilityx0'6.7% 3He. This means that a
very low temperatures andx,x0 the 3He–4He solution is a
homogeneous quantum liquid comprising a solution of a n
mal Fermi liquid in a superfluid Bose liquid. The properti
of such a system have been described in detail in sev
monographs.1,2

The kinetic properties of Fermi–Bose quantum liqui
~degenerate solutions of3He in 4He! are governed by pro
cesses of interaction between elementary excitations, am
which the Fermi excitations—3He quasiparticles—play the
leading role at low temperatures. Important informati
about such solutions has been obtained as a result of ex
mental and theoretical studies of the acoustic propertie
the system.3–9 In particular, a relaxation process in the gas
Fermi excitations, with a characteristic relaxation timet33,
has been registered, which is broadened and shifted to hi
temperatures as the frequency of the sound increases. A
sequent analysis has shown that this relaxation process is
to the viscosity of the Fermi liquid, which is inversely pro
portional to the square of the temperature.

In recent years there has been a renewal of interest in
kinetic processes occurring in degenerate3He–4He solutions
after it was shown experimentally that the region of sup
fluidity of the solutions could be expanded through the re
ization of a long-lived metastable superfluid phase.10,11 Even
731063-777X/2002/28(2)/6/$22.00
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though the observed supersaturation has so far remained
siderably less than predicted by the theory of homogene
nucleation, this discovery has opened up the possibility
particular, of continuing the study of sound attenuation
higher concentrations. Here the method of continuous va
tion of the concentration in the course of the experime
proposed in Ref. 12, has permitted the first recording of
concentration dependence of sound attenuation at con
temperature and pressure. A topic of independent intere
to study the attenuation of sound in a supersaturated su
fluid solution, where additional sources of dissipation a
possible.13 The present study was undertaken to investig
this circle of topics.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the experimental cell,
gether with the low-temperature part of the dilution refri
erator. The cell contains two chambers: a control chambe1
and a measurement chamber3, which are connected by a
capillary2. The latter chamber contains a sound cell4 for the
acoustic measurements and a capacitive concentration g
5. The measurement chamber is in permanent thermal c
tact with the mixing chamber6 through a threaded couple
and the control chamber1, which is equipped with a heate
9, is connected to the still through a thermal switch13 con-
taining superfluid4He. In the closed state the switch wa
filled with superfluid, and the control chamber rapidly too
on the temperature of the still. The switch was opened
removing the liquid4He from the switch by means of a the
momechanical pump.

The temperature of the measurement chamber was
corded by means of an3He melting-curve thermometer12.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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The temperature of the control chamber was determined
means of a liquid thermometer10, which registered the3He
vapor pressure, and a carbon resistance thermometer11. The
solution under study was condensed in both chambers –
measurement chamber~volume 6.17 cm3! and the control
chamber~volume 53.04 cm3!. When the two chambers wer
at the same temperature, the concentrations of the solutio
them were also the same. When the control chamber
heated~after opening of the thermal switch! an additional
osmotic pressure and the fountain pressure arose in it, c
ing 3He to leak from the control chamber into the measu
ment chamber. The3He concentration in the measureme
chamber can be measured in the course of the experime
means of a capacitive gauge5 from the change in the dielec
tric constant. This method also made it possible to decre
the concentration in the measurement chamber by turning
heater9 and cooling chamber1 through the thermal switch
13. A small heat exchanger made of sintered copper pow
~not shown in Fig. 1! was used in the measurement cham
to decrease the Kapitsa thermal boundary resistance bet
the solution under study and the wall of the mixing chamb

The attenuation of first sound was measured at a
quency of 30 MHz by a pulsed technique describ
previously.14 The method of measurement is based on a co
parison of the amplitudes of two radio pulses—the pu
under study and a measuring pulse—which were formed
the same generator and were sent through the same am
ing devices. The sound emitter was anX-cut quartz slab with
a fundamental frequency of 10 MHz, which was operated

FIG. 1. Diagram of the experimental cell and its position in the diluti
refrigerator:1—control chamber;2—connecting capillary;3—measurement
chamber;4—sound cell; 5—capacitive concentration gauge;6—mixing
chamber;7—still; 8—filling capillary; 9—heater;10—liquid thermometer
containing3He; 11—carbon resistance thermometer;12—3

He melting-curve
thermometer;13—thermal switch.
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a sound receiver in the intervals between emissions.
quartz slab and the reflector were adjusted to a parallel al
ment in a separate experiment with4He. The sound propa
gated in a cavity 10 mm in diameter and 7.15 mm long.
preclude any heating of the liquid by the radio pulses,
low-temperature measurements were made at 10-secon
tervals with a pulse duration of 10ms. We also checked fo
the lack of any dependence on the signal amplitude and
the absence of nonlinear effects. The error of measurem
of the sound attenuation coefficient was not over 5%.

The construction of the experimental cell permitted ma
ing measurements under pressure, which was produce
means of a gasifier~or ‘‘bomb’’ !. For measurement and sta
bilization of the pressure we used a piston manometer wh
was equipped with a visual oil indicator to improve accura
Constancy of the pressure was achieved by maintaining
established oil level in the tube to an accuracy of61 mm of
the oil column. The pressure was determined to within
error of 0.1 bar.

3. CHANGE OF THE CONCENTRATION OF THE SOLUTION
AND THE CORRESPONDING CHANGE IN SOUND
ATTENUATION

At the start of the experiment both the measurement
control chambers of the experimental cell were filled w
solution of equal concentration, and then the measurem
cell was cooled together with the dilution chamber; the co
trol chamber was cooled through the thermal switch13 and
had the temperature of the still of the refrigerator. Then
control chamber was heated at a rate of;3 – 4 mK/min, rais-
ing the concentration in the measurement chamber~see Fig.
2a!. The change in concentration,Dx, was measured from
the change in capacitance,DC, of a special capacitive gaug
5 ~Fig. 1!, which was placed so that after phase separatio
was located completely in the dilute phase. The concen
tion changeDx caused a change in the dielectric constan«
of the solution, which is related to the molar volume by t
well-known Clausius–Mossotti equation, with the molar vo
umeVx of the solution expressed in terms of the molar v
umeV4 of 4He:

Vx~P,T,x!5V4~P,T!~11aPTx!, ~1!

where the parameteraPT plays a part in the theory of degen
erate solutions15 and is equal to the relative change of th
molar volume of the solution when a4He atom is replaced by
a 3He atom. In the limit of low3He concentrations atP→0
and T→0, one has a0050.28460.005.16 The detailed
P–V–T measurements made in Ref. 17 permit determi
tion of the pressure dependence ofaPT for T.0. It has been
shown thataP0 decreases strongly with increasing pressu
The temperature dependence ofaPT can be taken into ac
count as

aPT5aP02aTT, ~2!

where the parameteraT50.03260.003 K21 was determined
in Ref. 16. Here we assume thataPT is independent of con-
centration in the concentration region under study. Then
Clausius–Mossotti equation will be a relation between
dielectric constant and the concentration of the solution:
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«21

«12
5

4p

3

g

V4~P,T!@11~a002aTT!x#
, ~3!

whereg is the polarizability of the solution, which was a
sumed equal to 0.1232 cm3/mole.18 Taking into account tha
the change in capacitance of the flat capacitive senso
DC/C5D«/«, we obtain from~3! the final formula for de-
termining the change in concentration,Dx, in terms of the
corresponding change in capacitance of the concentra
sensor,DC:

Dx5A~P!DC, ~4!

where

FIG. 2. Variation of the concentration of the solution under study with ti
~a!; the corresponding variation of the sound attenuation coefficient w
time at a temperature of 109 mK and a pressure of 2 bar~b!; the variation of
the concentration of the solution in the course of the experiment relativ
the equilibrium phase separation line~solid curve! ~c!. In each case the
intersection with the phase separation line is indicated by an arrow.
is

on

A~P!5
3«~P!

@«~P!21#@«~P!12#

11aPT~P!x

aPT~P!C
.

Usually the value ofA(P) at each pressure was dete
mined at a point corresponding to the saturated solution
the equilibrium phase-separation line~point A in Fig. 2!. The
concentration changeDx was reckoned from the initial con
centration in the measurement chamber, and the abso
value of the concentration was obtained using the same
erence pointA.

The values ofDx calculated according to formula~4!,
which are plotted as a function of time in Fig. 2a, do n
show any anomaly upon crossing of the equilibrium line
phase separation~point A in Fig. 2c!. This point is indicated
by an arrow in the figure. The jump inDx is observed later,
after an appreciable supersaturationDxs has been attained
As before,10 the observed metastable state is long-lived, a
far from the point of rapid nucleation the characteristic sc
of its lifetime is in hours.

The time dependence of the sound attenuation coe
cient in the investigated solution of changing concentrat
is shown in Fig. 2b. The character of the dependence is p
tically the same as that ofx(t) ~see Fig. 2a!. Since we mea-
sured the relative sound attenuation, the absolute valuesa
were obtained by normalizing at the pointA, where the at-
tenuation of sound in the saturated solution was investiga
previously4,8,9 and it was shown that it is described well b
the relation5

a5
2

3

l2PF~T!

rc3

v2t33

11v2t33
2 , ~5!

wherer4 is the density of4He, c andv are the velocity and
frequency of the sound,PF(T) is the pressure of the gas o
Fermi excitations at temperatureT, t33 is the characteristic
relaxation time in the system of3He quasiparticles, and th
parameterl is expressed in terms of the effective massm*
of the Fermi excitations:

l5S 11aPT1
m* 2m3

m3
D m4

m*
, ~6!

wherem3 andm4 are the masses of the3He and4He atoms.
Expression~5! was obtained under the assumption that
sound is propagating in a gas of Fermi excitations of m
m* and pressurePF(T). All but two of the parameters ap
pearing in expression~5! are well known. The exceptions
t33 andm* , must be chosen from an independent analys

4. RELAXATION TIME AND EFFECTIVE MASS OF FERMI
EXCITATIONS IN THE SOLUTION

First, the3He–3He relaxation time in the solution wa
investigated for the nondegenerate case. An important rol
determining the impurity relaxation time in the degener
region was played by acoustic experiments4 in which the
maximum in the sound attenuation due to relaxation in
gas of Fermi excitations was recorded at a temperature
;50 mK. A subsequent analysis of the mechanisms of so
attenuation in this region5 showed that the relaxation timet33

can be written in the form

h

to
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t335
A~P,x!

T2 F11B~p,x!S T

TF
D 2G , ~7!

where

TF5
\2

2km* S 3p2
NAx

Vm
D 2/3

is the Fermi degeneracy temperature of the solution,NA is
Avogadro’s number, and the coefficientsA(P,x) and
B(P,x), which depend on the concentration and press
were chosen so that the maximum observed in the so
attenuation at low temperatures corresponded to the ca
lated one. Subsequent experiments on sound attenuatio
3He–4He solutions8,9 have substantially expanded the inve
tigated region of concentrations, temperatures, pressures
frequencies. The values oft33 obtained from acoustic
experiments4,8,9 are given in Fig. 3. It is seen from the plo
that the data of the three groups of authors are in good ag
ment with one another.

Another independent way of determining the relaxat
time of the Fermi excitations in solutions involves the use
the experimental data on their viscosity.19–21 If the viscosity
of the solution is due solely to the3He quasiparticles, then it
relation to the timet33 can be written in the form5

FIG. 3. Relaxation timet33 for various pressures, as a function of tempe
ture at a3He concentration of;5 – 7% ~a! and as a function of concentra
tion at a temperature of 100 mK~b!. n—x55% 3He, P50 from sound
attenuation;4 h—x55.73%3He, P50 from sound attenuation;8 d—x
55.73%3He, P510 bar from sound attenuation;8 s—saturated solution,
P50 from viscosity;9 l—x55% 3He, P50 from viscosity;19 .—x
56.12%3He, P59.8 bar from viscosity;20 b—x57.1%3He, P50 from
viscosity;20 ,—x56.12%3He, P519.4 bar from viscosity;20 >,
!—saturated solution,P50 from viscosity and osmotic pressure
respectively.21
e,
nd
u-
in

-
nd

e-

f

h35PF~T!t33, ~8!

and the pressure of the gas of3He quasiparticles in the de
generate region is given by the formula

pF~T!5
2

3

kTFNAx

Vx
F11

5p2

12 S T

TF
D 2

2
p4

16 S T

TF
D 4G . ~9!

The values oft33 calculated from the experimental va
ues of the viscosity18,19according to formulas~8! and~9! are
also shown in Fig. 3. It is seen from these data that the va
of t33 decreases quite markedly with increasing temperat
has a weak concentration dependence, and is practically
dependent of pressure.

As to the other parameter appearing in Eqs.~5! and~6!,
the effective massm* of a 3He quasiparticle, the existing
data for two pressures are summarized in Fig. 4, wh
shows the values ofm* obtained from the measurements
first-sound attenuation,8 the heat capacity,22–24the velocity of
second sound,25 and the line of phase separation at hi
pressures.26 Also shown in Fig. 4 are the smoothed values
the effective mass which were calculated in Ref. 27 using
3He–3He interaction potential proposed in Ref. 15. One n
tices that, according to the data of Ref. 26, at high conc
trations there is a deviation ofm* (x) from a monotonically
increasing trend. Otherwise the agreement of the experim
tal data of the different studies is completely satisfacto
Here it is assumed that the value ofm* is independent of
temperature.

5. CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE OF THE SOUND
ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT. COMPARISON WITH THEORY

Figure 5 shows the experimental data on the sound
tenuationa in the saturated and supersaturated solutions~the
boundary of their coexistence region is indicated by an
row! and the values ofa calculated according to formulas~5!
and~6! with the values oft33 andm* given in Figs. 3 and 4.
Also shown are the experimental results obtained in Ref.
the same sound frequency and the same pressure but at
3He concentrations.

It follows from the plots that the experimental conce
tration dependence of the sound attenuation agrees within
total error limits with the predictions of the theory of Refs.
and 6, which uses a gas model of the3He quasiparticles

FIG. 4. Concentration dependence of the effective mass of impurity exc
tions in solutions atP50 ~a! andP510 bar~b!. .—Ref. 8; j—Ref. 22;
n—Ref. 23;l—Ref. 24;b—Ref. 25;h—Ref. 26;s—Ref. 27.
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without taking the Fermi-liquid corrections into accoun
This means that in the investigated regions of concentrat
and pressures the main mechanism for the attenuation of
sound is the direct absorption of an acoustic phonon by3He
quasiparticles. In the region of high pressures and concen
tions, however, agreement between experiment and theo
observed if the effective mass of the impurity excitatio
decreases markedly with increasing concentration, wh
correlates with the conclusions of Ref. 26.

We also note that, within the experimental error, the d
do not show any anomaly at the transition from the region
the saturated solution to the region of the supersaturated
lution. Excess sound attenuation can appear in the super
ration region if the metastable supersaturated solution
comes inhomogeneous, i.e., if suspended droplets of
condensed phase~almost pure3He! appear in it. These drop
lets float upward on account of buoyant forces, and the
netics of the process depend strongly on the droplet sizeR,
which determines their rate of ascent.

The problem of sound propagation in such a system
solved in Ref. 13. That paper considered three possible
sipative processes that lead to additional sound attenuatio
the supersaturated solution. The first mechanism is base
the different compressibility of the droplet and the surroun
ing solution, which leads to absorption of sound. In this c

FIG. 5. Concentration dependence of the first-sound attenuation aT
5120 mK and sound frequency 30 MHz, for various pressuresP @atm#:
0.55 ~a!, 2 ~1!, 5 ~2!, 10 ~3! ~b!; d—present study;m—Ref. 8. The arrows
indicate the concentration corresponding to phase separation at the
pressure, and the curves were calculated according to Eq.~5!.
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the expression for the sound attenuation has the form

a I5
2p

9
k1

4S 12
r1c1

2

r2c2
2D 2

R6Nd , ~10!

wherek is the wave vector of the sound,r is the density, and
c is the sound velocity in each phase~the subscripts 1 and 2
refer to the solution and the droplets, respectively!, andNd is
the number of droplets per unit volume.

The second mechanism of sound attenuation invol
the vibrational motion of the solution with respect to th
droplet, which leads to entrainment of the droplet. The c
responding sound attenuation is expressed as

a II 5
2p

3 S r12r2

r112r2
D 2

NdFk1
4R619k1l1R2S 11

l1

l2
D 21G ,

~11!

wherel1,25(2h1,2/r1,2v)1/2 is the penetration depth of th
viscous wave for the respective phase.

The third dissipative process considered describes
sound attenuation due to the excitation of natural modes
the droplet, with frequencyv2 , by the incident sound wave
with frequencyv. This leads to additional attenuation, whic
depends on the relationship between the values ofv1 andv2

and is an extremely complicated function ofl i , r i , andki .
We note that the treatment in Ref. 13 is valid only f

droplets of sizeR satisfying the condition

l1,2!R!
1

k1,2
. ~12!

An analysis of these three mechanisms of sound attenua
on droplets with allowance for~12! showed that the first
mechanism is the main dissipative process under the co
tions of the given experiment, and the other two are ne
gible in comparison with it. As we see from Eq.~10!, a I

increases monotonically with increasingR. However, at
largeR, whenR;1/k1,2;1024 cm, the time of buoyant as
cent of the droplets is short (;100 s), and the contribution
of such droplets to the sound attenuation is very difficult
detect. As to the small droplets (R;1025 cm), which as-
cend quite slowly, their contribution toa I according to~10!
is so small that it is less than the measurement error. T
under the conditions of the given experiment, the predicte13

excess sound attenuation is the supersaturated solution
not be detected.

CONCLUSION

The technique of continuous variation of the concent
tion of superfluid3He–4He solutions has enabled us to me
sure for the first time the concentration dependence of
attenuation of first sound at constant temperature and di
ent pressures. It is found that in the investigated concen
tion region, which also includes metastable supersatura
solutions, the sound attenuation is described well by
theory of impurity–impurity absorption for the degenera
temperature region in the framework of a gas model of
Fermi excitations. Under the experimental conditions the
cess sound attenuation due to the appearance of suspe
droplets of the concentrated phase in the region of supers
rated solutions was not manifested. It seems advisable

en
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continue the measurements into a higher frequency ra
with the use of automated detection equipment.
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Self-consistent calculation of the spectrum of quasiparticles in a superfluid Bose liquid
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An iterative method is used in a self-consistent calculation, atT50, of the normalS11 and
anomalousS12 self-energy parts, the boson polarization operatorP on the ‘‘mass shell,’’ and the
quasiparticle spectrumE(p) in a superfluid Bose liquid with an interaction-quenched single-
particle Bose–Einstein condensate~BEC!. The calculation is based on a system of ‘‘truncated’’
integral equations forS11 andS12 with allowance for terms of first order in the density
n0 /n!1 of the BEC and with the ‘‘bare’’ interaction between bosons taken in the form of the
repulsive pseudopotential in the ‘‘semitransparent spheres’’ model, for which the Fourier
component of the pseudopotential is an oscillatory sign-varying function of the momentum
transfer. By fitting with a single adjustable parameter—the amplitude of the initial
repulsive pseudopotential—one can achieve completely satisfactory agreement of the theoretical
quasiparticle spectrumE(p) with the measured spectrum of elementary excitations in
superfluid helium from neutron-scattering experiments over a wide momentum range
(0<p<pmax.4 Å21). © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1461918#
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1. INTRODUCTION

An exactab initio calculation of the spectrum of elemen
tary excitations in a superfluid Bose liquid with a stro
interaction between particles is an extremely complex~if not
hopeless! problem of many-body quantum theory. Therefo
it is necessary to look for various simplified~model! ap-
proaches to the solution of this problem with the aid of va
ous approximate analytical and numerical methods exp
ing the small parameters available. One such parameter
Bose liquid at a temperature close to zero (T→0) is the ratio
of the densityn0 of the single-particle Bose–Einstein co
densate~BEC!, which is quenched on account of the intera
tion between bosons, to the total particle densityn in the
Bose liquid. According to the experimental data,1,2 in 4He at
T!1 K the ration0 /n is not more than 10% and can serve
an initial small parameter for constructing an approxim
theoretical model of the superfluid state of a Bose liquid.

This paper is devoted to the further development
methods of numerical calculation of the quasiparticle sp
trum in a superfluid Bose liquid with a quenched BEC in t
framework of the approach proposed in Ref. 3 on the basi
the ‘‘truncated’’ Belyaev equations.4 An iterative method is
used to calculate the normalS11 and anomalousS12 self-
energy parts and the boson polarization operatorP on the
‘‘mass shell.’’ As the zeroth iteration in calculating the pola
ization operatorP we use the Bogolyubov spectrum5 for a
repulsive potential in the ‘‘semitransparent spheres’’ mo
with a subsequent renormalization~‘‘screening’’! of this in-
791063-777X/2002/28(2)/6/$22.00
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teraction due to many-particle~collective! effects in the pro-
cess of a self-consistent calculation of the quasiparticle sp
trum. It is shown that in the framework of this model, by th
fitting of a single adjustable parameter—the amplitude of
repulsive pseudoparticle—one can achieve completely s
factory agreement of the theoretical spectrum with the m
sured spectrum of elementary excitations in liquid4He from
inelastic neutron-scattering experiments.6,7

2. CHOICE OF THE INITIAL INTERACTION POTENTIAL
BETWEEN BOSONS

It was shown in Ref. 3~see also Ref. 8! that at a low
density of the BEC (n0!n) in the Bose liquid one can ob
tain a closed self-consistent system of integral equations
the normalS11(p,v) and anomalousS12(p,v) self-energy
parts by truncating the infinite series of perturbation the
in powers ofAn0 ~i.e., in the number of condensate lines!,
keeping only the leading terms of first order in the sm
parametern0 /n.

In analytical form this system of ‘‘truncated’’ Belyaev
Dyson equations4 has the form3,8

S̃11~p,«!5n0L~p,«!Ṽ~p,«!1n1V~0!1F~p,«!; ~1!

S̃12~p,«!5n0L~p,«!Ṽ~p,«!1C~p,«!. ~2!
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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Here Ṽ(p,«) is the renormalized~‘‘screened’’ on account of
many-particle collective effects! pair interaction between
bosons,

Ṽ~p,«!5
V~p!

12V~p!P~p,«!
; ~3!

P(p,«) is the polarization operator of the bosons~see be-
low!, G(p,«;k,v) is the vertex part~three-pole! describing
many-particle correlations of the local-field-effects typ
L(p,«)5G(p,«,0,0) is the vertex part with zero values
the incoming momentum and energy corresponding to
interaction with the BEC,n15n2n0 is the number of
‘‘above-condensate’’ particles, and the functionsF and C,
with allowance for the contribution of the poles of the sing
particle normalG11(p,«) and anomalousG12(p,«) Green’s
functions, are determined by the integral equations

F~p,«!52
1

2 E d3p8

~2p!3 G~p,«;p8,E~p8!!

3Ṽ~p2p8,«2E~p8!!FA~p8,E~p8!!

E~p8!
21G ; ~4!

C~p,«!52
1

2 E d3p8

~2p!3 G~p,«;p8,E~p8!!

3Ṽ~p2p8,«2E~p8!!

3
n0L~p8,E~p8!!Ṽ~p8,E~p8!!1C~p8,E~p8!!

E~p8!
,

~5!

where

A~p,E~p!!5n0L~p,E~p!!Ṽ~p,E~p!!1
p2

2m

1F~p,E~p!!2F~0,0!1C~0,0!, ~6!

andE(p) is the quasiparticle spectrum, which corresponds
the poles of the functionsG11 andG12 and in general form is
determined by the following relations:9

E~p!5H F p

2m
1S11

s ~p,E~p!!2mG2

2US12~p,E~p!!U2J 1/2

1S̃11
a ~p,E~p!!, ~7!

where

S̃11
s,a~p,«!5

1

2
@S11~p,«!6S11~2p,2«!#, ~8!

m5S11~0,0!2S12~0,0!. ~9!

In the framework of the approximation under consid
ation, with allowance for Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and ~6!, expression
~7! takes the form

E~p!5$A2~p,E~p!!2@n0L~p,E~p!!Ṽ~p,E~p!!

1C~p,E~p!!#2%1/21
1

2
@F~p,E~p!!

2F~2p,2E~p!!#. ~10!
,

e

-

o

-

In Ref. 10 an iterative method was used to calculate
quasiparticle spectrumE(p) with the use of an initial inter-
action potentialV(p) in the form the renormalized Fourie
component of the infinite repulsionV(r )→` for r<a in the
‘‘hard spheres’’ model~Fig. 1!; this Fourier component wa
obtained in Refs. 11 and 12 in the framework of the ‘‘ladde
approximation as

V~p!5V0

sinpa

pa
. ~11!

We note that the presence of the excluded volume forr ,a
leads to a restriction on the applicability of potential~11! to
the region of momentum spacep<2p/a, which corresponds
to the accessible volumer>a.

In the numerical calculations in Ref. 10 the polarizati
operatorP(p,«) was calculated using as the zeroth iterati
of the spectrum,E0(p), the Bogolyubov spectrum5

EB~p!5H p2

2m F p2

2m
12nV~p!G J 1/2

~12!

with the oscillatory sign-varying potential~11!, with a best fit
to the experimental spectrum of the elementary excitatio
Eexp(p), in liquid 4He by adjustment of the two paramete
V0 anda ~Fig. 2!.

FIG. 1. Bare interaction~11! in the ‘‘hard spheres’’ model~dotted line! and
the renormalized~‘‘screened’’! Fourier component of the pair interaction o
bosons in the approximation of a constant screening parameter~22! for
different values ofa ~solid curves!: a51 ~1!, 2 ~2!, 3 ~3!, 4 ~4!.

FIG. 2. Bogolyubov spectrum~12! ~continuous curve! that best fits the
experimental spectrum~data points! for V0 /a35169 K with a52.44 Å.
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In particular, for this spectrumEB(p)>Eexp(p), the func-
tions in the integrand in the expression forP(p,v) were
calculated on the ‘‘mass shell’’«5E(p):

P~p,E~p!!

5
1

2 E d3k

~2p!3

@ I 11~p,k!1I 12~p,k!#

E~k!2E~k2p!2E~p!
G~p,k!,

~13!

where

I 11~p,k!5
F11~p,k!

E~k!@E~k!1E~k2p!2E~p!#

2
D11~p,k!

E~k2p!@E~k!1E~k2p!1E~p!#
, ~14!

I 12~p,k!5
F12~p,k!

E~k!@E~k!1E~k2p!2E~p!#

2
D12~p,k!

E~k2p!@E~k!1E~k2p!1E~p!#
, ~15!

and the functionsF11, F12, D11, andD12 are given by the
relations

F11~p,k!5FE~k!1
k2

2m
2m1S11~2k,2E~k!!G

3FE~k!2E~p!1
~k2p!2

2m
2m1S11

3~2k1p,2E~k!1E~p!!G ; ~16!

D11~p,k!5FE~k2p!1
~k2p!2

2m
2m1S11~2k1p,

2E~k2p!!GFE~k2p!2E~p!

1
k2

2m
2m1S11~2k2E~k2p!1E~p!!G ;

~17!

F12~p,k!5S12~k,E~k!!S12~k2p,E~k!2E~p!!; ~18!

D12~p,k!5S12~k2p,E~k2p!!S12~k,E~k2p!2E~p!!.
~19!

We used the approximation of a nondecaying spectr
of He II, which holds for«.«c;10 K. This approach is
justified because the given model is not intended to b
detailed description of the phonon part of the spectrum
low phonon energies. Since

E~k!,E~p!1E~k2p!, ~20!

the total denominator in the integrand of Eq.~13! is negative
at all momenta, while the functionsI 11(p,k) andI 12(p,k) are
positive, so thatP(r)[P(p,E(p)),0. Because of this, in
the boson pair interaction renormalized~‘‘screened’’! by col-
lective effects,

Ṽ~p![Ṽ~p,E~p!!5
V~p!

12V~p!P~p!
, ~21!
m

a
t

the repulsion is weakened in the region 0<pa<p, where
V(p).0, and the effective attraction is enhanced in the
gion p,pa<2p, whereV(p),0 ~see Fig. 1!. To simplify
the calculations, in Ref. 10 the expression forV(p) with
allowance for~11! was approximated by the potential

Ṽ~p!5
V~p! sin~pa!

pa1a sin~pa!
, ~22!

where a5V0uP(p)u is a positive dimensionless paramet
determined by the average value of the modulus ofP(p) in
the region 0<pa<2p. The volumeṼ(p) is shown in Fig. 1
for various values ofa.

Iterative numerical calculations were carried out in R
10 for different values of the adjustable parametersV0 anda
at fixed valuesa52.44 Å, equal to twice the quantum radiu
of the 4He atom, andn050.09n, in accordance with the ex
perimental data.1,2 A third adjustable parameter was the e
fective massm* of the bosons in the Bose liquid, which wa
used in expression~6! in place of the massm of the 4He
atom. The best agreement withEexp(p) was achieved at the
valuesV0 /a35147 K anda53.65 ~Fig. 3!. The value ob-
tained for the total particle density, 2.231022 cm23, is close
to the experimental value; it was calculated by the formu

n5n01n15n01
1

2 E d3p

~2p!3 FA~p,E~p!!

E~p!
21G . ~23!

However, in order for the group velocity of the quasipa
ticles to agree with the velocity of first~hydrodynamic!
soundc15236 m/s forp→0 an anomalously large value o
the effective mass ratio,m* /m>550, is required. This is
indicative of an unsatisfactory situation that arises with
use of the simplified potential~22! with a constant value of
the ‘‘screening’’ parametera. In addition, it is inconsistent to
calculate the interaction in the framework of the ‘‘ha
spheres’’ model with the use of formula~11!, since the latter
was obtained in the ‘‘ladder’’ approximation,5,12 which is
valid only for dilute Bose systems.

For a Bose liquid it is more suitable to use an approa
analogous to the pseudopotential method in the theory of
solid state and which takes into account the quantum diffr
tion effects in the scattering of particles on one another. T

FIG. 3. Quasiparticle spectrum calculated in Ref. 10 in the ‘‘hard spher
model ~continuous curve! for parameter valuesV0 /a35147 K, a53.65,
a52.44 Å, andm* 5550m. The data points show the experimental spe
trum in 4He.
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simplest example of such a ‘‘quantum pseudopotential’
the ‘‘semitransparent spheres’’ model with a finite repuls
V(r )5V05const in the regionr<a and V(r )50 for r .a
~Fig. 4!. The Fourier component of such a potential has
form ~Fig. 5!

W~p!5W0

sin~pa!2pa cos~pa!

~pa!3 , ~24!

where W053W(0)56pV0 /a3. It should be emphasize
that precisely such a Fourier component is obtained13 for a
smoother potential in the form of a ‘‘Lindhard’’ function o
the radiusr ~see Fig. 4!:

W~r !5
V0

2 F11
12r 2/a2

2r /a
lnUa1r

a2rUG , ~25!

which has an inflection point with an infinite derivative
r 5a. This substantially widens the class of pseudopotent
characterized by sign-varying Fourier components with
cillations in momentum space, which are formally analogo
to the well-known Ruderman–Kittel and Friedel oscillatio
in real space.13,14

We note that an oscillatory pseudopotential of the ‘‘sem
transparent spheres’’ type~24! has been used previously15 for
calculating the Bogolyubov spectrum~12! with a ‘‘roton’’
minimum and is more convenient than the ‘‘hard sphere

FIG. 4. Potential with finite repulsion in the ‘‘semitransparent spher
model ~solid curve! and the form of the ‘‘Lindhard’’ function~25! ~dashed
curve! in real space.

FIG. 5. Fourier component of the bare interactionW(p) in the ‘‘semitrans-
parent spheres’’ model~24! ~dashed curve! and the renormalized interactio

W̃(p) with allowance for the momentum dependence of the polariza
operatorP on the ‘‘mass shell’’~solid curve!.
s

e

ls
-
s

-

’’

potential ~11!, from the standpoint of both stability of th
spectrum and its similarity to the empirical spectrum in4He.

In view of what we have said, in this paper we have us
the pseudopotential~24! for calculating the quasiparticle
spectrum~10! in a Bose liquid by self-consistent solution o
the system of nonlinear integral equations~4!–~6!.

3. ITERATION SCHEME AND THE QUASIPARTICLE
SPECTRUM

For calculating the quasiparticle spectrum we first c
ried out a numerical calculation of the functionsF1(p)
[F(p,E0(p)) andC1(p)[C(p,E0(p)) to a first approxi-
mation with the use of the zeroth approximation for t
‘‘screened’’ pseudoparticle

W̃0~p!5
W~p!

12W~p!P0
~26!

with a constant negative value ofP0 and with the use of
potential ~24! and the Bogolyubov spectrum~12!, which is
close toEexp(p). Then, on the basis of the functionsF1(p)
and C1(p) obtained and the functionsS11

1 (p) and S12
1 (p)

corresponding to them we calculated the polarization ope
tor P1(0) using relations~13!–~19! for G51. In this stage of
the calculation, as in Ref. 10, as the zeroth iteration for
spectrumE(p) we chose the Bogolyubov spectrum~12!,
which gives the best agreement ofEexp(p) for liquid 4He, but
with potential~24! used instead of~11!.

The limiting valueP1(0) was compared with the exac
thermodynamic value of the polarization operator of a4He
Bose liquid, which determines the compressibility of t
Bose system, atp50 andv50:16

P~0,0!52
n

mc1
2 . ~27!

The absolute value of~27! turned out to be almost one-and
one-half times as large as the calculated value ofuP1(0)u.
This made it possible to estimate the mean value of the
tex G1 in the first approximation.

’’

n

FIG. 6. Momentum dependence of the boson polarization operator on
‘‘mass shell,’’ P(p)[P(p,E(p)), obtained as a result of self-consiste
calculations forG51 and multiplied byV0 ~solid curve!. The dashed curve
showsV0P(p)G for G51.5.
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The second approximation,F2(p) andC2(p), was ob-
tained on the basis of Eqs.~4! and ~5! using the constan
value G1[L1 and the renormalized pseudopotential of t
first approximation:

W̃1~p!5
W~p!

12W~p!P1~p!G1
. ~28!

This iteration procedure was repeated several times~from 4
to 6! and was used to refine the polarization operator. At e
step formulas~6! and~10! were used to reconstruct the qu
siparticle spectrumE(p) and to track the rate of convergenc
of the iterations and the degree of proximity ofE(p) to the
empirical spectrumEexp(p).

FIG. 7. Momentum dependence of the functionsF(p) ~a!, C(p) ~b!, and
A(p) ~c!, all obtained as a result of self-consistent calculations with
parameter valueV0 /a351552 K.
h

The only adjustable parameter of the fit was the am
tudeV0 of the initial pseudoparticle~24! for a52.44 Å and
n050.09n in ~23!. The theoretical spectrumE(p) from the
computer calculations was in completely satisfactory agr
ment with Eexp(p). Figures 6 and 7 show the final resu
~after 5 iterations! for the function P(p) and the self-
consistent results for the functionsF(p), C(p), andA(p)
found using relations~4!–~6!.

The solid curve in Fig. 8 shows the theoretical quasip
ticle spectrumE(p) obtained after 5 iterations, and the do
ted curve the experimental data7 from inelastic neutron scat
tering in liquid 4He up to momentap.4 Å21. We see that
completely satisfactory agreement ofE(p) with Eexp(p)
is observed in the regionp<2.5 Å21. In the region
p.2.5 Å21 the theoretical spectrumE(p) lies somewhat
lower thanEexp(p), apparently because the vertex functio
G(k,p), which falls off with increasingp, has been replaced
by the constant valueG̃.1.5 in the entire range ofp. A
characteristic feature of the spectrum obtained is the p
ence of weak oscillations in the regionp.2 Å21 ~with a
maximum Emax522.63 K at p.2.98 Å21 and a minimum
Emin522.53 K atp53.39 Å21). The corresponding region
of the spectrum is shown on an expanded scale in Fig. 9.

e

FIG. 8. Theoretical quasiparticle spectrumE(p) obtained as a result of
self-consistent calculations in the framework of the ‘‘semitranspar
spheres’’ model. The dotted curve is the empirical spectrum of elemen
excitations in liquid4He.

FIG. 9. Additional oscillations of the theoretical quasiparticle spectr
E(p) in the region of large momenta~on an expanded scale!.
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presence of the ‘‘repeated’’ maximum and minimum is due
the oscillatory character of the initial potential~24! at large
p.

The parameterV0 was chosen such that the phase vel
ity E(p→0)/p would agree with the hydrodynamic soun
velocity c1.236 m/s in liquid4He, and it corresponds to
valueV0 /a351552 K for a52.44 Å. Then the value found
from ~22! for the total particle density, 2.1231022 cm23 at
n050.09n, is close to the experimental value of the to
particle density in liquid4He.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have implemented a self-consistent
erative procedure for computer calculation of the spectrum
quasiparticles in a Bose liquid on the basis of the mo
developed in Refs. 3, 8, and 10: a closed model of the
perfluid state with a quenched BEC (n0!n) and with a
simple pseudopotential pair interaction in the ‘‘semitransp
ent spheres’’ approximation. We have shown that this
proximation is much better than the ‘‘hard spheres’’ mod
since it can give completely satisfactory agreement of
theoretical quasiparticle spectrumE(p) with the empirical
spectrumEexp(p) for liquid 4He over a wide range of mo
menta and with only one adjustable parameter.
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Asymmetry of relaxation processes and the creation of high-energy phonons
in the anisotropic phonon systems of He II
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A study is made of relaxation processes in anisotropic phonon systems in superfluid helium. The
rates of creation and annihilation of high-energy (h) phonons in all possible processes in
an anisotropic phonon system are obtained as functions of momentum, temperature, and the
anisotropy parameter. The physical causes of the asymmetry in the creation and
annihilation ofh phonons are elucidated. All of the processes of interaction ofh phonons with low-
energy phonons~l phonons! andh phonons with each other are investigated, and the role of
each of these processes in the formation of the distribution function ofh phonons is determined.
All of the processes that do not conserve the total number ofh phonons are taken into
account in constructing an equation describing the change in energy density of theh phonons in
the main beam, and a quasistationary solution of this equation is found. The solution of
this equation can be used to find the energy density of the createdh phonons at any point in
space at an arbitrary time and the energy density ofl phonons in the main beam. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1461919#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of phonons in superfluid4He ~He II! is
determined by the dependence of the phonon energy« on the
momentump, which is written in the form

« i5c~pi1 f i !, ~1!

wherec is the velocity of sound, andf i[ f (pi) is a function
describing the deviation of this dependence from linear.
though this deviation is small (f i!pi), it is what governs the
different relaxation mechanisms in the phonon system of
II.

For momentapi less than a critical valuepc , the func-
tion f i(pi,pc).0 ~anomalous dispersion!. At the saturated
vapor pressure one hascpc /kB510 K.1,2 In the case of
anomalous dispersion the energy and momentum conse
tion laws allow processes that do not conserve the numbe
phonons. The fastest of these is a three-phonon pro
(3pp), in which one phonon decays into two or in whic
one phonon is obtained as a result of the interaction of
phonons. The raten3pp of such a process in the limiting
cases was obtained in Refs. 3 and 4 and was calculated i
general case in Ref. 5.

For pi.pc the functionf i,0. In this case the dispersio
is normal, and three-phonon processes are forbidden by
energy and momentum conservation laws. As a result,
high-energy (h) phonons withpi.pc the fastest process i
the four-phonon process (4pp), in which the energy and
momentum conservation laws hold:

«11«25«31«4 , ~2!

p11p25p31p4 . ~3!
851063-777X/2002/28(2)/10/$22.00
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Here and below we shall assume that phonon ‘‘1’’ ha
momentump1>pc ~i.e., is anh phonon, denotedh1), while
the other three phonons can beh phonons or low-energy
phonons~l phonons!, for which pi,pc .

The raten3pp of the three-phonon process can be calc
lated from the Landau Hamiltonian6 in first order of pertur-
bation theory, while the rate of the four-phonon processe
found in second order. In view of this we have the stro
inequality

n3pp@n4pp. ~4!

As a result, the phonons of superfluid helium form tw
subsystems with substantially different relaxation times:

1! a subsystem ofl phonons withpi,pc , in which equi-
librium is rapidly established;

2! a subsystem ofh phonons, withpi.pc , in which
equilibrium is established relatively slowly.

The three-phonon processes only involve small ang
Therefore, in isotropic phonon systems they only slowly c
bring about the establishment of equilibrium. As a result,
thermodynamic parameters of thel phonons are functions o
direction.7 The establishment of total equilibrium in the sy
tem of l phonons in the isotropic case is brought about
four-phonon processes and by diffusion in angular spa
which is due to three-phonon processes.8–10

The situation is different in highly anisotropic phono
systems, in which the momenta of all the phonons lie with
a narrow cone of solid angleVp of the order of the charac
teristic angle of the three-phonon processes. In this case
presence of two phonon subsystems leads to the unique p
erties of the anisotropic phonon systems of He II observe
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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experiments.11–15 A theoretical description of anisotropi
phonon systems was first given in Refs. 16 and 17.

Systems with a highly anisotropic distribution o
phonons in momentum space have been created in li
helium at such low temperatures that the presence of the
excitations in it could be neglected.11–15 Phonons were in-
jected into this pure and isotropic superfluid liquid~super-
fluid vacuum! by means of a heater. The injected phono
move in the direction normal to the surface of the heater
that in momentum space all of the phonons were found o
in a narrow cone with solid angleVp!1.

The experimental apparatus11–15 for investigating the
properties of highly anisotropic phonon systems contain
heater and a detector, both immersed in liquid4He at zero
pressure and a temperature of the order of 0.05 K. The he
is a metal film deposited on glass. When a current pu
passes through the metallic film, a phonon pulse moving
ward the detector is injected into the superfluid helium~su-
perfluid vacuum!. In the case when a gold film is used for th
heater, all of the injected phonons occupy a solid angleVp

50.125 sr in momentum space.14 The dimensions of this
highly anisotropic system in real space are determined by
area of the heater and the duration of the thermal pulse.

For thermal pulses with a duration of the order of 1027 s
at a power of the order of 10 mW/mm2 released in the
heater, a single phonon pulse at the heater gave two pho
pulses at the detector.13 The appearance of two pulses at t
detector, as was noted in Refs. 14 and 16, is explained
relation ~1! and inequality~4!. As a result of fast three
phonon processes thel phonons move as a unified whole at
velocity c5238 m/s and give the first narrow pulse at t
detector. The group velocity of theh phonons is less than
190 m/s. Because of the difference in group velocities of
l andh phonons, theh phonons form a second pulse, whic
moves toward the detector at a lower velocity and broad
as a result of the weak interaction and relatively large d
persion of theh phonons.

Subsequent experiments18,19 showed irrefutably that the
h phonons arriving at the detector are not injected by
heater together with thel phonons but are created in the ma
beam ofl phonons. This raised the question of how could
cold beam ofl phonons with a temperature of the order of
K createh phonons with energies«>10 K, an order of mag-
nitude higher than the temperature of the main beam?
answer to this question was provided by the theory propo
in Refs. 16 and 17.

The subsequent development of the theory20–22 showed
that the relaxation time ofh phonons in anisotropic phono
systems is substantially different from that in ordinary is
tropic phonon systems, for which there is no preferred dir
tion in momentum space. As a result, according to the e
mates made in Ref. 22, in anisotropic phonon systems
steady-state energy distribution function ofh phonons at
«'«c is two orders of magnitude greater than the Bos
Einstein distribution and has a different momentum dep
dence.

In Ref. 22 the rates of creation and annihilation we
calculated for the first two processes, in which theh phonons
interact only withl phonons~see Sec. 3!. In the present pape
we give the results of calculations of the creation and an
id
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hilation rates in slightly anisotropic phonon systems for
five processes describing the interaction ofh phonons withl
phonons andh phonons with each other. This allows one
consider the conversion ofl phonons intoh phonons with all
five processes taken into account. In addition, unlike Re
16 and 17, we have taken into account the increase in
umes occupied by the beams ofl andh phonons. The results
obtained in this paper show that it is important to take
volume change into account when comparing the calcula
values with the experimental data,11–15 which were obtained
using a heater of the order of 1 mm2 in area, with a distance
of more than 10 mm from the heater to the detector.

2. ASYMMETRY OF THE CREATION AND ANNIHILATION
PROCESSES FOR h PHONONS IN ANISOTROPIC
PHONON SYSTEMS

The strong inequality~4! and all of the characteristic
times of the problem allow us to assume that the establ
ment of equilibrium in thel -phonon subsystem occurs in
stantaneously, and the energy distribution of thel phonons is
described by the Bose–Einstein function

ni
~0!5~ei

«/T21!21. ~5!

The establishment of equilibrium in theh-phonon sub-
system is described by the kinetic equation

dni

dt
5Nb2Nd . ~6!

Hereni[n(pi) is the distribution function of phonons with
momentumpi ,

Nb5E
Vb

Wn3n4~11n1!~11n2!d~«11«22«32«4!

3d~p11p22p32p4!d3p2d3p3d3p4 ~7!

is the increase per unit time in the number ofh1 phonons
with momentump1 as a result of the four-phonon intera
tion,

Nd5E
Vd

Wn1n2~11n3!~11n4!d~«11«22«32«4!

3d~p11p22p32p4!d3p2d3p3d3p4 ~8!

is the decrease in the number ofh1 phonons per unit time,
W5W(p1 ,p2up3 ,p4) is a function that determines the tran
sition probability density,Vb andVd form the set of maxi-
mum possible values of the angle variablesVbi andVdi ( i
52,3,4) of the phonons taking part in the creation (b) and
annihilation (d) processes, respectively, for phonons w
momentump1 . In the isotropic caseVbi5Vdi54p. In the
anisotropic caseVbi andVdi are determined byVp .

According to Eq.~6!, the steady state of theh-phonon
subsystem is determined by the equation

Nb5Nd . ~9!

In the isotropic case, whenVb5Vd , relations~7!–~9!
yield the equation

n3n4~11n1!~11n2!5n1n2~11n3!~11n4!. ~10!
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The solution of equation~10! with Eqs.~2! and~3! taken into
account is the Bose–Einstein distribution~5!.

We define the rate of creationnb
(n) and annihilationnd

(n)

of phonons with momentump1 for an arbitrary distribution
function n(p) by the relations

Nb5n1
~0!nb

~n! ; Nd5n1nd
~n! . ~11!

The creation and annihilation rates calculated for the Bo
Einstein distribution~5! according to formulas~7!, ~8!, and
~11! will be denoted bynb

(0) and nd
(0) , respectively. In an

isotropic phonon system, according to Eqs.~9! and ~10!,
these rates are equal. However, in an anisotropic pho
system, whenVbÞVd , these rates are not equal, and, a
cording to Eqs.~6! and ~11!, their difference

nb
~0!2nd

~0!5
1

n1
~0!

dn1

dt
~12!

governs the relative rate of change of the initial Bos
Einstein distribution in the phonon system.

We give the results of calculations of the rates of c
ation nb

(0) and annihilationnd
(0) for phonons whose momen

tum p1 is directed along an axis of symmetry of an anis
tropic phonon system withVp!1. We shall drop the
superscript~0! from the notation for these rates, denotin
themnb,d .

We write the integrals~7! and ~8! in a spherical coordi-
nate system with the polar axis along the symmetry axisz of
the phonon system, so thatpi5(pi ,u i ,w i). In Eqs.~7! and
~8! we do the integration over the variablesp4 , w3 , andw4 ,
making use of thed functions. The integration overw2 in-
volves rather complicated integrals containing special fu
tions. The situation is simplified considerably ifu150. In
that case relations~7!, ~8!, and~11! yield the following rela-
tion for the rates of creation (b) and annihilation (d) of a
phonon moving along thez axis:

nb,d5E dp2E dp3E
0

zb,d
~2!

dz2E
0

zb,d
~3!

dz3E
0

zb,d
~4!

dz4W
n0

c

3d~p2z22p3z32p4z42F!p2
2p3

2p4
2 8p

AR
h~R!,

~13!

where the upper limits of integration for the variablesz i

512cosui are determined by the anisotropy parameter,

zp512cosup5
Vp

2p
, ~14!

and have the values

zb
~2!52, zb

~3!5zp , zb
~4!5zp , ~15!

zd
~2!5zp , zd

~3!52, zd
~4!52. ~16!

The function n05n2
(0)(11n3

(0))(11n4
(0)) contains the

distribution function~5!; p45p11p22p32F is a function
of the independent variablesp2 andp3 ,

F5 f 31 f 42 f 12 f 2 ; ~17!

h(R) is a step function, equal to 1 for a positive value of t
argument and to zero for a negative value, and
–

on
-

-

-

-

R54p3'
2 p4'

2 2~p2'
2 2p3'

2 2p4'
2 !2 and pnt5pi sinu i .

The functionW was obtained in Ref. 22 and is given by

W5
~u11!4

27p5\7r2
p1p2p3p4m2. ~18!

where r is the density of the liquid helium,u5(r/c)
3(]c/]r) is the Grüneisen constant, and

m5
~p11p2!2

z2p1p21~p11p2!~ f 11 f 22 f 112!

2
~p12p3!2

z3p1p31~p12p3!~ f 31 f 1232 f 1!

2
~p12p4!2

z4p1p41~p12p4!~ f 41 f 1242 f 1!
~19!

is the matrix element corresponding to the three differ
intermediate states.

The asymmetry of the creation and annihilation pr
cesses in anisotropic phonon systems comes in through
different upper limits of integration in~15! and ~16! for the
variablesz i . Because of this asymmetry, the integration
the delta function in~13! for nb should be done with respec
to the variablez2 which has the largest accessible rang
similarly for nd it should be done with respect to the variab
z4 .

Integrating~13! over the variablez2 , we obtain

nb5Np1E dp2E dp3n0

p2
2p2

3p4
3

up12p4u
I b . ~20!

Here

I b5E
0

zp
dz3E

0

zp
dz4m2

p21

ARb

h~Rb!, ~21!

where

Rb5~z32z32
~b! !~z31

~b!2z3!, ~22!

z36
~b!5S p4

p12p4
D 2

3@Az46Ap1p2 /p3p4Az42@~p22p3!/p1p4#F#2;

~23!

N5
2~11u!4

~4p!3r2\7c
.

The integration in~13! over the variablez4 gives

nd5Np1E dp2E dp3n0

p2
3p3

2p4
2

p11p2
I d . ~24!

Here

I d5E
0

zp
dz2E

0

2

dz3m2
p21

ARd

h~Rd!, ~25!

where

Rd5~z32z32
~d! !~z31

~d!2z3!; ~26!
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FIG. 1. Momentum dependence of the rates of creation and annihilation atT51 K andup511.4° for the five types of processes~a–d for processes 1–5
respectively!.
m
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e

z36
~d!5S p2

p11p2
D 2

3@Az26Ap1p4 /p2p3Az22@~p11p2!/p1p2#F#2.

~27!

According to~27!

z2>z2 min5
p11p2

p1p2
F. ~28!

For F.0 the annihilation process can occur only in syste
with

zp.z2 min. ~29!

According to~23!, the process of creation of anh1 phonon
can occur in the case when

z4>z4 min5
p22p3

p1p4
F. ~30!

Inequality ~30! leads to a restriction different from~29!
on the anisotropy parameter for creation processes:
s

zp.z4 min. ~31!

In anisotropic phonon systems at certain values ofp1 a
situation can arise in which inequality~29! does not hold but
~31! does. In that case the lifetime of theh1 phonons will be
infinite, while the rate of creation is nonzero~see Fig. 1a!. As
a result, the number of theseh1 phonons will increase, and
steady state can be established in theh-phonon subsystem
only by other processes. We note that relations~28! and~30!
can be obtained from the conservation laws~2! and~3!, since
inequalities~27! and ~23! are the result of integrating~13!
with delta functions containing the conservation laws for e
ergy ~2! and momentum~3!.

In the majority of cases considered below, restricti
~31! for the creation ofh1 phonons is weaker than restrictio
~29!. Furthermore, relation~20! contains the difference
up12p4u in the denominator, while relation~24! contains the
sum (p11p2). Therefore, in the majority of cases the ratenb

is higher than ratend . As a result, the steady-state ener
distribution function of theh phonons in highly anisotropic
phonon systems for«'«c is substantially larger than th
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Bose–Einstein distribution and has a different moment
dependence.

It should be stressed particularly that this asymmetry
the creation and annihilation processes arises only in hig
anisotropic phonon systems, whenzp!1. In isotropic pho-
non systems, whenzp52, Eq.~20! will give the same result
as Eq.~24!, since they differ from each other only by th
different ways of integrating Eq.~13!, which for zp52 is
identical for creation and annihilation processes. As a res
the steady-state distribution function in isotropic phonon s
tems is the Bose–Einstein distribution.

3. RATES OF CREATION AND ANNIHILATION IN SLIGHTLY
ANISOTROPIC PHONON SYSTEMS

There are five different types of four-phonon interacti
processes between anh1 phonon andl phonons and otherh
phonons:

1) h11 l 2↔ l 31 l 4 ; 2) h11 l 2↔h31 l 4 ;

3) h11 l 2↔h31h4 ; 4) h11h2↔h31 l 4 ;

5) h11h2↔h31h4 . ~32!

A rightward arrow indicates a decay process, and a leftw
arrow the creation of anh1 phonon.

The limits of integration in~20! and ~24! over the vari-
ablesp2 andp3 are determined by: 1! the type of creation or
annihilation process; 2! the conservation laws~2! and~3!; 3!
the sign ofF, which determines the ‘‘switching on’’ of theh
functions in the integrands of~20! and ~24! in association
with inequality ~31! for creation and~29! for annihilation
processes.

After the limits of integration are found, the integratio
of expressions~20! and~24! can be done numerically to ob
tain the dependence of the rates of creation and annihila
in processes~32! on the main parameters of the problem:p1 ,
T, andup . Figure 1 shows the dependence onp1 thus ob-
tained for fixed valuesT51 K and up511.4° (zp52
31022), which are typical for the experiments of Refs. 1
and 15. At constant values of the temperature andp1 , all of
the rates are monotonically decreasing functions of the
rameterzp . Figure 1a shows the rate for the first process
the isotropic case,

n isotr5nb1~zp52, T51K !5nd1~zp52, T51K !. ~33!

At fixed values ofp1 and zp all of the rates are monotoni
cally decreasing functions of temperature.

To elucidate the physical causes of the dependences
tained for the creation and annihilation rates, it is necess
to supplement the computer calculations with analytical c
culations according to formulas~20!, ~21! and ~24!, ~25!.
Such calculations for the processes of the first and sec
types~32! were carried out in Ref. 22. Since the analytic
calculations for processes of the third, fourth, and fifth typ
are analogous to those in Ref. 22, here we shall describe
the main steps and the results of the calculations.

In expression~25! the integration can be done over bo
variablesz2 andz3 in terms of elementary functions.22 How-
ever, the awkwardness of the result makes it very difficul
use for further analytical calculations in~24!. Expression
~21! can be integrated with respect to the variablez3 . Fur-
f
ly

lt,
-

rd

on

a-
n
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nd
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o

ther integration with respect to the variablez4 for zp!1
cannot be done in terms of elementary functions. For t
reason we made an analytical approximation of integrals~21!
and ~25! by calculations that go essentially as follows.

For each of the five creation processesj 5b1, b2, b3,
b4, b5 and annihilation processesj 5d1, d2, d3, d4, d5 we
find the values of all the typical anglesz t i

( j ) ( i 52, 3, 4!. The
anglesz t i

( j ) for zp!1 are calculated by proceeding from e
pressions~23! and ~27! and the delta function contained i
~13!. Then thez i in expressions~21! and~25! are replaced by
their typical valuesz t i

( j ) . Then the integration is performed
The analytical approximations~21! and ~25! were sub-

stituted into Eqs.~20! and ~24!, respectively. For the func
tions f i contained in~13!, ~21!, and ~25!, we used the ana
lytical approximation proposed in Ref. 22. The integrals~20!
and ~24! thus obtained cannot be expressed in terms of
ementary functions. Therefore, in this case also the analy
approximation was carried out by an analogous scheme
the integrands of~20! and ~24! the arguments in the slowly
varying functions ofp2 andp3 were replaced by their typica
valuesp2t and p3t . Then the integration over the variable
p2 andp3 was performed.

The analytical expressions thus obtained for all ten ra
give numerical values close to the results of the compu
calculations. We will not write out these analytical expre
sions here but will only give a brief discussion of what th
imply about the physical causes of the the observed dep
dence of the creation and annihilation rates on the parame
p1 , zp , andT.

The first process, which involves an exchange
phonons between theh and l subsystems, is extremely im
portant in the formation of the distribution function of theh
phonons. As we shall show below, it is the first process t
is mainly responsible for the conversion ofl phonons intoh
phonons, the process by which the beam ofh phonons de-
tected in Ref. 13 was produced by the main beam ol
phonons.

The decrease ofnb1 with increasingp1 ~Fig. 1a! is due
to the momentum dependence of the matrix elementm ~19!,
which is contained in Eq.~21!. The inequalitynb1!n isotr1

and its increase with increasingp1 is due to the strong an
isotropy of the system (zp!1) and to restriction~31!. In
contrast to the isotropic case~33!, for zp!1 the creation rate
is substantially higher than the annihilation rate. At the p
rameter values realized in the experiments,15 viz., up

511.4° (zp5231022) and T51 K, the minimum ratio
(nb1 /nd1)p15pc

530, and this ratio goes to infinity fo

cp1 /kB5cp0 /kB'11 K. The great difference in the value
and momentum dependence of the ratesnb1 andnd1 , which
may be seen in Fig. 1a, is due to the strong anisotropy of
system and to the fact that in the first process it is always
case thatp1.p2 andF.0. As a result, forzp!1 inequality
~29! leads to much greater restrictions than~31!. For ex-
ample, according to~30!, for anyp1 , values ofp2 andp3 are
always found for which inequality~31! holds, and the rate
nb1 is nonzero for anyp1 . The situation is different for the
annihilation process, when, according to~28!, there exists a
momentump15p0 such that inequality~29! does not hold
above this value. As a result,nd1(p1.p0)50, and the life-
time of such phonons in respect to the first process is infin
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An analytical expression forp0 can be obtained from
relations~28! and ~29! as follows. We expand the function
f i contained inF ~17! about the following characteristic va
ues of the momenta: the functionsf 1,3 about pc , and f 4

aboutp2 . We find the minimum valuez2 min by substituting
in the right-hand side of~28! the maximum value of the
momentump2 , which for the first process, according to E
~2!, is equal top2 up52pc2p1 . Proceeding from Eq.~29!,
we obtain the equation

zp5z2 min~p25p2up; p15p0!,

which can be used to estimate an upper bound onp0 :

p05pcS 11Azpc/2pcU]2«

]p2U
p5pc

21/2 D . ~34!

For zp5231022 relation ~34! gives a valuecp0 /kB

511 K, which agrees with the results of a computer cal
lation, which are presented in Fig. 1a.

Because of the infinite lifetime and finite creation rate
phonons withp1.p0 , the first process cannot bring abo
dynamic equilibrium between theh- and l -phonon sub-
systems in an anisotropic phonon system. This equilibri
must be established by other processes.

For the second process, as follows from Fig. 1b,nb2

.nd2 in the entire momentum range for the reasons in
cated above. Unlike the case of the first process,nd2 does not
vanish at any values ofp1 , since in the second process f
p1,p3 the function F,0, and restriction~29! is absent,
since here, according to~28!, z2 min,0.

The second process conserves the total number oh
phonons. It is therefore obvious that as the momentump1

deviates from the symmetry axisz of the anisotropic phonon
system~i.e., with increasingu1! the ratenb2 should decrease
and nd2 increase, so that, starting at a certain valueu1

5uc1 , the rate of creation ofh1 phonons should becom
smaller than the rate of annihilation. As a result, the sec
process will lead to a concentration ofh phonons near thez
axis in momentum space.

The fifth process~Fig. 1e! is largely analogous to the
second. The functionF ~17! can have different signs, de
pending on the relationship between the momenta of
phonons taking part in the process. The fifth process, like
second, conserves the total number ofh phonons and also
leads to a concentration ofh phonons near thez axis in
momentum space.

The tendency ofh phonons to concentrate near thez axis
was observed in the experiments of Ref. 14, where thh
phonons moved in a 4° cone while thel phonons moved in
an 11.4° cone.

For the third process~Fig. 1c! nb3.nd3 , since at all
values of the momenta the functionF.0 and restriction
~29! is always present. The ratesnb3 andnd3 go to zero for
p1→pc , since the variablep3 has a vanishing volume in
momentum space, which in the third process is delimited
the inequalitypc<p3<p1 . For this reason, atp1→pc the
ratenb5 ~Fig. 1e! goes to zero and the ratesnd5 ~Fig. 1e! and
nb2 ~Fig. 1b! decrease. The presence of a maximum in
momentum dependence of these rates and their subse
monotonic decrease with increasing momentum, like
monotonically decreasing character of the momentum dep
-
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dence of the other rates~Fig. 1!, is mainly due to the mo-
mentum dependence of the matrix elementm ~19!. The de-
crease ofm with increasing momentum is explained by th
mutual compensation of the different terms in~19!. In a
number of cases this compensation breaks down
cp1 /kB.13 K, and the matrix element becomes an incre
ing function of momentum. In particular, this leads to a min
mum on the momentum dependence of the ratesnd4 ~Fig.
1d! andnb5 ~Fig. 1e!.

Along with the first process, the fourth process al
plays an important role in the formation of the distributio
function of h phonons in anisotropic phonon systems. F
the fourth process~Fig. 1d! the ratend4.nb4 in that region
of momenta wherend150. This result is due to the fact tha
for any relationship between the momenta of the phon
taking part in the fourth process, the functionF is always
less than zero. As a result, for the annihilation process
according to~28!, restriction~29! is absent, while at the sam
time for the creation processes, according to~30!, restriction
~31! comes into play forp2,p3 . It should be kept in mind
here that, unlikenb1 , the ratend4

(n) increases with increasing
number ofh phonons and in the steady state is substanti
larger than the ratend4 calculated with the Bose–Einstei
distribution. This circumstance leads to the appearance
multiplicative factor containing the annihilation rate for th
fourth process in the expression for the average value of
energy density ofh phonons in the quasisteady case~see Sec.
5!.

For all five processes the creation and annihilation ra
decrease monotonically with decreasing temperature. T
in the temperature region of interest for the experiments
Refs. 11–15, from 1 to 0.7 K, the ratesnb1 andnd1 decrease
by factors of'5 and'6, respectively, whilenb2 and nd2

decrease by'9 and '6 times,nb3 and nd3 by '70 and
'65 times,nb4 andnd4 by '80 and'95 times, andnb5 and
nd5 by '85 and'100 times.

The temperature dependence is stronger for proce
involving four h phonons or threeh phonons and onel pho-
non. As a result, for the fourth and fifth processes
the indicated temperature region the dependence is c
to exp(210.5/T), and for the third process it is close t
exp(210/T). This type of temperature dependence for t
third, fourth, and fifth processes is mainly due to the pr
ence of the functionn0 in the integrands of~20! and ~24!.

The second process involves twoh phonons and twol
phonons. In this case the temperature dependence of the
looks smoother,22 but in the interval 0.7 K<T<1 K it is ap-
proximated quite well by an exp(25/T) dependence.

For the first process the temperature dependenc
weaker than for the rest, since here only oneh1 phonon and
three l phonons take part. For the first process, as for
second, the temperature dependence is rather complicat22

but for 0.7 K<T<1 K it is well approximated by the func
tion exp(24/T).

The dependence of the rates onzp derives, first, from the
circumstance that in the initial state the phonons move
angles smaller thanup to thez axis. This requirement lead
to a linear dependence onzp . Second, additional restriction
on the integration volumes in momentum space are impo
by the conservation laws~2! and ~3! and the inequality
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zp!1. This restriction leads to an additional power-law d
pendence onzp and in a number of cases is quite restrictiv

These requirements and restrictions cause the crea
and annihilation rates in anisotropic phonon systems w
zp!1 to be substantially lower than the corresponding ra
in the isotropic case.

4. EVOLUTION OF A PHONON BEAM PRODUCED BY A
HEATER IN He II

The phonon beam produced by the heater in the exp
ments of Refs. 11–15 is an anisotropic phonon system.
us briefly describe the main stages in the evolution of suc
phonon beam.

When a current pulse of durationtp is passed through a
metal film immersed in liquid helium atT'0.05 K, every
point of the heated film emits phonons into the He II with
a narrow cone of solid angleVp , the value of which is
determined by the small parameterc/cs . Herecs is the speed
of sound in the film material. In the experiments of Re
11–15 the film was made of gold, for whichVp50.125 sr,
and pulses of various durations from 1028 to 1025 s were
used.

The phonons emitted by a solid have the distribut
function23

ns5A~e«/Ts21!21, ~35!

whereA'4rc/rscs!1, andTs and rs are the temperature
and density of the solid. The function~35! is a nonequilib-
rium distribution with respect to three-phonon process
Therefore, over a timet3pp'10210 s the l phonons instan-
taneously~on the scale oftp) come to a state of equilibrium
with respect to energies and have a Bose–Einstein distr
tion ~5! with a temperatureT5A1/4Ts , which was of the
order of 1 K in the experiments.11–15 Then theh phonons
produced by the heater essentially disappears into the
called ‘‘background’’18 that forms near the heater on accou
of, in particular, the nonideality of its surface.24,25 Experi-
mental studies of this ‘‘background’’ were carried out
Refs. 26 and 27.

The beam ofl phonons formed, with an energy distribu
tion function ~5!, move toward the detector as a unifie
whole (t3pp!tp) with a velocity c5238 m/s. However,
such an anisotropic phonon system containing onlyl
phonons is not in equilibrium, since the distribution distrib
tion function must also contain a ‘‘tail’’ formed byh
phonons. Therefore, the main part of the beam, consistin
l phonons, generates this ‘‘tail’’ at a ratenb1 ~see Fig. 2!.

The h phonons created have a group velocitych

'190 m/s, which is less thanc, and are relatively weakly
coupled (n3pp@n4pp) with the l phonons. As a result, theh
phonons leave the main beam through its rear plane.
escape of theh phonons leads to a deficit of such phonons
the main beam, which thel phonons compensate by formin
new h phonons at the ratenb1 . These newly formedh
phonons then leave the beam, and so on.

The intensity of the process of creation ofh phonons in
the main beam depends on the temperature of thel phonons,
which decreases with time for two reasons. First, becaus
conversion ofl phonons intoh phonons. Second, under th
experimental conditions11–15 the beam cools relatively rap
-
.
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idly because of the increase of its volume occurring as
phonons move in a cone with solid angleVp . At sufficiently
low temperatures (T,0.7 K) the conversion ofl phonons
into h phonons can be neglected.16,17 Then the l and h
phonons propagate in the helium as pulses moving tow
the detector independently of each other at different velo
ties. The sequence of events described above is shown in
2 for three different values oftp .

5. ENERGY DENSITY OF h PHONONS IN THE BEAM

Experiments that attest to the asymmetry of the crea
and annihilation processes in anisotropic phonon systems
unquestionably of interest. According to the results of Sec
such asymmetry leads to high densities ofh phonons in long
phonon beams, and these may be observable in experim
In planning experiments of this kind it is important to calc
late the energy density ofh phonons in beams of differen
lengths, and that is our goal in this Section.

The process of conversion ofl phonons intoh phonons
is described by the kinetic equation~6!, which in a coordi-
nate system moving with the beam ofl phonons is written

]n1

]t
1u1¹n15n1

~0!(
i 51

5

nbi
~n!2n1(

i 51

5

ndi
~n! , ~36!

where u15c12c is the relative velocity of theh1 and l
phonons.

We multiply Eq.~36! by the energy«1 and perform the
integration over the momentum space of theh phonons,
0<V1<Vp , pc<p1<`. As a result, we obtain an equatio
for the energy densityEh of h phonons in the main beam:

FIG. 2. Evolution of the beams ofl andh phonons in their propagation from
the heater toward the detector for pulse durationstp @ms#: 0.1 ~a!, 1.0 ~b!,
10 ~c!.
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]Eh

]t
1uc

]Eh

]zp
5Eh

~0!n̄b12Ehnd
~1!2

Eh
2

Eh
~0! nd

~2! . ~37!

In view of the exponential energy dependence of the dis
bution function, we can assume that the average velo
uc5c2cc'50m/s, wherecc5ch (p15pc);

Eh
~0!5

VpkB
4T«c

3

~2p\cc!
2 e2«c /T ~38!

is the energy density ofh phonons with a Bose–Einstei
energy distribution function~5!. In Eq. ~37! we have used a
one-dimensional approximation with thezp axis directed an-
tiparallel to the motion of the beam, and we have introduc
the average ratesn̄ in such a way that they can be assum
independent ofEh :

n̄b15
1

Eh
~0! E «1n1

~0!nb1
~0!dG1 , where dG15

d3p1

~2p\!3 ; ~39!

nd
~1!5 n̄d11 n̄d32 n̄b4 , where n̄d15

1

Eh
E «1n1nd1

~0!dG1 ;

~40!

n̄d35
1

Eh
E «1n1nd3

~0!dG1 , n̄b45
1

Eh
E «1n1

~0!nb4
~n!dG1 ; ~41!

nd
~2!5 n̄d42 n̄b3 , where n̄d45

Eh
~0!

Eh
2 E «1n1nd4

~n!dG1 ; ~42!

n̄b35
Eh

~0!

Eh
2 E «1n1

~0!nb3
~n!dG1 . ~43!

In relations ~39! and ~41! it is taken into account that fo
«c@T one can assumenb1

(n)5nb1
(0) and nd3

(n)5nd3
(0) . On the

right-hand side of Eq.~37! the contributions of the secon
and fifth processes have not been taken into account, s
they conserve the total number ofh phonons.

Equation~37! is supplemented with a boundary cond
tion that follows from an analysis of the given situation. T
beam volumeV is bounded by the planeszp50 and zp

5Lp . Here theh phonons move relative to the beam fro
the planezp50 to the planezp5Lp . Consequently,

Eh~zp50, t !50. ~44!

After the initial, rapid stage of formation of theh
phonons in the main beam is completed and the energyEh

varies slowly with time, a quasisteady situation arises for
h phonons, where one can neglect the first term on the
hand side of Eq.~37!. Then the integration of Eq.~37! with
the boundary condition~44! will give the following energy
density distribution ofh phonons in differentzp planes of the
beam in the quasisteady situation:

Eh~zp!5Eh
~0!

2n̄b1

neff1nd
~1! F12expS 2neff

zp

uc
D G

3F11
neff2nd

~1!

neff1nd
~1! expS 2neff

zp

uc
D G21

, ~45!

whereneff5@nd
(1)214n̄b1nd

(2)#1/2.
In long beam, forzp@uc /neff , the energy density~45!

reaches saturation:
i-
ty

d

ce

e
ft-

Eh
~s!5

2n̄b1

neff1nd
~1! Eh

~0! . ~46!

This Eh
(s) differs from the equilibrium factor, which can b

estimated by replacing the ratesn̄b,di ( i 51, 2, 3! by the
corresponding average values of the rates described
Sec. 3:

ñb,d15E
pc

`

n1
~0!nb,dip1

2dp1Y E
pc

`

n1
~0!p1

2dp1 . ~47!

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence ofñb,di cal-
culated according to formula~47! with the analytical expres-
sions for the ratesnb,di obtained by the scheme described
Sec. 3. The average value of the rates for the third proc
which are not shown in Fig. 3, are found from the data giv
for the fourth process with the aid of the relations

ñb35
1

2
ñd4 ; ñd35

1

2
ñb4 . ~48!

Relations~48! were obtained by relabeling the variable
of integration and reflect the fact that the third process is
inverse of the fourth.

At T51 K the replacement ofn̄b,di by ñb,di in relation
~46! givesEh

(s)/Eh
(0)'30. The large value ofEh

(s) in compari-
son with Eh

(0) calculated for the Bose–Einstein distributio
~5! is a consequence of the asymmetry of the creation
annihilation processes in anisotropic phonon systems~the
causes of this asymmetry were described in Sec. 2!.

6. CREATION OF h PHONONS IN A BEAM OF l PHONONS

The amplitude of theh-phonon signal at the detector~the
left-hand pulse in Fig. 2! is determined by the energy flux o
h phonons per unit time from a unit area of thezp5Lp plane
of the main beam:

Q5ucEh~zp5Lp!. ~49!

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the average values of the rates.
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It follows from Eqs.~45! and ~49! that the energy flux den
sity Q of h phonons increases with increasing pulse durat
tp5Lp /c to a maximum value

Qmax5ucEh
~s! for Lp@uc /neff . ~50!

When tp.uc /cneff the energy flux density is close to th
maximum value~50! and falls off relatively slowly astp is
increased further. This result agrees with the saturation of
h-phonon signal observed in the experiments14 for tp'2
31027 s.

The cooling of thel phonons in the main beam, with
resulting decrease in the flux ofh phonons~49!, is described
by the phonon energy conservation law

]~El
~0!V!

]t
52

V

L
Q, ~51!

where El
(0)5VppkB

4T4/120\3c3 is the energy density ofl
phonons with a Bose–Einstein energy distribution funct
~5!. According to Eq.~51!, the temperature of thel phonons
decreases for two reasons. First, because of the energy
of h phonons through the rear plane of the beam. Seco
because of the increase of the volumeV5V(t) of the main
beam as the phonons move toward the detector in a con
solid angleVp .

The volumeV is bounded by two planes with coord
natesz1 and z2 and the surface of the cone formed by
generator making an angleup with the axisz of the cone.
The volume of this solid of revolution forup!1 is

V5pup
2~z2

32z1
3!

1

3
. ~52!

Sincez22z15Lp at all times, we write expression~52! in
the form

V5pLpS r t
21r tLpup1

1

3
Lp

2up
2D , ~53!

wherer t5z1u t5r 1ctup is the radius of the rear surface o
the beam at timet, andr is the radius of the surface of th
heater, equal to 0.57 mm in the experiments of Refs. 11–

Substituting expressions~49! and ~53! into Eq. ~51!, we
obtain

]El
~0!

]t
52

uc

Lp
Eh~zp5Lp!2

El
~0!cup~2r t1Lpup!

r t
21r tLpup1Lp

2up
2/3

. ~54!

Equation~54! and relation~45!, with allowance for the
temperature dependence of the rates, can be used to calc
the density ofh phonons at any time and at any point
space~see Fig. 2! and the energy density ofl phonons in the
main beam.

Figure 4 shows the results obtained when Eqs.~54! and
~45! are used to calculate the energy density ofh phonons at
the end~solid curve1! and at the beginning~solid curve3! of
the h-phonon beam and the energy density of thel phonons
in the main beam~solid curve2! for three different values o
tp . Curves1 were constructed with allowance for the in
n

e

n

ux
d,

of

5.

late

crease in volume of theh-phonon beam, which, according t
the experimental data,14 moves in a cone withuh54°.

Figure 4 also shows the results of calculations of
corresponding energy densities~dashed curves! without al-
lowance for the expansion of the beams ofl andh phonons.
The dashed curve 28 indicates that in the absence of expa
sion of the beam, a large fraction of the energy of thel
phonons goes to the formation ofh phonons. For example
for tp50.1 ms in a beam withT51 K over a time of 10ms
more than 60% of the energy of thel phonons is converted
into the energy of createdh phonons. As a result, the mai
beam ofl phonons is cooled so much (T<0.7 K) that further
conversion becomes insignificant. The physical reason
such intense conversion ofl phonons intoh phonons atT
51 K and the sharp decline in this process forT<0.7 K are
described in detail in Refs. 16 and 17.

It follows from a comparison of the solid and dash
curves2 that the cooling of the beam ofl phonons due to
expansion leads to a sharp decrease in the fraction of
energy ofl phonons converted into the energy of createdh
phonons. Because of the rapid cooling of the beam ol
phonons due to its increase in volume, the creation oh
phonons will have practically ceased at a short distance f
the heater, in agreement with the experimental results.11–15

The theory developed in the present paper suggests s
obvious ways of changing the experimental conditions

FIG. 4. Dependence of the energy densities in the beams ofh andl phonons
on the time of motion for different pulse durationstp @ms#: 0.1 ~a!, 1.0 ~b!,
10 ~c!. Curve1 is the variation of the relative energy density~left-hand axis!
at the end of the beam ofh phonons~the maximum of the left-hand pulse in
Fig. 2! due solely to the increase in volume of the beam ofh phonons as a
result of its motion in a cone withup54°. Curve2 describes the cooling of
the main beam ofl phonons due to the loss of energy to the formation oh
phonons and to the increase in volume of the beam ofl phonons in its
motion in a cone withup511.4°. The relative value of the energy density
the beam ofl phonons is given on the right-hand axis. Curve3 is the
decrease of the relative density density~left-hand axis! of the h phonons
with time at the rear plane of the main beam ofl phonons. The dashed
curves 18, 28, and 38 show the variation of the corresponding relativ
densities without allowance for the increase in the volumes occupied by
beams ofh and l phonons.
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increase the efficiency of creation ofh phonons by a beam o
l phonons.

7. CONCLUSION

A beam of phonons moving in superfluid helium from
heater towards a detector is a highly anisotropic system
phonons whose momenta lie in a narrow cone with so
angleVp with its axis along the direction of motion of th
beam. It follows from relations~29! and ~31! that in an an-
isotropic phonon system there is an asymmetry of the
ation and annihilation processes. The physical reason for
asymmetry is that the restrictions on the creation~31! and
annihilation ~29! processes are different. As a result, it c
turn out that inequality~29! is not satisfied forVp!1. Then
there are no phonons in the beam with which the high-ene
h phonons can interact, and the lifetime of such anh phonon
is infinite. Here inequality~31! can be met, and the rate o
creation of theseh phonons is finite. This situation is dem
onstrated in Fig. 1a forcp1 /kB>11 K. In this situation, on
account of the annihilation ofl phonons, there is unbounde
growth of theh phonons, which can be restrained only
other processes in the phonon system.

The results of the calculations of the momentum dep
dence~Fig. 1! for all ten rates pertaining to the five possib
processes~32! make it possible to understand the role of ea
process in the formation of the distribution function of theh
phonons in an anisotropic phonon system. For example,
first process leads to intense conversion ofl phonons intoh
phonons; the second and fifth processes to concentratio
theh phonons near the axis of anisotropy; the fourth proc
restrains the unbounded growth of the number ofh phonons
caused by the first process and brings about dynamic e
librium between thel - and h-phonon subsystems; the thir
process is the inverse of the fourth and partially compens
it. As a result, the energy density of theh phonons in long
beams~45! is substantially greater than the density obtain
in the case of a Bose–Einstein distribution function.

All of the rates decrease with decreasing tempera
and decreasing anisotropy parameterVp . However, it fol-
lows from calculations that the dependence is different
different rates. This circumstance makes it possible to ob
different distributions ofh phonons in the main beam b
varying the parametersT andVp .

We have shown that the increase of the beam volume
a substantial effect on the evolution of the phonon bea
~Fig. 2!. When all of the processes that do not conserve
number ofh phonons are taken into account, one obtains
~37!, which can account for the experimentally observ
saturation of theh-phonon signal amplitude and allows on
to calculate its maximum value~46!.

We have obtained an equation~54! describing the cool-
ing of the beam ofl phonons due to the increase of its vo
ume and to the creation ofh phonons. The solution of this
equation can be used to find the energy density of the cre
h phonons at any time and at any point in space and
energy density of thel phonons in the main beam~Fig. 4!.
We have shown that under the conditions of the experime
the increase in the beam volume leads to its rapid cooling
that the creation ofh phonons practically ceases by the tim
of
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the beam has reached a distance of less than 3 mm from
heater.

The creation ofh phonons by a beam ofl phonons was
observed2,11–15 long before the foundations of the theory
this process were laid.16,17 As to the large values of the en
ergy density ofh phonons in long beams~45! due to the
asymmetry of the creation and annihilation processes,
conclusion of the theory awaits experimental confirmatio
Such experiments are being planned at the University of
eter, UK.
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SUPERCONDUCTIVITY, INCLUDING HIGH-TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

On the criteria for superconductivity in PrBa 2Cu3O6.6
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ul. R. Lyuksemburg 72, 83114 Donetsk, Ukraine
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The structure of RBa2Cu3Ox is analyzed to ascertain the reason for the absence of
superconductivity in PrBa2Cu3O7 or for its presence in PrBa2Cu3O6.6. An empirical formula
with a single adjustable parameter is proposed which describes the temperature dependence of the
resistance at different pressures. The character of the temperature variation of the
superconducting transition temperature at pressures higher than those attained experimentally is
predicted. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1461920#
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INTRODUCTION

Before 1998 it was assumed that all of the rare-ea
compounds of the HTSC type RBa2Cu3O7 ~where R is a rare
earth element! except PrBa2Cu3O7 are superconducting~Ce
and Tb do not form such a compound!. In 1998, supercon-
ducting crystals of PrBa2Cu3O6.6 were obtained.1,2 The
mechanism for the onset of superconductivity
PrBa2Cu3O6.6 crystals has remained unclear. Some of th
crystals have set records for growth of the superconduc
transition temperatureTc under compression. The temper
ture dependence of the resistance of PrBa2Cu3O6.6 at differ-
ent pressures is shown in Fig. 1. Two questions arise:

1! How is praseodymium different from the other rare-ea
elements?

2! What is the mechanism for the suppression of superc
ductivity in the system PrBa2Cu3O7?

The superconducting crystals of PrBa2Cu3O6.6 were ob-

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the conductivity of PrBa2Cu3O6.6 at
various pressures. The continuous curves are calculated according to
mula ~1!. The experimental points are the results of Ref. 2.
951063-777X/2002/28(2)/4/$22.00
h
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tained by a new radiation method. This raises a third qu
tion: What effect does this new method of obtaining cryst
have on the structure?

FEATURES OF THE STRUCTURE OF PrBa 2Cu3O6.6

As was shown in Ref. 3, the system RBa2Cu3O7, can be
found in different states, depending on the distance betw
the rare-earth ion and the oxygen ion:
— the 4f n electronic configuration is isolated from its su
roundings: an electronic state;
— the electronic and nuclear motions of the rare-earth
and oxygen ions are inextricably mixed: a vibronic state.4,5

In constructing their theorem, Jahn and Teller6 excluded
rare earths from consideration on account of the pract
isolation of the 4f electrons from the surroundings, althoug
at high pressure and in certain other cases this isolatio
destroyed and the Jahn–Teller theorem and all its con
quences extends to the 4f configuration as well. In such
cases vibronic motion can be formed.3

Two conditions are necessary for the formation of a
bronic state: degeneracy~but not Kramers degeneracy! of the
ground state, and a distance equal to the critical dista
between the rare-earth ion and the ligand ion. For the p
Pr–O the critical distance is 2.38 Å.

As we know, a characteristic of Kramers degeneracy
that it is lifted only in a magnetic field and is possible only
the case when an odd number of electrons are found in tf
shell of the ion. Among the rare-earth elements, europium
a special case. Its ground state is nondegenerate even th
it has an odd number of electrons in thef shell. Therefore it
cannot form a vibronic state.

In the isomorphic series RBa2Cu3O7, only the crystals
whose ions have Kramers degeneracy or no degeneracy
~like europium! are superconducting. Table I lists the sup
conducting transition temperatures for RBa2Cu3O7 samples
with Kramers and non-Kramers~* ! ions.

The data in the table indicate that the vibronic state p
vents the formation of superconductivity: seven of the ei

or-
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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crystals for which the ions have Kramers degeneracy or
degeneracy at all are superconducting.

As we have said, for formation of a vibronic state it
necessary that the distance between the R ion and the li
ions be equal to the critical value.7 The critical distances in Å
for the different rare-earth ions are listed in Table I.

Of the five crystals whose rare-earth ions have an e
number of electrons in thef shell, only HoBa2Cu3O7 and
TmBa2Cu3O7 are superconducting. Here the Ho and Tm io
do not form a vibronic state, since the critical distances
dicated in Table I are not reached.

The question arises: Is praseodymium in a vibronic s
in PrBa2Cu3O7? According to the neutron-diffraction data8

of all eight of the praseodymium–oxygen bonds have leng
of approximately 2.45 Å, whereas according to the x-r
absorption fine-structure~XAFS! data, a fraction of them
have a length of 2.27 Å, i.e., less than the critical distanc9

The apparent inconsistency of the structural data8,9 is impor-
tant to note. As was shown in Ref. 10, this inconsistency m
be explained by the circumstance that the PrBa2Cu3O7 sys-
tem is found in a state of electronic–vibronic dynamic eq
librium, i.e., some of the time the system is found in a
bronic state (R,Rcr), and some of the time it is in an
ordinary electronic state (R.Rcr).

11 The XAFS method
~with a time resolution of 10217 s! registers both of these
states, while the low-temperature neutron-diffraction meth
only measures their average values. Thus it can be assu
that the vibronic state prevents the formation of superc
ductivity.

Let us examine how the structure of the compoun
changes as one goes from RBa2Cu3O6 ~compounds which
are not superconductors! to the superconducting RBa2Cu3O7

for samples grown by the conventional method.8 Figure 2
shows the dependence of the unit cell parameterC of the
crystal lattice of the compounds~x56 or x57! on the num-
ber of electrons in the 4f configuration.

For the nonsuperconducting PrBa2Cu3O6 samples ob-
tained by the conventional and new methods the depend
of the parameterC hardly deviates from the linear depe
dence for other RBa2Cu3O6 systems. For PrBa2Cu3O7 the
character of this dependence breaks down both for sam
obtained by the conventional technique and for samples
tained in Ref. 1 by a radiation method. In the first case

TABLE I. Values ofTc andRcr for RBa2Cu3O7 samples with Kramers and
non-Kramers~* ! ions.

R 4f n Tc , K RCr , Å

Ce 4f 1 ••• 2.40
Pr* 4f 2 - 2.38
Nd 4f 3 96 2.36

Pm* 4f 4 ••• 2.34
Sm 4f 5 94 2.33
Eu 4f 6 95 2.32
Gd 4f 7 94 2.31
Tb* 4f 8 ••• 2.30
Dy 4f 9 92 2.29

Ho* 4f 10 90 2.28
Er 4f 11 90 2.27

Tm* 4f 12 90 2.26
Yb 4f 13 90 2.25
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parameterC is much less than expected~by 0.08 Å!, and this
may be ascribed to the shortening of the chemical bo
upon the formation of a vibronic state, and so the decreas
the parameterC may be linked with the absence of supe
conductivity. In the second case the parameterC is larger
than expected.

As we have shown above, the existence of a vibro
state is a condition for the suppression of superconductiv
and the destruction of this state may lead to the onse
superconductivity. For this it is necessary to ‘‘stretch’’ th
praseodymium–oxygen bond. Therefore, to answer the t
question it is necessary to assess whether the Pr–O b
length has increased in the superconducting crystals obta
by the radiation method. Here it should be noted that
authors of Refs. 1 and 2 came to the conclusion that
length of this bond is the same as for crystals grown by
conventional technique. However, for technical reasons
Refs. 1 and 2 the detailed structural analysis was done
nonsuperconducting crystals unsaturated with oxygen~i.e.,
for PrBa2Cu3O6), but, as we have shown above, the mark
disparity in the parameterC occurs for the oxygen-saturate
samples. For the samples obtained by the new method
value of the parameterC is even somewhat larger than e
pected. When these PrBa2Cu3O6.6 samples are compresse
the superconductivity will persist until the parameterC has
decreased to 11.65 Å, whereupon the superconductivity v
ishes.

Thus the answer to the third question is that saturation
the samples with oxygen does not lead to an anomalo
sharp decrease in the parameterC, and so apparently the
praseodymium–oxygen bond length is considerably grea

RESISTIVITY

Figure 1 shows the experimental data of Refs. 1 and 2
the temperature dependence of the resistivity of superc
ducting crystals of PrBa2Cu3O6.6. A description of these data
was given in Ref. 12 on the basis of an empirical formu
proposed in Ref. 13:

FIG. 2. Dependence of the crystal lattice parameterC of RBa2Cu3O6 ~te-
tragonal symmetry! and RBa2Cu3O7 ~orthorhombic symmetry! on the num-
ber of electrons of thef configuration. The average value of the parameteC
is shown for PrBa2Cu3Ox samples withx56.0 ~s! andx56.6 ~h!.1,2
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r5
r01aT

12n@12exp~2DE/2kT!#
2

bTc

T2Tc
, ~1!

where the first term describes a metallic or semicondu
temperature dependence of the resistivity at different p
sures in the normal state, and the second term, which
proposed in Ref. 14, takes into account the fluctuational
mation of local superconducting regions at temperatu
above the temperature of the transition to the supercond
ing state. Based on an analysis of this formula, it was
pothesized for the first time in Ref. 13 that the transition
the system to the superconducting state occurs upon a ch
of the conductivity from semiconductor to metallic. It shou
be noted that the experimental curve was obtained in a t
perature region far belowTc . In this case the resistivity wa
measured forT.20 K, i.e., in the temperature regio
T,Tc . The description of the experimentalr(T) curve by
the proposed formula~1! is broken off after the transition to
the superconducting state, since atT5Tc the second term
goes to infinity and the formula loses meaning. However
the conditions of formation of the superconducting state
disrupted~the second term equals zero!, then the curve is
extended on~Fig. 3!.

The experimentalr(T) curves are well described by for
mula ~1!, as one would naturally expect with six adjustab
parameters. It is somewhat surprising, though, that five
them~all but Tc) are linear functions of a certain paramet
denoted asp. If one considers that the adjustable parame
Tc is very close to the experimentally determined value
Tc , then we can regard Eq.~1! as a single-parameter for
mula:

r05r0810.000667p,

a5a020.0000258p,

n5n020.0185p, ~2!

DE/2k5@~DE/2k!0213.978p#.0,

b5b020.0001p,

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of PrBa2Cu3O6.6 at dif-
ferent pressures. The continuous curves are calculated on the assum
that superconductivity is suppressed (b50).
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where r0850.0078 mV•cm, a050.00057 mV•cm/K, n0

50.942, (DE/2k)05270 K, andb050.00183. Numerically
the parameterp is very close to the pressureP at which the
temperature curves of the resistivity were measured. Th
values and the superconducting transition temperatures
responding to them are presented in Table II.

In formula ~1! the numerical parametern varies from 0
to 1. At n50 the first term describes a metallic trend of t
temperature dependence of the resistivity. Atn51 this de-
pendence becomes that of a semiconductor. If we adopt
hypothesis of an electronic–vibronic dynamic equilibrium11

wherein the lifetime of the vibronic~or electronic! state var-
ies from zero to infinity and the fraction of the state is pr
portional to its lifetime and varies from zero to unity, th
experimental curve of the conductivity can be represente
a sum of semiconductor and metallic conductivities:

s15
12n

r01aT
and s25

n

~r01aT!exp~DE/2kT!
, ~3!

where (12n) is the metallic-phase fraction andn is the
semiconductor fraction.

Figure 4 shows examples of the temperature depende
of these conductivities, i.e., each curve in Fig. 3 is rep
sented as a sum of two curves, with semiconductor and

tion

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the semiconductor and metallic co
nents of the conductivity of PrBa2Cu3O6.6 for p50, 7.3, and 15 GPa. The
symbols~s! and~h! denoteTc . The inset showsDsc5 f (p), whereDsc is
the difference of the metallic and semiconductor components of the con
tivity at which the system undergoes a transition to the superconduc
state.

TABLE II. Comparison ofTc andTx for different values of the adjustable
parameterp for the superconducting crystal PrBa2Cu3O6.6 under various
pressuresP.

P, GPa p, GPa Tc , K Tx , K

0 0 56.33 96.83
1.2 1.1 64.75 103.3
2.0 1.85 71.19 106.74
3.0 3.1 78.1 111.21
4.0 4.7 85.98 115.28
6.0 7.3 95.3 117.43
9.3 9.3 104.74 115.92
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tallic conductivity. It should be noted that the decompositi
of the curves forp50 and 7.3 GPa was done with the e
perimental data taken into account, while forp515 GPa the
decomposition was done for the curve obtained from form
~1! without the second term but with allowance for the d
pendence of all five parameters onp. Tx is the temperature a
which these conductivities are equal. Two fundamentally d
ferent regions exist:
— for T,Tx the metallic conductivity is greater than th
semiconductor conductivity;
— for T.Tx the metallic conductivity is less than the sem
conductor conductivity.

The values ofTx found for the states of the superco
ducting crystal PrBa2Cu3O6.6 at different pressures1,2 are
given in Table II. One notices that, while the transition fro
the metallic to the semiconductor phase occurs in differ
cells of the crystal at different times, at the temperatureTx

the resistivity is the same throughout the entire crystal
cannot be ruled out that the relationship between the va
of these conductivities and also the time spent in one ph
or the other is related to a transition to the superconduc
state.

Analysis of all the experimental data1,2 up to P59.3
GPa shows that the transition to the superconducting s
occurs only under the conditionDs5(s12s2).0, i.e.,
when the metallic conductivity is greater than the semic
ductor. We assume that this condition will persist as the p
sure is increased further. The data points in the inset to Fi
show the amountDsc by which the metallic conductivity
exceeds the semiconductor conductivity, according to the
perimental data, at the temperatureTc of the transition to the
superconducting state at different pressures, and the con
ous curve shows one of the possible pressure dependenc
this quantity at pressures from atmospheric topmax

519.3 GPa. The value ofpmax is determined from formula
~2! for DE50. The form of the functionDsc5 f (p) was
obtained by fitting formula~1! without the second term, on
the basis of three conditions: 1! Ds is always greater than
zero; 2! the curve must conform to the experimental data;!
the continuous curveTc5 f (p) for 0,p,pmax must con-
form to the experimental data. Under these conditions
form of the curveDsc5 f (p) will be described by the fol-
lowing expression:

f ~x!5
0.2310.000286x

x/~x20.04!21.1@0.7552exp~2220/x!#
. ~4!

Figure 5 shows the experimental data forTc5 f (P) ~data
points! in the region 0,P,9.3 GPa and the proposed va
ues ofTc ~continuous curve! derived from the values ofDs,
for values ofp from atmospheric pressure to 16.5 GPa.
turns out that forp510 GPa the maximum value isTc

598.7 K, after which a baric suppression of the superc
ductivity begins. It can be assumed that as the Pr–O dista
is decreased to 1.73 Å in correspondence with the decr
in the parameterC, compression will promote an increase
Tc . This assumption needs to be checked, of course. A
shown in Fig. 5 is the curve ofTx5 f (p), the value of which
was obtained from calculations of the semiconductor a
metallic components of the conductivity. This curve boun
the regionDs.0. Thus the value ofTc is always less than
a
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Tx . For p.19.3 GPa the parameterDE/2k changes sign,
and thes1 ands2 curves do not cross, i.e., the situation fa
outside of our adopted hypothesis.

CONCLUSION

We have noted that the superconductivity
PrBa2Cu3O6.6 sets in under the following conditions: the p
rameter C is greater than the value expected in t
RBa2Cu3O7 series; the metallic component of the conduct
ity is greater than the semiconductor component.

The functionTc5 f (p) obtained can be used to predi
the temperature at which the transition to the supercond
ing state will occur anywhere in the region 0,p
,19.3 GPa. These predictions agree with the experime
data except in the regionp'9.3 GPa, where a disagreeme
with experiment is observed.
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Fluctuation conductivity in YBa 2Cu3O7Ày films with different oxygen content. II. YBCO
films with TcÉ80 K
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The fluctuation conductivity in YBa2Cu3O72y ~YBCO! films with T'80 K is investigated for
the first time. Unlike the optimally doped samples, these films exhibit a transition from a
Maki–Thompson~MT! mechanism for the scattering of fluctuational pairs to a Lawrence–Doniach
~LD! mechanism and, as the temperature approachesTc , to an Aslamazov–Larkin~AL !
mechanism. It is shown that the coherence lengthjc(0) along thec axis and the phase relaxation
time tw(100 K) of the fluctuational pairs are determined by the temperature of this second
transition. The features observed on both the fluctuation conductivity and resistive behavior are
sharply enhanced asTc approaches 80 K, probably because of a significant increase in the
intensity of the magnetic interaction in high-Tc superconductors at these temperatures. In spite of
this, for two samples a valuetw(100 K)5(3.3560.01)310213 s is measured, i.e., the same
value as for optimally doped YBCO films. It is shown that the dependence ofjc(0) on Tc obeys
the standard theory of superconductivity. The mechanisms for the scattering of charge
carriers and the superconducting pairing in YBCO are analyzed. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1461921#
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known1–4 that the longitudinal resistivity
rxx(T) in YBa2Cu3O72y ~YBCO! systems is proportional to
T over an anomalously wide temperature interval. Howev
with decreasing temperature therxx(T) curve ultimately de-
viates downward from the linear trend at a certain charac
istic temperatureT* 0@Tc (Tc is the temperature of the re
sistive transition!, giving rise to an excess conductivitys8
5s(T)2sN(T), or

s8~T!5@rN~T!2r~T!#/@rN~T!r~T!#. ~1!

Here r(T)5rxx(T) is the measured resistivity, andrN(T)
5aT1b is the normal-state resistivity of the sample e
trapolated to the low-temperature region. As was shown
detail in Part I of this paper,5 the linear temperature depen
dence of the resistivity of a high-Tc superconductor~HTSC!
finds explanation in the framework of the ‘‘nearly antiferr
magnetic Fermi liquid’’~NAFL! model,6 which also explains
the anomalous temperature dependence of the Hall co
cient,RH}1/T. The NAFL theory assumes that the scatteri
in the HTSC is governed by an antiferromagnetic interact
Veff existing in these substances. According to the NA
theory, a linear dependence ofrxx(T) at high temperatures
can be regarded as a reliable sign of the normal state o
system, which is characterized by stability of the Fermi s
face, and consequently, by stability of the normal–car
scattering intensity. When the temperature is decreased
low T* (T* >T* 0) the magnetic behavior of the syste
passes into a pseudogap~PG! regime, which is characterize
991063-777X/2002/28(2)/10/$22.00
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by a change in the spectrum of magnetic fluctuations and
the presence of a strong variation of the band structure of
quasiparticles with temperature. This should lead to evo
tion of the Fermi surface6,7 and, as a consequence, to a d
crease of the scattering intensity. Here the parameters o
HTSC vary so unpredictably that neither the NAFL nor a
other theory can describe experiment in this tempera
range. It should be stressed that the intensity ofVeff and its
influence on the temperature dependence of the resist
decrease markedly with increasing oxygen indexDy5(7
2y) in YBCO, probably because of the decreasing influen
of spin correlations with doping,1 as is confirmed by the
results of recent optical measurements.8,9 Accordingly, T*
should also decrease. For example, for optimally dop
YBCO systems with Tc>90 K the theory6,7 gives T*>110 K, showing that in this case the crossover in the m
netic behavior of the system and the transition to the
regime occur very close toTc . Thus, with decreasing inten
sity of the magnetic interaction in a HTSC the temperat
region of spin-gap behavior shrinks rapidly,10 while Tc in-
creases. This result suggests that the interaction mechan
underlying the superconducting pairing in HTSCs have
been considered in the NAFL nor in other theories treat
the mechanisms for the scattering of normal carriers
HTSCs.6

Usually the excess conductivity is interpreted5 as the
fluctuation conductivity predicted by the Aslamazov–Lark
~AL ! theory,11 and Eq.~1! is widely used to calculates8(T)
from experiment.12–18As was shown in Refs. 5 and 18, fo
optimally doped YBCO systems this assertion is justified,
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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least in the temperature intervalTc,T,Tc05(10565) K.
Thus by studying the fluctuation conductivity one can obt
information about the scattering mechanism and the su
conducting pairing as the temperature approachesTc ~Ref.
5!. However, despite the considerable number of papers
voted to this problem, there is still no clarity on the questi
of whether the excess conductivity in HTSCs atT.Tc0 is
entirely fluctuation conductivity, sinceT* 0>(160630) K
for optimally doped YBCO films19 and single crystals14,15

and increases rapidly toT* 0>250 K ~Ref. 5! with decreas-
ing oxygen content in the sample.20 We have attempted to
answer this question on the basis of an analysis of the fl
tuation conductivity, which was first measured on a set
specially prepared well-structured YBa2Cu3O72y films with
different oxygen content.

In Ref. 5 we analyzed the fluctuation conductivity in
sample F1 (Tc>87.4 K) which was close to an optimall
doped system, and in a sample F6 (Tc>54.2 K) which rep-
resented a very lightly doped system, and we also set f
the basic principles of analysis of the fluctuation conduc
ity in HTSCs. However, the behavior of the fluctuation co
ductivity in cuprates with intermediateTc (Tc>80 K) was
not investigated. It should be stressed that the study of s
YBCO systems is also of independent interest. As we h
said, the intensity of the magnetic interaction and, hence,
intensity of the scattering of charge carriers in HTSCs
crease with increasing oxygen content.1,5,8,10Thus, while the
scattering intensity in lightly doped samples withTc<60 K
is determined by the magnetic interaction,6 in optimally
doped systems it is mainly due to strong electr
correlations.9,18,21 It has been found that the dependence
Tc on the oxygen content is nonmonotonic,9,20,22indicating a
change in the mechanism for the scattering of normal carr
in the HTSC atDy>0.12,9,22 i.e., precisely in samples with
Tc>80 K.

Consequently, in YBCO films withTc of the order of 80
K it is conjectured that a coexistence of the magnetic a
correlation interactions should occur, and that that proba
accounts for their extremely peculiar properties manifes
in measurements ofrxx(T)1,20 and the Hall effect.22,23 It was
natural to expect that the corresponding features would
be observed in a study of the fluctuation conductivity in su
samples.

In this paper the new approach to the analysis of fl
tuation conductivity in HTSCs which was developed in R
5 is used to investigate the temperature dependence ofs8(T)
in YBCO films with Tc>80 K. Our previous results, includ
ing measurements of the fluctuation conductivity on op
mally and lightly doped films of YBCO5 and on YBCO–
PrBCO superlattices,16,18 are also compared and analyze
On the basis of this analysis the possible mechanisms fo
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nucleation of superconducting pairing in HTSCs are cons
ered.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In preparing the samples our task was to obtain YBC
films with different oxygen content and with the good stru
tural quality necessary to ensure a high probability of obse
ing the Maki–Thompson fluctuation contribution tos8(T).5

The films were prepared by laser deposition on SrTiO3 ~100!
substrates. This method24 reproducibly yieldsc-oriented ep-
itaxial films of YBCO, as was monitored by investigating th
corresponding x-ray and Raman spectra. The technique
to prepare the samples is described in detail in Ref. 5.

The temperature dependence ofrxx was investigated for
samples F3 (Tc>81.4 K) and F4 (Tc>80.3 K), of thickness
d05850 Å ~Fig. 1!. The inset in Fig. 1 showsrxx(T) for
sample F4 in zero magnetic field~curve1, on which we have
indicated howTc is determined! and atB5600 mT ~curve
2!, which confirms the phase homogeneity of the samp
The parameters of the samples are given in Table I. By co
paring these results with the analogous curves obtained
single crystals,20 we can estimate the oxygen index of th
samples as follows:Dy>6.8 ~sample F3! and Dy>6.78
~sample F4!.

As we see in Fig. 1, decreasingTc by only 1 K leads to
a sharp increase in the resistivity:r(100 K)(F4)/r(100 K)
3(F3)'1.6 ~see Table I!, which can likely be attributed to

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistivity for samples F3 and
the dashed lines show the extrapolation of the resistivity in the normal s
to the low-temperature region; the inset shows the resistive transitio
sample F4 in zero magnetic field~curve 1! and in a fieldB50.6 T ~curve 2!.
TABLE I. Resistive properties of the samples.
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the expected enhancement of the influence of spin fluc
tions on the scattering mechanism.6 Here T* 0 increases to
210 for sample F4, and aboveT;250 K there is a noticeable
‘‘buckling’’ of the rxx(T) curve due to the enhancement
the electron–electron interaction at high temperatures.6 Thus
the resistive curve takes the typical form for 80-kelv
YBCO films,23 with a relatively short linear part~210–250
K!. In accordance with the NAFL model and the approa
we developed in Ref. 5 for the analysis of fluctuation co
ductivity in HTSCs, this linear segment, extrapolated to
low-temperature region~the dashed line in Fig. 1!, deter-
mines the normal-state resistivityrN(T) used for calculating
s8(T) according to Eq.~1!. In the same wayrN(T) was
determined for sample F3, for which, as expected, therxx(T)
curve has a longer linear region~200–270 K!. Actually, how-
ever, the resistivity curve for sample F3 exhibits the sa
features as that for sample F4, only less pronounced. In s
mary, one can say that the resistive measurements evid
confirm the predicted sharp change in the parameters
YBCO films whenTc approaches 80 K.

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

The general theory of fluctuation conductivity in layer
superconductors was developed by Hikami and Lar
~HL!25 and predicts a transition~crossover! from a Maki–
Thompson~MT!26 fluctuation mechanism to a Lawrence
Doniach ~LD!27 mechanism as the temperature approac
Tc . Knowing the crossover temperature, one can determ
both the coherence lengthjc(0) and the phase relaxatio
time tw of the fluctuational pairs, since the MT contributio
depends ontw .26 A comparison oftw with the charge carrier
transport timet is crucial for understanding the mechanism
for scattering and superconducting pairing in HTSCs. Th
the presence of a MT contribution is extremely important
deciding the nature of the superconducting pairing
HTSCs. In particular, in a number of theoretical works it
assumed that the presence of appreciable MT fluctuat
rules out the possibility of non-s pairing in cuprates.28 How-
ever, the question of whether a fluctuation contribution of
MT type is present in cuprates remains in dispute, sin
except for measurements on YBCO–PrBCO superlattice18

it has not been possible to observe the MT contribution a
hence, the MT–AL crossover, in measurements on YB
single crystals14,15 and thin films.13,17,19At best it has been
reported that the experimental data can be extrapolated
smooth curve consisting of a sum of the AL and M
contributions.15,19 Strictly speaking, this result seems rath
strange, since the MT contribution is clearly observed
studies of the magnetoresistance on the same si
crystals15 and superlattices29 and also on thin films of
YBCO.30–32

In our view, this is due to at least two causes. The firs
the poor structure of the ceramics12 and of the first HTSC
thin films.13 As a consequence, such samples are chara
ized by a strong inelastic scattering33,34 and, hence, strong
pair breaking. Because of this, the temperature depend
of the fluctuation conductivity in those samples is describ
by the LD model,27 which predicts a smooth transition of th
fluctuation mechanism of the AL type from 2D to 3D beha
ior asT→Tc . Here it is assumed that the MT contribution
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the fluctuation conductivity is absent. The second caus
the indeterminacy in the choice ofTc

m f ~the critical tempera-
ture in the mean field approximation!, which is used in cal-
culatings8(T),13–19and the consequent indeterminacy in t
choice of methods of analysis.14,17,19As was shown in Ref.
17, the choice ofTc

m f has a very strong influence on th
resulting slope of thes8(T) curve in the 3D region. As a
consequence, the values oftw(100 K) measured by differen
authors lie in an interval from 1310213 s ~Ref. 32! to 3.5
310214 s ~Refs. 18 and 29!. To eliminate the second caus
theoretical models considering a different approach to
description of the fluctuation conductivity in HTSCs ha
been proposed in a number of papers;17,34,35 the detailed
analysis of these models is beyond the scope of this st
However, a common feature of these models is the assu
tion that the MT contribution is absent, and, in view of wh
we have said, that assumption is poorly founded.

It was shown in Ref. 5 that, in contrast to previous stu
ies, thes8(T) curve of well-structured YBCO films forT0

,T,Tc0 is in fact extrapolated by the 2D MT contributio
of the Hikami–Larkin theory25

sMT8 5F e2

8\d~12a/d!G lnH ~d/a!@11a1~112a!1/2

11d1~112d!1/2 J «21.

~2!

Here a52jc
2(T)/d252@jc(0)/d#2«21 is the coupling pa-

rameter,«5 ln(T/Tc
mf)'(T2Tc

mf)/Tc
mf is the reduced tempera

ture, d>11.7 Å is the distance between the CuO2 conduct-
ing layers in YBCO, and

d51.203~ l /jab!~16/p\!@jc~0!/d#2kBTtw ~3!

is the pair-breaking parameter. The factor 1.203(l /jab),
which will henceforth be denoted asb ~here l is the mean
free path andjab is the coherence length in theab plane!,
takes into account the clean-limit approximation introduc
in the theory by Bieri, Maki, and Thompson36 under the con-
dition that nonlocal effects can be neglected. At the sa
time, nearTc (T,T0) the 3D AL fluctuation mechanism,11

which governs the fluctuation conductivity in any 3D syste
is always present, and

sAL8 5
2

32\jc
«21/2. ~4!

Thus the MT–AL crossover, and not the MT–LD transitio
predicted by the HL theory, was observed in the experim
of Ref. 5. Here it is significant that the scale factorC3D

introduced in the calculations to take into account the in
mogeneous current distribution in the sample in the prese
of structural distortions,13–19 is equal to 1. On physical argu
ments it is clear that as the temperature is raised, the
fluctuation regime will persist as long as it remains possi
for the Josephson interaction to occur between CuO2 con-
ducting planes, i.e., as long asjc(T)>d ~Ref. 37!. Conse-
quently, in this case the 2D–3D crossover should occu
jc(T)>d, i.e., at

jc~0!>d«1/2, ~5!
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which is twice as large as predicted by the HL25 and LD27

theories. Moreover, for well-structured samples the
model does not correspond to experiment in any of the t
perature intervals of interest.5

In this paper we have carried out the first studies
YBCO films with Tc'80 K, which turn out to have a muc
more complicated dependences8(T) than that measured fo
the optimally and lightly doped films.5 As we have said, for
analysis of the fluctuation conductivity it is extremely impo
tant to determineTc

m f , since outside the region of critica
fluctuations,s8(T) is a function only of«5(T2Tc

m f)/Tc
m f

~Ref. 25!. As before, we determinedTc
m f by extrapolation of

the linear part of thes822(T) curve to its intercept with the
temperature axis.5,13 In this caseTc

m f.Tc and is that tem-
perature which separates the region of fluctuation conduc
ity from the region of critical fluctuations.13 Figure 2 shows
the s822(T) curve ~data points! for sample F4. The 3D re
gion, which is extrapolated by a straight line, is clearly v
ible. Its intercept with the temperature axis givesTc

m f

>83.4 K. However, in comparison with the optimally dope
films,5 for sample F4 the 3D region is somewhat shorter, a
aboveT0'85.33 K the experimental data deviate to the l
from the straight line, as is characteristic for the L
model.12–15,19If a fluctuation mechanism of the MT type i
realized forT.T0 , the data always deviate to the right.5

Figure 3 shows thes8(T) curve for sample F4, for
which the behavioral features of the fluctuation conductiv
are expressed more clearly than for F3. It is seen that, a
the optimally doped samples, belowTc0'97.9 K thes8(T)
curve is well extrapolated by the MT contribution of H
theory ~curve 1 in Fig. 3!. However, here ln(«c0)>21.75,
i.e., the region of 2D fluctuations is considerably long
Moreover, upon further lowering of the temperature one
serves an unexpected transition from MT fluctuational
havior to behavior of the LD type~curve 2! for ln«01>
22.81 (T01'88.4 K), which is denoted by an arrow in Fig
3. Having determined«01 it is easy to obtainjc(0)5(2.87
60.02) Å from ~5! and tw(100 K)b>4.98310213 s from
Eq. ~6! of Ref. 5. However, using these parameters one c
not match the calculated and experimental curves in a

FIG. 2. Plot ofs822 versusT for sample F4~points!; the straight line shows
the extrapolation of the 2D region; its intercept with theT axis givesTc

m f .
-
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sonable way in any of the temperature intervals. Thes8(T)
curve for ln«0>23.766 (T0585.33 K) has a second cross
over, from LD to the expected 3D AL behavior~2!, also
indicated by an arrow~curve 3 in Fig. 3!. Using the value
found for «0 , we obtain jc(0)5(1.7860.01) Å and
tw(100 K)b>13.24310213 s. For these values of the pa
rameters the calculated and experimental curves agree i
three temperature intervals~Fig. 3!. Consequently, in this
case it is the crossover at ln«0 that determines the value o
the parameters of the fluctuation theory, while the crosso
at ln«01 signifies only a changeover of the scattering mec
nism for fluctuational pairs in the 2D region as the tempe
ture is lowered. Sample F3 manifests the same fluctuatio
behavior~the data points in Fig. 4! with crossovers at ln«01

>23.2 (T01'88.0 K) and ln«0>23.80 (T0'86.44 K).
Using the value of«0 found from the second crossover, on
can calculate the valuesjc(0)5(1.7560.01) Å and
tw(100 K)b>13.40310213 s and describe completely th
s8(T) curve belowTc0'98.8 K (ln«c0>21.78) ~Fig. 4!.
However, all of the behavioral features of the fluctuati
conductivity mentioned above for sample F3~Fig. 4! are
much less pronounced than for sample F4~Fig. 3!, in com-
plete agreement with the results of the resistive meas
ments~Fig. 1!.

We assume that the type of behavior ofs8(T) found
above, with an intermediate fluctuation region of the L
type, is typical for 80-kelvin YBCO films and, as mentione
is probably due to the coexistence of magnetic and corr
tion interactions in such samples. However, as we have s
the LD model doesn’t work for well-structured YBCO
films5—it describes HTSC systems with an inhomogeneo
structure11,12 and samples with artificially create
defects.38,39 In all of these casesC3D!1, which indicates the
presence of strong structural distortions a percolation na
of the current flow through the sample.23,40 As a result, in

FIG. 3. Comparison of the experimental curve of ln(s8) versus ln(«) ~points!
for sample F4 (Tc

m f583.4 K) with the fluctuation theories: curve1—the MT
contribution~C2D50.272, d511.7 Å!, curve2—the LD contribution~C3D

50.71, d511.7 Å!, curve3—the AL ~3D! contribution (C3D50.632), and
curve 4—the MT contribution ~C2D50.347, d511.7 Å!. jc(0)5(1.78
60.01) Å.
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these HTSC systems there should be appreciable scatt
the effective distances between superconducting planes.
clear that in that case it is hard to assign some definite
mensionality to the electronic system of the sample. E
dently it is only in this case that the temperature depende
of the fluctuation conductivity will be determined by the r
tio jc(T)/d, as follows from the LD model.27

Thus the contribution of the fluctuation mechanism
the LD type tos8(T) for samples F3 and F4 is a defini
indication of the presence of inhomogeneities in the struc
of 80-kelvin YBCO systems. For both samplesC3D,1
~Table II!, and the ratioC* 5C3D /C2D52.1 ~F3! and 2.3
~F4!, much larger than the typical value for well structur
films: C* 5(1.8260.02).5 It should also be noted tha
ln(dth)5 ln(«c0)>(21.7560.05) for samples F3 and F4, in
dicating that in those samplesTc is almost 15 K lower than
Tc0 and presupposing a stronger pair-breaking mechan
than in optimally doped systems. All three results confi
the validity of the conclusion reached. We assume that w
the inequality C3D,1 reflects the inhomogeneity of th
structure of any HTSC sample regardless of the oxygen c

FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimental curve of ln(s8) versus ln(«) ~points!
for sample F3 (Tc

m f584.55 K) with the fluctuation theories: curve1—the
MT contribution ~C2D50.391, d511.7 Å!, curve 2—the LD contribution
~C3D50.918, d511.7 Å!, curve 3—the AL ~3D! contribution (C3D

50.82), and curve4—the MT contribution ~C2D50.45, d511.7 Å!.
jc(0)5(1.7560.01) Å.
in
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i-
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tent, the conditionC* .1.82 characterizes some specific i
homogeneity of 80-kelvin systems, which may result fro
the appearance of oxygen vacancies in the 1D CuO chain
Dy is decreased.22 At the same time, the results of a study
the fluctuation conductivity~see Figs. 3 and 4! shows that
this process follows definite rules that are hard to expl
solely in terms of structural distortions. Indeed, the featu
of the behavior of the fluctuation conductivity and the inh
mogeneity of the structure arise only forTc<82 K, whereas
the carrier density and the value ofTc ~see Tables I and II!
decrease monotonically asDy goes from 6.9 (Tc>90 K) to
6.78 (Tc>80 K). Furthermore, the observed features
crease sharply asTc approaches 80 K, in complete agre
ment with the ideas of Refs. 8, 9, and 22 about a chang
mechanisms for the interaction of charge carriers in YBCO
oxygen concentrations corresponding toTc>82 K. Most
likely the transformation of the structure and the changeo
of interaction mechanisms with decreasing carrier concen
tion are two interrelated processes.1,8,32 As a consequence
the behavior of the fluctuation conductivity in such samp
becomes rather complex, since a fluctuation contribution
the MT type, which, as we have said, is characteristic
samples with good structure, is observed simultaneou
with the LD contribution.

It is of interest to find out what will happen if for sampl
F4 one constructs Eq.~2!, which describes the MT contribu
tion, with the same parameters of the fluctuation conductiv
but with C2D5C3D/1.8250.347. As expected, in this cas
the s8(T) curve corresponding to the MT contributio
~curve4 in Fig. 3! intersects the experimental curve ofs8(T)
precisely at the crossover point at ln«0>23.766. An analo-
gous result is obtained for sample F3~curve 4 in Fig. 4! if
one choosesC2D5C3D/1.8250.45. Thus it can be assume
that in the absence of this specific inhomogeneity, the exp
mental curve ofs8(T) in the 2D region, as in the case o
optimally doped films, would coincide with curve4, i.e., it
would be determined by the MT distribution alone. This r
sult confirms the conclusion of Ref. 5 that the ratioC*
5(1.8260.02) is universal for YBCO, and it indicates tha
by analogy with optimally doped systems,5 the crossover at
«5«0 is just of the MT–AL type which is responsible for th
fluctuation parameters of the sample. An additional argum
in favor of this assertion is the fact that the values ofjc(0),
which are determined by«0 , obey the relationjc(0)}1/Tc

~Fig. 5!. Thus forTc<(8261) K the specific inhomogeneity
of YBCO films begins to be manifested, accompanied
TABLE II. Electronic parameters of the samples.
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enhancement of the magnetic interaction in the HTSC.6,9 As
a result, the fluctuation mechanism of the MT type is gra
ally suppressed, giving way to the LD mechanism~see Figs.
3 and 4!. The closerTc is to 80 K, the larger is the region
described by the LD model, and the larger are the value
C3D , C* , and rxx(T); the other parameters of the samp
also change significantly~see Tables I and II!; this, we be-
lieve, is a consequence of the growing influence of s
fluctuations6,10 and reflects the complex dynamics of the c
existence of antiferromagnetic ordering and superconduc
ity in HTSCs.

At the same time, it remains an open question of how
explain the presence of fluctuation processes governed b
MT and LD contributions in the same sample. Obviously,
CuO2 should not contain defects, since otherwise the M
mechanism will not be realized. At the same time, the nu
ber of oxygen vacancies in the CuO chains is already
tremely large.22 As a result, the current will flow through th
sample in a percolational manner,40 leading to scatter in the
effective distancesdi between conducting planes, which,
we have said, is necessary for realization of the fluctua
mechanism of the LD type. Apparently, in YBCO systems
this type the evolution ofs8(T) occurs as follows. With
decreasing temperature the 2D MT regime exists unti
«>«01 the quantityjc(T) becomes equal to the smallest po
sible distanced* between conducting planes. After this
Josephson interaction is realized between planes, and th
MT mechanism gives way to the LD mechanism. It is cle
that in the given cased* ,d. From Eq.~5! one can easily
estimate thatd* («01)>8.2 Å for sample F3 andd* («01)
>7.2 Å for sample F4. As the temperature is lowered f
ther, a smooth transition of the LD type occurs from the
MT to the 3D AL fluctuation mechanism. Here, as a result
the growth ofjc(T), an ever greater number of conductin
layers are coupled by the Josephson interaction, until at«0 ,
wherejc(T)>d511.7 Å, the system undergoes a transiti
to a 3D electronic state. It should be emphasized t
samples F3 and F4 do not have any conducting layers
di.11.7 Å, since the crossover at«0 is quite distinct. On the
other hand, we have been unable to approximate thes8(T)

FIG. 5. jc(0) ~filled circles! andtw(100 K)b ~unfilled circles! versusTc ;
the solid curve is calculated by Eq.~6! with the parameters for sample F1
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curve in the 2D region by the MT contribution in a reaso
able way using differentdi,11.7 Å as a fitting parameter
Consequently, the possible scatter in the distances betw
conducting layers (d* ,di,11.7 Å), giving rise to a fluc-
tuation mechanism of the LD type, is extremely specific a
relatively small, as is confirmed by the good quality of t
film samples. In samples with a distinctly poo
structure11,12,37,38this scatter is much larger, since the M
mechanism is completely suppressed and a fluctua
mechanism of the LD type is realized instead. It is importa
to note that these samples are optimally doped YBCO s
tems, and the LD type of dependence ofs8(T) observed in
them is due specifically to structural defects and not to
change of the stoichiometric state of the samples.

In spite of the above-noted complexity of the fluctuati
conductivity, the experimental observation of the MT cont
bution allows one to determine the values of the param
tw(100 K)b; however, to determine the values o
tw(100 K) in explicit form, it is necessary to findb
5@1.203(l /jab)#.5 For this we have used the results of me
surements of the Hall coefficientRH and the approach deve
oped in Ref. 5. Using the formulal 5(\mH /e)(2pns)

1/2,
wheremH is the mobility of the Hall carriers andns is the
surface density of the carriers, we find the mean free pat
the charge carriers in sample F4:l (100 K)5vFt>44.8 Å,
wherevF is the Fermi velocity. From published data31,41,42

for sample F1 the average value ofjab(0) was chosen equa
to 13.0 Å.5 Assuming that jab(F4)/jab(F1)
;jc(F4)/jc(F1), we obtainjab(0)514.2 Å for sample F4.
Hence we find that b53.85 and, using the value
tw(100 K)b>12.95310213 s found above, we obtain th
desired value: tw(100 K)>3.36310213 s, in excellent
agreement with the values oftw(100 K) calculated for opti-
mally and lightly doped YBCO films.5 Doing the analogous
calculations for sample F3, we obtaintw(100 K)'3.3
310213 s ~Table III!, i.e., practically the same as for samp
F4. All of the parameters calculated for samples F3 and
are presented in Tables II and III.

For analysis of the parameters of the fluctuation cond
tivity and Hall effect for YBCO samples with different oxy
gen content, the tables also include the results obtained
samples F1 and F6 in Ref. 5 and for a 7YBCO–7PrBC
superlattice~sample S1 from Ref. 18!, recalculated in the
new approach to the analysis of fluctuation conductiv
Since the main parameters of a HTSC are temperature
pendent, the estimates have been made forT5100 K, as is
customary in the literature.15,30 It is clearly seen that asTc

decreases~with decreasing oxygen content!, RH increases
noticeably, while the carrier densityn and n0 , the carrier
density normalized by the volume of the unit cell, decrea
and also that the measured parameter values agree with
analogous results reported in Refs. 20 and 22. At the s
time, l and t(100 K) decrease. Nevertheless,l (0)
. l (100 K)@jab , as before, and we can therefore state t
the films studied here are indeed type-II superconductor
the clean limit. At the same time,mH andvF remain practi-
cally unchanged with decreasing oxygen content. This re
can be regarded as an additional argument in favor of
correctness of the approach developed in this paper
analysis of the fluctuation conductivity, since we indeed ha
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TABLE III. Electronic parameters of the samples.
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mH5RH /(rC3D), where all of the parameters are measu
independently. It follows that for well-structured HTS
samples with differentTc the ratio of their Hall coefficients
RH should be equal to the ratio of the values ofrC3D in
them, as is confirmed by our experiment. For example,
ratio RH(F3)/RH(F1)51.33, and rC3D(F3)/rC3D(F1)
51.31. Similar ratios are obtained for the other samples
well, including for sample F6, which eliminates the questi
of whetherC3D should be chosen equal to 1 rather than 2
estimating the value ofrC3D in that case.5 From these con-
siderations it can be assumed that for the YBCO–PrB
superlattice ~Tc580.3 K, r(100 K)5118 mV•cm! the
value of the factorC3D is overestimated by about a factor
two. However, if we setC3D51.74, then the value o
tw(100 K) comes out a factor of two smaller, which see
unlikely in view of the results of the analysis of the fluctu
tion conductivity18 and magnetoresistance29 for this sample.
Thus the small values ofmH in the given case can mos
likely be ascribed to the influence of the Pr layers, wh
typically cause such effects in HTSC systems of this kind43

In Table II and III we see that ther factor5 and, more
importantly, the effective massm* of the carriers depend
nonmonotonically onTc , and n and m* have their maxi-
mum values for 80-kelvin samples~F3 and especially F4!. In
our view, this result confirms the earlier conjecture that
scattering intensity in the 80-kelvin YBCO superconducto
much higher than in the optimally doped systems, increas
sharply asTc approaches 80 K because of the enhancem
of the magnetic interaction, which can also result in an
crease in the effective mass of the carriers. Apparently
increase inm* can also explain other behavior features
80-kelvin YBCO systems. Interestingly,m* decreases no
ticeably for lightly doped systems~sample F6!. This result
seems reasonable, since there is a simultaneous decrea
the r factor, which characterizes the carrier scattering int
sity in the sample5 and is measured independently. Cons
quently, the decrease ofm* and of ther factor is probably
due to the decrease in the carrier concentration~see Table II!.
As a result, ther factor for sample F6 is practically the sam
as for sample F1.

Finally, in spite of the significant difference in the p
rameters, it is found for all of the YBCO films studied th
tw(100 K)5(3.3360.03)310213 s andC* 5(1.8260.02).
This value oftw(100 K) correlates with the results of rece
measurements of the magnetoresistance in YBCO–PrB
superlattices29 and optimally doped YBCO films.42 Conse-
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e
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e
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O

quently, it can be concluded that the values found
tw(100 K) andC* are universal for YBCO oxides, indepen
dent of the oxygen content in the samples. This is the m
experimental result of the study of fluctuation conductivity
well-structured YBCO systems. Thus the spin fluctuatio
and other possible types of interactions of quasiparticles
YBCO superconductors, while substantially determining
operative scattering mechanism for normal carriers
samples of different oxygen content, have practically no
fluence on the mechanism for the superconducting pair
which is characterized by the quantitytw .

We also note that the ratio betweenjc(0) andTc for the
samples obeys the general theory of superconductivit44

which implies that

j0;\vF /@pD~0!#, ~6!

whereD(0) is the order parameter atT50 K. Taking into
account that 2D(0)/kBTc'5 in YBCO oxides45 and assum-
ing thatj05jc(0), we canrewrite Eq.~6! as

jc~0!5G/Tc , ~7!

whereG52K\vF /(5pkB), andK'0.12 is a coefficient of
proportionality. The experimentally determined ratio f
samples F1 and F6 investigated in Ref. 5 can be written
follows: Tc(F1)/Tc(F6)51.61, andjc(0)(F6)/jc(0)(F1)
51.6. Analogous ratios are obtained for the remain
samples as well, i.e., the relationjc(0)}1/Tc holds for all of
the YBCO films. It is clear that in this casevF should be
constant, as we confirmed in the calculation~see Table III!. A
plot of jc(0) as a function ofTc , calculated for sample F1
according to Eq.~7! with G51.4631026 Å •K, is shown by
the solid curve in Fig. 5. The filled circles are the experime
tal values ofjc(0) for all of the samples studied, includin
sample M-23 of Refs. 38 and 39 (Tc590 K), with specially
introduced defects. It should be stressed that, as we h
said, for the 80-kelvin samples these are precisely those
ues of jc(0) which are determined by the crossover
«5«0 . Sincetw(100 K), like jc(0), is determined by the
temperature at which the MT–AL crossover takes place,
believe that the result obtained is another piece of evide
that the values oftw(100 K) have been calculated correctl
and it no doubt indicates that the pairing mechanisms
high-temperature superconductivity to a large degree o
the general theory of superconductivity. Figure 5 also sho
the dependence oftw(100 K)b on Tc ~unfilled circles! for
these same samples, normalized to the valuetw(100 K)b
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55.9310213 s for sample F6 in order to make the sca
coincide. We see that the experimental dependence
tw(100 K)b increases linearly with increasingTc , which is
apparently a property of YBCO systems. It follows from F
5 that forTc>130 K the value ofjc(0) should become les
than 1 Å, which is unphysical. Thus it is probably the sm
values of jc(T) in HTSCs that impose limitations on th
attainment of high values ofTc . In other words, to achieve
higher Tc , substances with large values of the cohere
length are needed.

It is clearly seen from Table III tha
tw(100 K)/t(100 K)@1, in qualitative agreement with th
theory of Ref. 36, but the real value of the ratio is appro
mately three times larger than predicted by the theory
increases with decreasingTc . This result clearly shows tha
the coupling constantleph of the normal carriers, which is
characterized byt, andlcor, which governs the interaction
of the fluctuational pairs with the normal excitations18 and is
characterized bytw , are very different, and it allows us t
discuss the physics of the superconducting pairing in HTS
The effective coupling constant can be written asleff5leph

1lcor ~Ref. 33!, whereleph andlcor are determined by the
expression46

\t2152plkBT ~8!

but usingt(100 K) ortw(100 K), respectively.5 As a result,
for sample F1 the calculatedleph'0.3. As theTc value of
the sample decreases,leph gradually increases to 0.4
~sample F6!. Both values are found in good agreement w
the results of resistive and optical measurements on o
mally doped47 and lightly doped48 YBCO films. At the same
time, from Eq. ~8! we obtain lcor'0.037 for all of the
samples studied. We see thatlcor is extremely small. This
means that the interaction of fluctuational pairs with norm
excitations, which governs the pair-breaking processes, is
tremely weak. It follows that at sufficiently high temper
tures the possibility of fluctuational pairing becomes e
tremely likely. Taking into account thatd th(«c0)5(Tc0

2Tc)/Tc52 @see Eq.~3!#, we can conclude that the theor
indeed admits the existence of fluctuational pairs up t
temperatureTc0 equal to;264 for sample F1,;240 K for
sample F4, and;165 K for sample F6. Strictly speaking, th
experimentally measureds8(T) goes to zero precisely a
T* 0 ~Fig. 1!, confirming the conjecture. The fact that forT
.(110610) K the experimentals8(T) deviates from the
theoretical curve is probably explained by the necessity
taking short-wavelength fluctuations into account in this
gion of temperatures.49

The possibility that paired holes exist in HTSCs atT
@Tc is widely discussed at the present time.42,50–52The ob-
servation of a coherent-boson current atT>120 K52 and the
observation of magnetoresistance described by the fluc
tion theories all the way toT;230 K42 have recently been
reported for nearly optimally doped YBCO systems. It h
been shown theoretically7,10,53 that pair correlations in
HTSCs aboveTc can give rise to a highly anisotropi
pseudogap in the spectrum of electronic states and lea
distortion of the Fermi surface.6,50 Studies of Bi-2212 com-
pounds by the method of angle-resolved photoemission s
of
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troscopy ~ARPES!54 and by resistivity55 and tunneling
conductivity56 measurements have shown the presence
such a pseudogap in samples at temperaturesTc,T,T* 0

>170 K. Thus the presence of fluctuational pairs in HTSC
at least up toT;(200620) K, seems extremely likely.

Summing up, we can conclude that in HTSCs atT
<T* 0 there are at least two mechanisms that lead to a
viation of rxx(T) from the linear trend in the normal state
The first is a rearrangement of the Fermi surface leading
reduction in the normal-hole scattering of normal carriers6,7

The second is the formation of paired holes~fluctuational
pairs!; in optimally doped YBCO systems this mechanis
presumably begins to operate at the same temperatu49

Thus for T,T* 0 two different types of charge carrier
should exist in a HTSC: normal holes and fluctuational pa
With decreasing temperature the number of fluctuatio
pairsnsc should increase and the number of normal holen
should, of course, decrease. Indeed, from Hall effect m
surements we find for sample F1, for examp
that n(240 K)'5.431021 cm23 and n(100 K)'2.7
31021 cm23. It is most likely this effect that accounts fo
the anomalous (}1/T) temperature dependence of the H
coefficient usually observed in HTSCs belowT* 0'(220
620) K,19,20,39whereas forT* 0,T,320 K bothn andRH

remain practically unchanged. In 60-kelvin samples~e.g.,
sample F6!, wheren is small from the start,RH increases
smoothly as the temperature is lowered from 320 K. T
same result is obtained for lightly doped YBCO systems
Refs. 20 and 22, as well. Most likely in this case the te
perature dependence ofRH(T) and rxx(T) is mainly deter-
mined by the magnetic interaction, and the influence of fl
tuational pairs is manifested much closer toTc , presumably
below ;80 K ~see Fig. 1 in Ref. 5!.

Taking these arguments into consideration together w
the universality of the values found fortw(100 K) andC* ,
we can present the following picture of the superconduct
pairing in optimally doped YBCO superconductors. T
fluctuational pairs are apparently nucleated inside the C2
planes atT<T* 0 , leading to growth ofnsc . Sincensc and
especiallyjc(T) are extremely small at temperatures in t
rangeTc0,T,T* 0 , there is most likely no interaction be
tween pairs. The corresponding electronic state of the fl
tuational pairs can be treated as zero-dimensional,57 although
such a state is not described by the existing theories of fl
tuation conductivity.49 For T<Tc0 the fluctuational pairs be
gin to overlap, but, as before, only within the CuO2 planes,
forming a 2D electronic state which is described by the M
contribution to HL theory.25 For T<T0 the growing value of
jc(T) becomes larger thand, and the conducting planes ar
coupled by a pair tunneling interaction of the Josephs
type. Now the fluctuational pairs interact throughout the e
tire volume of the superconductor, forming a 3D electron
state that is well described by the 3D contribution of A
theory.11 Indeed, it is only now that the system is fully pre
pared to complete the transition to the superconducting s
A similar picture is observed in lightly doped systems, t
only difference being that the influence of the fluctuation
pairs begins to be manifested at a temperature much clos
Tc . The only difference shown by the 80-kelvin films is th
presence of the LD fluctuation mechanism together with
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MT one in the 2D fluctuation region, as mentioned above
Summarizing, we note once again that in a HTSC

Tc,T,T* 0 there should exist two types of excitations—
normal carriers and fluctuational pairs. Thus we see an
plicit analogy both between the fluctuational pairs and
spinons predicted by the ‘‘resonant valence bands’’ mode58

which should pair atT* 0 ~Ref. 50!, and also between th
normal holes and holons,58 which should condense atTc

~Ref. 50!.

CONCLUSION

We have made the first investigation of fluctuation co
ductivity s8 in YBa2Cu3O72y films with Tc'80 K. Unlike
the optimally doped films, thes8(T) curves of these sample
exhibit a distinct transition from a 2D Maki–Thompso
mechanism for the scattering of the fluctuational pairs t
Lawrence–Doniach mechanism and, as the temperature
proachesTc , to a 3D Aslamazov–Larkin mechanism. Th
closer Tc is to 80 K, the more strongly is the fluctuatio
mechanism of the MT type suppressed, and it gradually g
way to a LD mechanism. This behavior is probably due
enhancement of the magnetic interaction in YBCO superc
ductors asTc→80 K, which can also result in an increase
the effective mass of the carriers.

With the results obtained we were able to carry ou
comparative analysis of the measurements of the fluctua
conductivity and Hall effect on YBCO films with differen
oxygen content, including a YBCO–PrBCO superlattice. W
showed that, in spite of the fact that the value ofTc for the
samples varies from 88 K~sample F1! to 54 K ~sample F6!,
for all the samples the valuestw(100 K)5(3.3360.03)
310213 s andC* 5(1.8260.02) were obtained, and the d
pendence of the coherence length along thec axis,jc(0), on
Tc conforms to the general theory of superconductivity. T
result suggests that spin fluctuations and other possible t
of interactions of quasiparticles in a HTSC, while to a lar
degree determining the scattering mechanism for normal
riers at different oxygen content, have practically no infl
ence on the mechanism for the superconducting pair
which is characterized by the value oftw .

A large value oftw leads to small values of the couplin
constantlcor for fluctuational pairs. This means that the i
teraction of fluctuational pairs with the normal excitation
which substantially governs the pair-breaking processes
rather weak. Thus at sufficiently high temperatures there
strong possibility of fluctuational pairing. Based on the lik
lihood that two types of carriers exist in a HTSC atT
&200 K, viz., normal holes and fluctuational pairs, we ha
proposed a possible mechanism for the transition from
normal to the superconducting state in HTSCs.

In closing, the authors thank Prof. V. M. Dmitriev fo
valuable comments in a discussion of the results of
study.
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